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This study adds to the research data base for staff
developnient and provides needs data for decision—makers.
It identifies differences in self- and other-perceived
needs, provides a means of measurement for determining
the effectiveness
provides

a model

of

future

staff

development programs,

for conducting needs assessment,

examines needs assessment as a useful tool
mining needs

and adds to the

for deter¬

research utilizing the

Coffing-Hutchinson Needs Analysis Methodology

(NAM).

The staff development needs of four categories of
employees
faculty,

at a

selected community college—full-time

part-time faculty.

Division Chairpersons and

professional

staff-were defined by themselves,

strators and

students.

Using

admini¬

interviews and questionnaires.

data were gathered between December,

Vll

1984 and November,

1985.

The response rates were 23% for students,

52% for faculty,

71% for central administrators and 100% for Division
Chairpersons and professional staff.
A total of 485 staff development needs were identi¬
fied and ranked.

The prioritized lists of the ten top-

ranked self- and other-perceived needs of the four categQj-j^0g Qf employees were measured to determine the extent
to which these needs were unmet.

Top-ranked needs

identified were for sabbaticals;

travel funds for con¬

ferences and workshops to remain current in one's field;
orientation,

organization development and management

development programs; pursuing advanced degrees;
teaching and professional staff services;

improving

studying the

community college and its mission and providing opportu¬
nities for professional staff to teach,

conduct research

and write.
This

Study also identified differences

and other-perceived needs of

in the self-

these employees.

Faculty,

Division Chairpersons and professional staff place empha¬
sis on sabbaticals and remaining current in one’s field
rather than on the
vices.

improvement of teaching or

staff

ser¬

in contrast, other-perceived needs place emphasis

on improving teaching and

staff

services.

Recommendations for future research include the
application of on-going needs assessment at all 15

vill

community colleges in Massachusetts, a study to separately
assess students'

perceptions of full-time and part-time

faculty staff development needs and the application of
NAM and other needs assessment methods in order to compile
comparative data from different approaches.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

As of September 1980,

there were 950 public community

colleges with an approximate enrollment of four million
students

(almost one-third of all higher education enroll¬

ments in this country).

They employed 87,800 full-time and

115,400 part-time faculty as well as administrators,
sional staff,

and classified personnel

son,

1).

1981,

p,

profes¬

(Breneman and Nel¬

These community colleges are at a criti¬

cal point in their development:

The challenges encountered during the growth era
, of the 1960s are behind them; the challenges of
the future, namely those of accommodating to dif¬
ferent clienteles, in different ways, with infla¬
tion-eroded dollars and doing it well, are ahead.
To meet these challenges, growth is once again
the key to success.
But this time, the growth
which is needed is not in the bricks and mortar
of buildings, but in the people who work in the
college and give it life.
Clearly, the future
rests in the development of the staff. (Hammons
and Jaggard, 1976, p. 21)

A review of staff development literature shows that
both scholars and practitioners indicate a need to maximize
the quality of the educational services offered by com¬
munity colleges.

To this end,

1

they call for increased

2

efforts to improve the institutions'
staff.

major resource—the

They point out that these efforts have become

particularly significant since the need for new staff has
diminished considerably.

They call for a broadened scope

of staff development that recognizes that:

a stable staff requires special efforts to retain
vitality and responsiveness.
the increasing number of part-time faculty being
hired at the community college level requires
special orientation and development efforts (as
well as increased coordination and cooperation
between adjunct and full-time faculty).
new staff (full-time and part-time faculty, par¬
ticularly those in new career areas, as well as
all other new staff members) require special
orientation programs.
administrators, particularly those at the firstand middle—levels of management, require special
ized management development.
all staff members (faculty, administrators, pro¬
fessional staff and classified personnel) need to
be included in staff development efforts.
-

organizational development efforts are required if
staff development efforts are to be effective.

This call for an increase in,

and a broadened scope of,

staff development is found in the writings of Gleazer
and 1973), Nelsen

(1980), and Rubin (1971): and particu¬

larly in that of Gaff
1978)

and O'Banion

colleges.

(1968

However,

(1975 and 1978), Hammons (1976 and

(1972 and 1977),

pertaining to two-year

there is a decided lack of certainty

3

and clarity in the literature.

There is a wide variance

between theory and actual practice.

The level and form of

community college staff development programs are unchanged
from the pre-1970s.

The literature calls for a comprehen¬

sive approach encompassing all categories of the educa¬
tional staff

(faculty,

administrators,

and classified support staff).
finding

professional staff,

The consistent research

is that this approach is seldom encountered.

emphasis of most programs is on full-time faculty.

The
Very

few past or existing development programs address the needs
of part-time faculty,

administrators

(particularly at the

division chairperson and middle-management levels),
fied staff,

classi¬

or of the organization itself.

The literature calls for on-going programs versus
one-time,

piecemeal programs.

In fact,

on-going programs

exist in only 10 to 30 percent of the private four-year
colleges

(Berquist,

1978,

p.

Rhodes and Hounsel,

1979,

pp.

3,

Centra,

1977,

167-168) .

community colleges in only a few states,
California and Oregon.
leges,

comprehensive,

only one,
tutions
1983) .

In Massachusetts'

p.

6 and

They exist in
notably Florida,
community col¬

on-going programs exist in possibly

or at the most,

in only a handful of the 15 insti

(Results of Staff Development Survey Questionnaire,

4

The literature calls for
programs.

increased staff development

Research by Hammons and Jaggard

(1976),

of

Presidents of 294 two-year colleges in thirteen North¬
eastern states,

found concern for staff development sig¬

nificantly reduced from the 1960's.

On the other hand,

research project by Richard Hamlin in 1980,
Community Colleges,
ranked third

a

at Indiana

revealed that faculty development

(after salary and teaching load)

as an issue

of concern to faculty.
The literature also calls for organizational develop¬
ment programs.

Again,

the consistent research finding is

that few such programs exist.
The staff development literature recommends increased
use of needs assessment techniques in determining program
needs.

However,

infancy.

the field of needs assessment is in its

Not until after World War II have educators been

increasingly realizing that the complex and varied needs of
those being educated must be identified.

The problem for

educational planners and staff developers,
not whether to conduct needs assessment,

in general,

is

but rather hQW to

conduct it.
A significant finding from a review of the staff develop¬
ment literature is that there is a definite lack of solid
evidence,
for

in the form of hard research data,

staff development in community colleges.

as to the need
Yet,

there is

5

a call for increasing programs.

This is perplexing.

On

the one hand, staff developers have been recommending com¬
prehensive, on-going community college staff development
programs to meet increasing needs; on the other hand, there
is no corresponding research that identifies a clear-cut
need, and there are few comprehensive, on-going programs in
existence.

Also, there is limited’ hard data available to

determine why staff development programs have succeeded or
failed, or,

in fact,

if any do succeed or fail.

Therefore, are there needs for staff development in
community colleges, and,
needs?

if so, what is the nature of those

This study will address the following objective:

To determine the staff development needs at a selected
Massachusetts Community College.
The approach to solving this problem will be based on
the following;

1.

Research is warranted to determine staff
development needs in community colleges.

2.

A valid needs assessment instrument can be
utilized to ascertain these specific needs.

3.

The Coffing-Hutchinson Needs Analysis Methodology
is such a valid needs assessment research instru¬
ment.

The subject of this research will be one of the 15
community colleges in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

6

The selected college is located in eastern Massachusetts in
a rural setting.

The college has approximately 1500 full

and part-time students attending day session classes.

It

offers a variety of technical programs as well as liberal
arts and transfer programs for those students who desire to
attend four-year

institutions.

full-time faculty members,
ministrators.

There are approximately 90

45 part-time faculty and 30 ad¬

The clerical and maintenance staff account

for an additional 55 employees.

The selected college has

made a strong verbal commitment to staff development.

The

support for on-going staff development has been one of the
college's institutional tenets.

The recently established

Educational Foundation of the College,
private—sector funds,
poses,

has,

established to raise

as one of its three major pur¬

the funding of staff development for college per¬

sonnel.

Purposes of the Study

The primary purpose of this study is to fill a void in
the research base for staff development and to provide
needs data for decision-makers at a selected Massachusetts
community college.
Five secondary purposes,
portance are:

listed in their order of im¬

7

1.

To determine if there is a significant variance in
the self-perceived and other-perceived staff deve¬
lopment needs of faculty and professional staff,

2.

To provide a means of measurement for determining
the extent to which future staff development pro¬
grams conducted at the selected community college
meet identified needs.

3.

To provide a model for conducting needs assessment
at all 15 community colleges in Massachusetts (or
in any other educational institution).

4.

To determine if needs assessment is a viable means
of assisting the faculty and professional staff in
defining their staff development needs.

5.

To add to the research utilizing the CoffingHutchinson Needs Analysis Methodology.

Significance of the Study

Identification of community college staff development
needs are important because they provide decision-makers
with the information necessary to develop programs to meet
these needs.
The completion of this study and the achievement of the
stated purposes is significant in that it will provide data
that have not been available to decision-makers at the
selected community college in the past.

In addition, the

study will be of value as it may provide information that
will assist other Massachusetts' community colleges in deter
mining their needs for staff development.
provide data that,

Finally, it will

in comparison with like data compiled at

8

other Massachusetts' community colleges, might identify
needs that can best be met through regional staff develop¬
ment programs.

Limitations of the Study

There are six categories of employees in this parti¬
cular community college:

Full-time Faculty
Part-time Faculty
Division Chairpersons
Professional Staff
Directors, Deans and President
Classified Staff

This study will be limited to the following four categories
of employees:

Full-time Faculty
Part-time Faculty
Division Chairpersons
Professional Staff

Pull-time faculty will be included in the research because
they are the largest group of employees at the selected
community college and those most directly involved with the
education of the students.

Part-time faculty will be in¬

cluded because they have become a significantly increasing

9

proportion of the total faculty employed at the selected
community college.

Division Chairpersons and professional

staff will be included because previous staff development
researchers (Alexander, 1981; Hammons and Wallace, 1976;
and Wiedman, 1976) have concluded that these community col¬
lege first- and middle-level management employees have
special management development needs.
The needs assessment will determine both personal
self-perceived needs (needs of faculty as perceived by
faculty, needs of administrators as perceived by admini¬
strators, etc,)

and needs as perceived by others (admini¬

strators' perceptions of faculty needs, faculty perceptions
of administrators' needs, etc,).

The following needs

statements (defined as the Who—What—Whom concerns in the
research methodology employed) will be addressed:

1.

Full-time faculty needs for staff development as
defined by full-time faculty,

2.

Full-time faculty needs for staff development as
defined by Division Chairpersons,

3.

Full-time faculty needs for staff development as
defined by Directors, Deans and President,

4.

Full-time faculty needs for staff development as
defined by students,

5.

Part-time faculty needs for staff development as
defined by part-time faculty,

6.

Part-time faculty needs for staff development as
defined by full-time faculty.

10

7.

Part-time faculty needs for staff development as
defined by Division Chairpersons.

8.

Part-time faculty needs for staff development as
defined by Directors, Deans and President.

9.

Part-time faculty needs for staff development as
defined by students.

10.

Division Chairpersons' needs for staff development as
defined by Division Chairpersons.

11.

Division Chairpersons' needs for staff development as
defined by full-time and part-time faculty.

12.

Division Chairpersons' needs for staff development as
defined by Directors, Deans and President.

13.

Professional Staff's needs for staff development as
defined by Professional Staff.

14.

Professional Staff's needs for staff development as
defined by full-time and part-time faculty.

15.

Professional Staff's needs for staff development as
defined by Division Chairpersons.

16.

Professional Staff's needs for staff development as
defined by Directors, Deans and President.

The findings of this study will also be limited to
identifying the staff development needs at the selected
community college.

However,

the other fourteen community

colleges in the Commonwealth might well benefit from the
study since they may have very similar needs.
The concepts introduced thus far will be expanded in
the chapters to follow.

Chapter II includes a selective

review of the literature pertaining to staff development
and to needs assessment.

Three specific areas of staff

11

development will be reviewed.

First,

a historical per¬

spective of staff development is presented.

Second,

the

philosophical trends and current principles of staff de¬
velopment will be discussed.

Third,

staff development

research and models in education, with emphasis on com¬
munity college models, will be reviewed.
needs assessment will be addressed.

Two areas of

First,

needs assess¬

ment as a vital component of staff development will be
discussed.

Second,

current needs assessment alternatives

will be reviewed.
Chapter III describes the Needs Analysis Methodology
(NAM)

utilized in the study.

the Methodology,
NAM procedures
tion of data,

It includes the objectives of

a description of the study design and the

(including the sampling procedure,

collec¬

and the survey instrumentation employed) ,

and

how the data will be analyzed in relation to the purposes
of the study.
Chapter IV will offer the results of the needs assess¬
ment and an interpretation of these results in relation to
the purposes of the study.
Chapter V presents an analysis and summary of the
findings,
for

conclusions and recommendations,

further research.

and suggestions

CHAPTER

I I

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

BacKgrounc^

staff development can be defined, simply, as any plan
designed to increase the competencies of personnel in an
organization.

Staff development can be divided into per¬

sonal and professional development.

The former is con¬

cerned with improvement of people—their attitudes about
themselves, their jobs, and their personal lives; the
latter is concerned with the improvement of job-related
skills, knowledge and attitudes (Hammons, 1978).
Inherent in the whole notion of staff development is
the belief that all professional people can grow and
develop—that once they become professional adults, they do
not or, at least, should not stand still.

Times change,

people change, situations change.
Rubin states;

We are now entering an unprecedented expansion in
continuing education of teachers and administra¬
tors; not only will there be far more activity,
but the activity will be definitely different.
(1978, p. xi)

Although staff development has been defined above, a
review of the literature reveals many varied definitions.
12
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In fact, many different terms are used such as in-service
education, faculty development,

instructional development,

organizational development, professional development,
teachers' center, teachers' corps, continuing education,
etc.

For the purposes of this study, the term staff de¬

velopment will be used broadly and will include all of
these various types of staff development.

The compre¬

hensive definition which this writer will use is as follows:

Staff development is a process of growth through
change and self-renewal brought about by those
continuous, self-directed, and systematic edu¬
cational activities in which individuals engage
in order to:
-

keep current
advance in their careers
improve themselves as individuals
promote organizational growth
improve services to students
(or other clients)

Implicit in the above definition, and in many of the defi¬
nitions found in the literature, are the words

change

and

"growth" and the interdependent process of individual and
organizational change and growth.
The research literature which specifically describes
staff development and attempts to view it from the per¬
spective of the elementary and secondary schools, community
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colleges, and the colleges and universities, can be divided
into two categories.
The first, catalogued primarily in ERIC, is a col¬
lection of program-specific information describing indi¬
vidual programmatic designs or components of various
training strategies.

These reports written by people who

are often involved in the very program which they attempt
to describe and/or evaluate, are, of course, biased, and
are often rather limited in scope.
The second body of literature holds more promise for
those interested in attempting to view staff development
conceptually.

This research is represented by secondary

studies of large numbers of individual programs done by
Edelfelt and Lawrence (1975)

for Florida State University,

by the Rand Corporation (Berman, 1974)

for the United

States office of Education, by Nelsen and Siegel (1980),
etc.

These studies look at staff development within the

context of the school as an institution and as an
organization.
This review of staff development literature is de¬
signed to present an overview of the history, philosophy,
principles and practices of staff development in educa¬
tional organizations with the focus on staff development in
higher education, particularly in community colleges.

The

review will also identify the importance of assessing staff
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development needs and will consider needs assessment alter¬
natives .

Historical Perspective

In the beginning of educational practice in the United
States, the town fathers were the directors of teacher
training.

Upon the appointment of new teachers (liberal

arts graduates, at best, more often, untrained appren¬
tices) , these public officials (laymen themselves)

took

pains to advise and direct the teacher regarding the best
methods of "handling the students" and the values to be
inculcated into the minds of the students (Rubin, 1971, pp.
5-17).
These early in-service activities actually preceded
pre—service programs, and thus tended to be remedial in
scope and content, geared to bridge the gap between what
teachers knew and what they were expected to teach.

By the

niid-19th century, the need for more extensive teacher
training resulted in more formal programs, particularly two
or three day county-wide institutes.

Since these insti¬

tutes were virtually non-existent until 1860, earliest
staff development programs often resembled pre-service
training

(Stinnett, 1964).
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Horace Mann,

first Commissioner of Education in Mas¬

sachusetts cited the need for staff development in 1837,
Two years later, with his support,

the first "normal” or

teacher training school in the United States was estab¬
lished in Lexington,

Massachusetts

(Brubacher,

1966).

As the normal schools appeared across the country,
pre- and in-service programs came together
ways.

In-service summer programs,

in a variety of

courses,

frequently held in the new normal schools.

or classes were
In fact, pre-

and in-service programs were often conducted jointly.
In-service became quite formal under this arrangement and
teachers were critical of the rigidity and lack of
creativity that prompted a separation between pre- and
in-service programs

(Mass. Dept,

of Education,

1980).

In-service activities temporarily returned to an
informal mode during the late 19th century.

"Reading

circles"—or groups of teachers who discussed the emerging
body of literature in teacher education—replaced the in¬
stitutes.

This change was significant in that it empha¬

sized group learning among peers,
setting,

not the formal classroom

and it shifted the focus of learning from cogni¬

tive and remedial to affective and experimental
of Education,

(Mass. Dept,

1980).

A real turning point in in-service teacher education
occurred in 1936.

During that summer

,

Ralph Tyler convened
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a 6-week course at Ohio State University.

Termed a

"workshop," the course focused on problem-solving and skill
development rather than curriculum content.

This revolu¬

tionary concept had a profound impact on the future of inservice activities for

it provided a quasi-institutional¬

ized base for many of the informal activities that had
characterized the best staff development endeavors in the
past.

The workshop then became the primary vehicle for

in-service activities

(Mass. Dept,

of Education,

1980).

The mid-20th century brought new influences and
challenges to in-service teacher training.
Sputnik

The launch of

in 1955 produced serious concern about science

education in American schools.

Subsequently,

the late 50s

and 60s witnessed a massive new investment of federal
dollars

in curriculum development.

Although the workshop

was the mode for training teachers in these new trends,
staff development shifted to become once again remediation.
For the first time,

however, national educational priori¬

ties were at stake,

not individual or local needs

(Mass.

Dept, of Education, 1980).
Expanding federal influence over education at the
state and local levels accompanied increasing amounts of
federal dollars.

The Elementary and Secondary Education

Act (1967) , the National Defense Education Act (1968),
Teacher Corps and the Teachers Training Teachers program

gav6 teachers and trainers wide latitude in designing and
implementing training modes and content (Mass. Dept, of
Education, 1980).
More recent federal mandates in special, bilingual,
metric, math and science education are more remedial in
nature, again focusing on national needs and priorities.
While providing significant support for staff development,
these programs cover specific pre-determined content areas,
rather than the development of skills tailored to individu¬
al needs (Mass. Dept, of Education, 1980).
Reacting to the influx of federal dollars and the ac¬
companying influences on their training and development
activities, teachers looked elsewhere for staff development
models in the late 60s and found the British teacher center.
This model relied on locally-initiated, participant-planned
in-service activities which gave teachers broad decision¬
making power and responsibility for their own professional
development (Mass. Dept, of Education, 1980).
Education officials on the federal level were both
impressed and intrigued by the concept of teacher-designed
staff development.

The United States Office of Education

supported the creation of four teacher centers in the early
1970s.

These pilots, with considerable modification, led

to full-scale, federal support for teacher centers.
Growing teacher unionism prompted strong participation by
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teach6rs in decision—inaking in center planning and
operations.

A strong policy board composed of teachers,

curriculum specialists and university staff became a key
element in the enabling legislation.

The board represented

the culmination of over 100 years of intermittent tension
between the interests and roles of university personnel and
classroom teachers

(Mass. Dept,

of Education,

1980).

Typical teacher center activities reinforce the
concept of peer training—teachers training teachers.
Teachers alone,

however,

cannot make substantial changes

without the support and collaboration of others in the
educational system:

administrators,

university representatives,

school boards,

parents and students.

Programs based on the new philosophy embodied in
teacher centers are certainly not new.
groups or

Peer training in

individual counseling sessions,

or in "reading

circles," were significant although informal stages in the
evolution of participant planned in-service teacher
education

(Mass.

Dept,

of Education,

1980).

Besides the workshop and teacher center movement,
whole

the

issue of individualization of instruction for pupils

is spreading to include the teachers themselves.

Attempts

are being made to develop individualized in-service
programs that recognize alternative paths to improved
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teacher -competence and that allows participants to develop
at differing rates
Thus,

(Deighton,

1971).

in-service training of teachers is moving slowly

away from training solely at the discretion and from the
expertise of external authority into the hands of the
teachers themselves.

The external authority is becoming

more and more the facilitator of teachers'
arranger,
(Brush,

the collaborator,

learning,

the

the consultant and advisor

1976).

Despite a long history of recognition as an essential
part of the on-going operation of educational institutions,
staff development seems constantly ensnared in the battle
between externally generated remedial approaches and
approaches designed by the teachers themselves;

in erratic,

occasional activities versus continuous and constant effort;
or diverted by less fundamental,
development efforts

(Harris,

but seemingly more urgent,

1980).

The history of staff development in higher education,
especially in community colleges,
development,
matter,

is short.

Faculty

as other than advanced work in one's subject

is a very recent phenomenon.

until the early 1970s,

staff development has now become an

important aspect of higher education
in recent years,

Virtually unheard of

(O'Banion,

1977).

there has been an explosion of

faculty development programs in colleges and universities
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across the nation.
or fifty

(Bergquist,

increased to 200
November 3,
(Centra,

In 1971,

in 1975,

the number had

(Uifi Chronicle Qt Higher Education.

1975);

1977) .

1978);

there were probably only forty

in 1977,

Robert A.

there were at least 1,000
Scott

edited by Rhodes and Hounsel

(1978)

(1979)

in the volume

states:

While it is impressive that 300 colleges and
universities have training programs, many with
full-time directors, they represent fewer than 10
percent of all collegiate institutions in the U.S.
and this is not an area of growth.
(pp. 167-168)

Therefore,

it appears that staff development programs exist

in from ten percent to one-third of the colleges in the U.S.
Clearly,

staff development has been receiving

increased emphasis in colleges and universities throughout
the past decade.
development.

The emphasis has been on faculty

Concerned about an aging,

less mobile faculty

and spurred on by financial support from foundations,
federal government agencies,

and often internal budgets,

colleges and universities created a wide variety of new
approaches to faculty development in addition to shoring up
old ones.

These new approaches were many and

varied—opportunities for summer study and release time
study,

the creation of centers for teaching

instructional development,
evaluation,

improvement or

new forms of student and peer

short-term workshops or

institutes on special
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topics concerning both scholarly content and new approaches
to teaching,

faculty growth plans,

internships for faculty

in areas relating to their disciplines,

faculty exchanges,

mentor programs between senior and junior faculty, and many
others.

In addition,

sabbaticals,

the more traditional approaches of

special leaves,

and travel to professional

meetings were begun on some campuses and given new emphasis
on others.

Philosophy of Staff Development

Past staff development practices were based on the
concept that power and authority should rest in the hands
of a few at the top of the organization,

and thus those at

the lower end of the chain of command were strictly
directed and controlled by their superiors.

This has been

especially true in regard to improvement strategies for
schools

(versus colleges)

programs.
years,

in their approach to in-service

These approaches,

over the last one hundred

have been based on several assumptions.

One

assumption was that school problems are caused by certain
inadequacies on the part of staff members,

for example,

the use of outmoded instructional strategies or outdated
curriculum content.

The objective for many typical

in—service workshops was cognitive change.

in
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Another assumption was that the needs of administra¬
tors and teachers for professional growth are different.
Therefore,

separate workshops and programs were designed

for each group.
A fundamental past assumption was that people working
in organizations can be changed without changing the
organization itself.
These assumptions and practices were based on
historical necessity and on the works of early management
theorists

(in the early 1900s)

management school.
on the task
possible),

from the scientific

This school of thought placed emphasis

(with bosses making the tasks as efficient as
and on money as the motivator

(people work to

satisfy their economic self-interest).
These past theories form the bases for the twelve
concepts that Edelfelt and Lawrence

(1975,

p.

59)

have

identified as being historically important in shaping staff
development programs

(see Table 1).

They argue that these

concepts are no longer appropriate for guiding the future
of staff development.
These past development practices have led to top down,
autocratic approaches which have resulted in casual,
sporadic,

patchwork,

haphazard,

and inappropriate

pre-planned commonly designed programs that were
ineffective.

In many instances,

teachers have found staff
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TABLE 1
Twelve Concepts Identified as Being Historically Important
in Shaping Staff Development Programs

1.

The primary role of the school is the giving and receiving of information.

2.

Learning is the receiving of information to be stored and later used.

3.

Curriculum and teaching are relatively fixed elements in the school.

4.

The main business of teacher education is the quest for mastery of some
relatively stable subject matters and methods of teaching.

5.

In-service education is training that is designed, planned and conducted
for the teacher by persons in authority.

6.

The central purpose of in-service education is the remediation of teachers'
deficiencies in subject matter.

7.

Leadership is "direction from above," and motiviation is "direction from
outside."

8.

Supervision is diagnoses, prescription, modeling, inspection and rating.

9.

Teacher education in teacher preparation institutions and teacher education
in schools are separate and discontinuous processes.

10.

Intellectual leadership in goal setting and planning for in-service education
appropriately comes from outside the school.

11.

The teacher is a solo practitioner (rather than a group member involved in
cooperative planning of common goals and related actions).

12.
*

Prescriptive'“legislation is an appropriate vehicle for improving the quality
of teaching standards.

(Edelfelt and Lawrence, 1975, p. 59)
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development programs threatening,
(Harris,

confusing or

irrelevant

1969).

The major reason for teachers'

criticism of

traditional staff development programs appears to be the
emphasis placed on teachers'

deficiencies.

Teachers'

interests, wishes and strengths have been ignored.
Historically,

staff development programs have been

haphazard and unpopular.

The approach was remedial.

Roy

Edelfelt decried these programs and called for a
reconceptualization of staff development based on a
broader,
growth

more developmental framework of learning and

(Edelfelt,

1975).

The theoretical framework Edelfelt recommends is based
on the humanistic philosophy of growth and change.

These

theories have been in development since the 1920s and early
1930s when the scientific school of management thought was
supplemented by the human relations movement initiated by
Fritz Roethlisberger and Elton Mayo.

Roethlisberger and

Mayo believe that the real power centers within an
organization are the interpersonal relations developed
within the working unit.

They conclude that the human

factors of organizations cannot be ignored;

in fact,

the

needs of the individual and the role of the informal group
has significant impact on the performance of work groups.
The function of the leader under the human relations theory
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is to facilitate goal attainment among followers while
providing opportunities for their personal growth and
development.

The main focus shifted from emphasis on the

tasks and the needs of the organization to the needs of the
individual.
The work of Mayo paved the way for Douglas McGregor's
development of "Theory X - Theory Y".
McGregor,

According to

traditional organizations with centralized

decision-making and control of the work from the top is
based upon Theory X assumptions about human nature and
human motivation.
lazy,

Theory X assumes that most people are

prefer to be directed,

are not interested in assuming

responsibility and want safety above all.

Accompanying

this philosophy is the belief that people are motivated by
money,

fringe benefits and threat of punishment.

Managers

who accept Theory X assumptions tend to structure, control
and closely supervise their employees.

McGregor developed

an alternate theory of human behavior called Theory Y.

He

felt that this theory was based on a more accurate
understanding of human nature and motivation.
assumes that people are not,

by nature,

lazy,

Theory Y
and that

people can be self-directed and creative at work if
properly motivated.

He concluded that properly motivated

people can achieve their own goals best by directing their
own efforts toward accomplishing organizational goals.
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Chris Argyris agrees with McGregor and states that the
needs of mature individuals are not being met in today's
organizations.

In many cases,

people are kept from

maturing by the management practices utilized in their
organizations.

In these organizations, people are given

minimal control over their environment and encouraged to be
passive,

dependent and subordinate;

therefore,

they behave

immaturely.
Frederick Herzberg, noting that esteem and
self-actualization needs seem to become more important as
people mature,

conducted studies that led to the

development of his motivation-hygiene
dissatisfaction)

theory.

(satisfaction-

He found that when people felt

dissatisfied with their jobs,

they were concerned about the

environment in which they were working.
when people felt good about their
about the work itself.

jobs,

On the other hand,
they were concerned

Herzberg called the first category

of needs hygiene or maintenance factors.

These needs

included company policies and procedures,

supervision,

working conditions,
and security.

interpersonal relations, money,

These factors, when they exist,

motivate people;

they are taken for granted.

factors do not exist,

status

do not
When these

they become "dissatisfiers.

called the second category of needs "motivators"

He
since they

seemed to be effective in motivating people to superior
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performance.
achievement,

These satisfying factors included
recognition,

challenging work,

increased

responsibility and opportunities for growth and development.
Rensis Likert and his colleagues at the Institute for
Social Research at the University of Michigan conducted
studies and found that management styles within
organizations can be identified on a continuum from
autocratic,

to benevolent autocratic,

participative.

to consultative,

to

Their studies indicated that the most

productive work groups are led by supervisors using
participative styles of management.
The work of these theorists,

and others,

form the

basis for present knowledge about human behavior, growth
and change theory,

adult learning theory and organizational

development which provide the theoretical bases for staff
development programs.
Various writers have proposed sets of operating
principles as guidelines for staff development planning:
Rubin

(1969),

(1971),

(1978); Anrig

(1973);

Edelfelt and Lawrence

(1975);

Bunker

(1978); McLaughlin

(1977);

Hounsell
Mitzel

Hruska

(1979);

(1982);

Harris

Hammons

(1980);

and Nelsen

Lawrence

(1977);

Smith

(1975)
(1977);

(1979); Rhodes and

Nelsen and Siegel

(1980);

(1983).

The principles presented by the above authors are
certainly departures from the concepts identified by
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Edelfelt

(1975)

as being historically important in shaping

staff development programs

(See Table 1) .

is effectively discussed by Hruska

(1979,

This departure
pp.

97-98)

who

lists steps toward more effective staff development
Table 2).

(See

This exhibit shows the movement away from the

historical principles based on historical necessity and the
scientific management school of thought to those of the
present and future based on the humanistic philosophy of
growth and change developed from human relations and
behavioral science theories.
After

identifying the historically important,

longer appropriate concepts,

Edelfelt and Johnson

but no
(1975)

prepared a list of principles of staff development that are
appropriate for guiding the future of staff development.

A

summary of these principles is shown in Table 3.
Nelsen and Siegel

(1980)

assessed the impact of

faculty development grants to twenty leading arts colleges
throughout the nation.
the twenty colleges,

These studies included visits to

extensive interviews,

and the

independent judgments about the grants impact by the
j^j^terviewers.

Based on Nelsen and Siegel s research,

there

are seven specific guidelines which appear most important
in meeting current needs in faculty renewal with programs
that work

(see Table 4).
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TABLE 2
STEPS TOWARD MORE EFFECTIVE STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Away From

1.

a lack of teacher involvement in

Toward

1.

including teachers in self-initiated,

planning, implementing, and evalu¬
ating programs.
2.

a deficiency approach with the
focus on remediation of teacher

self-designed professional growth
programs.
2.

focusing on the strengths of staff,
discovering and utilizing competencies.

weaknesses.
3.

pre-planned designs.

3.

developing heuristic designs; re¬
lating programs to priority needs
as perceived by participants.

4.

a lack of cooperation and con¬

4.

establishing preservice/inservice
continuums.

5.

presenting programs as part of an

tinuity between preservice and
inservice programs.
5.

program instructors lacking

overall plan. Offering school
based programs with teachers teach¬

appropriate skills and a re¬
liance on outside consultants.

ing teachers.
6.

program focus on the teacher as

6.

forming teams, task forces, com¬
mittees, support groups, and other

a "solo practitioner."

cooperative arrangements.

Providing

for group maintenance and group
processes.
7.

a lack of systematic evaluation.

7.

planning for evaluation of programs
and individual components and sessions.

8.

inadequate incentives.

8.

encouraging use of reward systems
other than monetary and/or credit
collection.

Encouraging use of

learned skills and ideas.

9.
10.

required attendance.
inappropriate program activities.

9.
10.

volunteering.
relating programs to teachers* daily
problems; providing for active roles
for participants; dealing with funda¬
mental issues and problems of a prac¬
tical, concrete nature.
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TABLE 2
(continued)

11.

common activities undertaken by

11.

providing for individualization of
programs.

12.

providing sufficient time, finances,
and leadership.

an entire group.
12.

a failure to provide adequate
resources.

(Hruska, 1979, pp. 97-98)
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TABLE 3
PRINCIPLES OF STAFF DEVELOPMENT APPROPRIATE FOR THE FUTURE

1.

Staff development must be continuous and recognized as an essential element
of the educational process.

2.

Staff development should be a collaborative effort among the agencies and
groups that are involved in it; have vested interests in it; will be af¬
fected by it; are to benefit from it.

These agencies include, but are not

limited to, professional organizations, industry, local state and federal
education agencies, school administrators, institutions of higher education,
legislators, and clients.
3.

Collaborations should be sanctioned and facilitated, but not mandated.

4.

Staff development should include all school personnel, nonprofessionals as
well as professionals.

5.

Staff development should include educators at all levels—teachers,
administrators, higher education personnel, and local and state education
department personnel.

6.

Staff development should be based on personnel needs/school program needs/
student needs.

7.

Staff development programs should be locally planned by the people to
be affected.

8.

Staff development should interface inservice education with curriculum
development and instructional improvement.

9.

Staff development programs should be built into the regular school day.

10.

Staff development should be field based.

11.

Staff development activities should be voluntary.

12.

Staff development should reflect the same principles that educators endorse
for students—individualized instruction and freedom to choose among
alternatives.

13.

Staff development should be supported by long-term "hard" money.

(Adapted from Edelfelt and Johnson, 1975, pp. 72-73)
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TABLE 4
Seven Guidelines for Faculty Renewal Programs That Work

Faculty members development programs must be flexible to meet the variety
of needs of individual faculty and individual situations.
Faculty members must receive support as researchers and contributors
to their disciplines, but they must also be introduced to the wider
possibilities for self-renewal and for improvement in their colleges'
academic programs. This will require not only widespread faculty in¬
volvement, but also administrative leadership in program design.
Administrative leadership is especially required in areas where faculty
are reluctant to take the initiative. For example, most faculty are not
prepared to push for programs in the sensitive realm of teaching. However,
successful teaching improvement programs are possible where administrators
have enlisted the aid of several key faculty in designing carefully
formulated programs with good specific focus.
Individual opportunities (sabbaticals, summer study, release time), must
be balanced with group activities (institutes, workshops, joint study) for
the academic program to benefit not only from substantive learning, but
also from stronger intellectual and personal bonds.
Faculty and administrators need to focus on a crucial element in the academy,
namely, the students, in reflecting on needs! Helping faculty to better
understand both students and the learning process itself can have a pro¬
found effect on encouraging faculty members to reassess what they are doing
as teachers.
There is promise in the new emphasis on faculty career (or alternative
career) development, but careful individual counseling may be more prudent
for the academy than large-scale programs.
It is vitally important that in devising programs of faculty renewal, both
faculty and administrators understand each other's perceptions of the most
important needs. Failure to take stock of each others' perceptions can lead
to misunderstanding and misspent efforts.

(Nelsen and Siegel, 1980, pp. 148-149)
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Based on a review of the principles presented in the
literature, the major principles of effective staff
development appear to this researcher to be:
1.

Programs to be based on effective personnel
management—evaluating people, providing regular
feedback concerning these evaluations, giving
encouragement and support and planning for long-term
growth and development.

2.

Programs to be for everyone in the organization.

3.

Programs to be on-going.

4.

Programs to be relatively inexpensive (2-5% of
operating salaries).

5.

Programs to include participant involvement in
planning, implementing and controlling programs.

6.

Programs to emphasize specific skills.

7.

Programs to include a sharing of staff knowledge and
expertise.

8.

Programs to be field-based.

9.

Programs to be built into the workload.

10. ’

Programs to receive administration support through
recognition of staff development as an essential
element of the educational process, through operating
incentives and rewards, through on-going funding and
through administration participation in, and
attendance at, programs.

11.

Programs to be individualized yet balanced between
individual activity and organizational effort and
purpose.

12.

Programs to be voluntary.

13.

Programs to be flexible based on felt needs
determined by effective needs assessment.

.

14

Programs to be effectively evaluated through some
kind of pre- and post-measurement.
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Programs to be given publicity about activities and
results in order to sustain and broaden interest and
participation.

Staff Development in Education

Critics of continual in-service training for teachers
are numerous and vocal.

One of them, Louis Rubin (1971)

summarized the current view of many:

Inservice education has indeed been virtually a
lost cause...teacher professional growth has not been
taken seriously, it lacks a systematic methodology,
and it has been managed with an astonishing clumsiness.
It is not surprising, therefore, that teachers have
grown accustomed to its impotence, and that admini¬
strators have come to regard it as a routine exercise
in futility.
(p. 245)

Edelfelt

(1971)

sees in-service training of teachers

as "both a curse and a cure," full of shortcomings, stum¬
bling from one focus to another in order to solve social
crises,

lagging when it should bound forward but at the

same time,

"contributing substantially to the development

of the profession."
The vast majority of the literature of current and
historical staff development practices characterizes the
field as "the weakest and most haphazard component of
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teacher education"

(Edelfelt and Johnson,

1975, pp.

Many researchers appear to agree with Rubin

(1969)

14-16).
who con¬

cludes that "even though we must work from a history of
incredible failure,

the improvement of schooling can be

achieved only through the people who operate the schools"
(p.l).

Edelfelt and Johnson

(1975)

state that the

situation in which we now find ourselves exists not by
design,
begin,

but by neglect,

and our problem is not so much to

but rather to come to grips with the situation that

confronts us,

reorient ourselves,

and successfully "begin

again."
Current educators,

as evidenced by their interest in

staff development research,
for

are also laying the groundwork

"beginning again."
Brush

(1976)

states:

...there is no doubt in the mind of this writer
and in the minds of its greatest critics and de¬
tractors that it is not the institution of inservice education itself, but the implementation
of it that is the crux of the matter... if many
of the problems which now face its effective im¬
plementation can be understood, collaboratively
worked upon, and quickly solved (albeit, it is
agreed, a large order), inservice education has
the potential for becoming not only the "major
focus in teacher education for the next decade"
(Edelfelt, 1974), but its best hope.
(pp. 3-4)
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Kortecamp

(1985)

states:

...it appears that at no other time in the his¬
tory of American education has the need to chal¬
lenge and motivate educators been more real.
The
development of educational staff must succeed
where heretofore it has been allowed to fail.
The promotion of professionalism must move from
the realm of rhetoric to that of reality... To
profess concern for students must presume commit¬
ment to staff development.
If our educational
institutions are to succeed, staff development
must achieve the priority status it has long been
promised but has failed to receive.
(p. 2)

Based on the literature review,

the "beginning again"

seems to require a focus on three major areas:

1.

Programs must be on-going and pertain to and
include the entire staff of the institutions.

2.

Programs must be planned by participants and
designed to meet the identified needs of teachers
and other staff of educational organizations.

3.

Adequate resources must be provided to support
staff development needs.

Numerous authors,
Edlefelt and Lawrence

Edelfelt
(1975)

(1975),

Hruska

(1978)

and

have argued that staff develop¬

ment programs should be on-going.

Research shows, however,

that on-going staff development programs exist in only ten
percent to one-third of the colleges in the United States.
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Throughout the literature, advocacy for involving
teachers in the planning/decision making process and for
basing programs on their needs is overwhelming:

Teachers want inservice education, but they want
it to be relevant to their professional duties
and responsive to their needs, and they want a
voice in decision-making.
(Edelfelt, 1975, p. 2)
We must have teachers who are self-directive, who
participate in the organization of their own im¬
provement.
(Rubin, 1969, p. 3)
The inservice programs that have the best chance
of being effective are those that involve
teachers in planning and managing their own pro¬
fessional development activities... (Lawrence,
1974, p. 17)
Joyce, et al...reveal that 43 percent of a nation¬
wide sample of educators have indicated that the
primary function of inservice programming should
be to provide effective staff development for
teachers on a continuing basis.
(Kortecamp,
1985, p. 5)

Needs assessment in education has developed since just
after World War II.

It experienced a spurt of growth be¬

tween 1965 and 1975, and has had its greatest growth since
1975.

Needs assessment is now an integral part of educa¬

tional planning and is increasingly used to assess needs
for staff development.

In reviewing the needs assessment

and staff development literature since 1975, especially as
a result of an ERIC computer search, over 30 specific needs
assessment projects were found pertaining to the staff
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development needs of elementary, secondary, community
college and university teachers and staff.
Also prevalent in the literature are critiques of
current staff development funding levels.
Houston and Pankratz

(1980),

As reported by

in-service education is backed

financially by less than one percent of most school budgets.
A modest staff development budget, under Title IV funding
in 1977,

represented an expenditure of $250 per teacher.

Sealy and Dillon,

in a 1976 Ford Foundation study, reported

an interesting comparison between in-service education
expenditures in Tampa, Florida schools ($689,669 = .49
percent of operating costs)

and similar expenditures by the

General Telephone Company in that same county.

The tele¬

phone company program, with about the same number of em¬
ployees as the school system, spent $4 million for train¬
ing,

2.1 percent of its operating budget!

As reported by

Kortecamp (1985, pp. 20-21):

Recent surveys conducted in southeastern Michigan
and New York State demonstrate the insignificant
percentage of the total education budget allo¬
cated to staff development.
In New York, it was
determined that the annual per capita teacher
expenditure by local districts was $18.50 with a
range of $4.78 to $61.61 (Van Ryn, Note 19).
In
Michigan, it was found that an average of .35 of
one percent (0.0035) of the total educational
budget was spent for staff development.
(Miller
Note 1)
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In summary, a review of the staff development
literature reveals two things:

(1)

there is a vast

difference between what staff developers identify as
"effective staff development programs" and what actually
exists in practice and (2)

very little hard data pertaining

to staff development needs is available.

This conclusion

provides the basis for the purpose of this study—to fill a
void in the research base for staff development and to
provide needs data for decision-makers.

It is this

researcher's hope that the study will contribute to the
"beginning again" called for by Edelfelt and Johnson (1975).

Staff Development in Community Colleges

Although formal in-service training has been a feature
of community colleges throughout their history, demands for
expanding that activity reached a peak in the 1970s as in¬
stitutional expansion subsided, and relatively few new
staff members were employed.
The subject of staff development has been the focus of
much attention within the community colleges since the
early 70s.

Conferences devoted exclusively to the topic

have been held in many parts of the country.

Scores of

articles and books have been written on the subject.
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Several types of in-service programs have been
established.

The most common have been discipline-based

institutes, release time, sabbatical leaves, and tuition
reimbursements for instructors spending time in a uni¬
versity-based program, as well as short courses or work¬
shops sponsored by single institutions or by institutional
consortia.

A 1970 survey revealed that 276 in-service

programs were conducted that year—37 percent in academic
areas, 10 percent in occupational areas, 33 percent in
education, 13 percent in administration, and 7 percent in
student services (O'Banion, 1971).
Gleazer,

in 1968, summarized major needs in community

college staff development;

A comprehensive community college will employ
many instructors who combine their occupational
work in the professions or business or the trades
with teaching.
There is great potential benefit
to the college program in their up-to-date know¬
ledge of occupational field requirements and
their own demonstrated occupational competence.
However, for them, as for all of its faculty
members, the college has an inescapable obliga¬
tion to provide staff development opportunities
which enable them to overcome whatever deficien¬
cies they may have—in understanding the learning
process, for example, or perceiving the character¬
istics of students, or following current develop¬
ments in his or her field.
Community college teachers want to be kept pro¬
fessionally alive by staying abreast of develop¬
ments in one's discipline, and by refreshing and
upgrading oneself professionally.
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How to keep up, the greatest concern of the com¬
munity college faculty member, is a major problem
for administrators and policy makers from the
community college local level up to the state
capital.
Few community colleges have sabbatical leave
policies which can be judged adequate.
Grants
for summer study are few.
Little federal or
state money has been appropriated for such pro¬
grams as the institutes funded by the National
Science Foundation.
Community College instruc¬
tors strongly favor more opportunity for face-toface work with their university colleagues.
They
report that heavy class loads often preclude
their taking new approaches to teaching because
no time is provided for planning.
In many insti¬
tutions funds are not available for faculties to
participate in the sessions of professional
associations in the various disciplines.
(pp.
120-125)

In 1976,

294 2-year college presidents in the 13

Northeastern states were surveyed by James 0. Hammons and
Sharon Jaggard.
polled responded.

Slightly over 70 percent, 207, of those
Unlike the situation in the 1960s when

the community college boom was in full swing, there was a
significantly reduced concern for in-service training in
all but one area—knowledge about the role of the community
college in remedial and developmental programs.
The results of this survey contain several major
implications for the future of staff development in the
2-year college.
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1.

Lack of faculty understanding of the community
college's unique role is still significant and may
seriously hamper or cripple its ability to meet
future demands,

2.

Much remains to be done if the community college's
expressed commitment to excellence in teaching and
its claim to be on the cutting edge of instruction¬
al development and innovation are to be realized.

3.

Administrators evidence a desire to improve their
knowledge and skills to meet the changed environ¬
ment and challenges of 1970s and 1980s.

Hammons and Jaggard

(1976)

strongly support the need

for staff development:

In summary... community colleges of the North¬
eastern states are at a critical point in their
development.
The challenges encountered during
the growth era of the 1960s are behind them; the
challenges of the future are ahead... To meet
their challenges, growth is once again the key to
success.
But this time the growth which is need¬
ed is not in the bricks and mortar of buildings
but in the people who work in the college and
give it life.
Clearly, the future rests in the
development of the staff.
(p. 21)

Terry O'Banion

(1977,

need for staff development,

pp vii-ix)

also supports the

but argues for new approaches:

Community colleges have always provided oppor
tunities for their faculty members to learn about
the students attending the institution, to keep
up with new developments in their field, and to
explore new approaches to teaching.
These
in
service training" activities became ritualized in
the fall faculty orientation sessions, the ubi
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quitous but unused professional library, and an
occasional trip to a conference or workshop.
By
the end of the 1960s such activities had become
traditional in an institution that prided itself
on non-traditional approaches and ideas.
VJith the 70s, however, came a new realization of
the need for assisting all staff members in the
institution to become better prepared for facing
the "toughest tasks of higher education."
Inservice training became staff development... The
importance of this development was recognized in
a report to the U.S. Congress by the National
Advisory Council on Education Professions Develop¬
ment in 1972:
"The quality of education in the
community junior college depends primarily on the
quality of the staff."
The staff of a college is its single greatest
resource.
In economic terms, the staff is the
college's most significant and largest capital
investment.
It is only good sense that the
investment should be helped to appreciate in
value and not be allowed to wear itself out or
slide into obsolescence by inattention or neglect.
But in a more crucial sense, a college's staff is
the expression of its purposes, the collective
manager of its missions.
As the college's pur¬
poses change and adapt to the social needs of its
community, its staff deserves—must haV-g—
opportunities to adapt and change, too.
Traditionally, community college staff develop¬
ment has concentrated on full-time faculty.
Now
more than half of all community college faculty
members are in the part-time category, so they
are now receiving increasing attention.
Robert De Hart, President of De Anza College in
California, suggests that management staff must
participate in a strong development program,
also, or "it is unlikely that they will create
the environment which permits for the enlargement
of the talents of others on campus .
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The results of the 1976 study done by Hammons and
Wallace indicated that inservice training received by chair¬
persons was generally nominal and self-improvement activity
appeared weak.
In a later study, Hammons, Wallace and Watts (1978)
found:

...few community college administrators are even
vaguely familiar with the "science" of management
that is slowly, but surely, evolving; few admini¬
strators are skilled in planning, implementing
and evaluating change; turnover in management
positions is relatively high and many replace¬
ments are hired from within the institutions from
non-management positions.
(p. 5)

While there is a body of literature urging greater
staff development opportunities for faculty (full- and
part-time)

and professional staff,

administrators
presidents),

including all levels of

(division chairpersons, directors, deans and

it appears that actual practice has not, as

yet, caught up with the rhetoric.

The situation in most

states is much as it was described by Gleazer in 1968.
At this time in the history of community college staff
development, most institutions lack strong on-going pro¬
grams.

The programs at community colleges range from lit¬

tle or none

(in the majority of institutions)

to extensive,

fully integrated programs (in very few institutions).
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Florida seems to be ahead of most of the nation with
its programs,

partly due to the fact that legislation was

passed in 1968 that allocated 3 percent of each college's
instructional budget for institution-wide staff development
programs.

Between 1969 and 1975,

the percentage was in¬

creased to 6 percent thus more than $14 million was spent
on staff and program development.

Recent,

though less

comprehensive developments have been initiated by Georgia,
Texas, Alabama, Oregon,
(Harris,

North Carolina and Wisconsin

1980).

Funding for staff development in community colleges is
also receiving attention from faculty unions.
1986 contracts for Masschusetts'

The 1983-

community colleges,

state

colleges and universities provides for the creation of an¬
nual "educational needs"

funds equal to 1 percent of the

bargaining unit's state-funded payroll.
be allocated by college,

These funds will

or other comparable unit,

accord¬

ing to the number of full-time equivalent bargaining unit
members.

These funds are intended for use in bona fide

scholarly,

educational,

or professional endeavors.

The staff development program at Northern Essex
Community College is generally considered to be the most
advanced program in the Massachusetts community college
system.

Its program is carved out through a Staff

Development Committee and the efforts of a part-time
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Director of Staff Development.

The program applies to all

employees of the college from classified to the president.
The committee has prepared a draft of the College's
philosophy statement on staff development.

Funds, over and

above contractual obligations, provided $10,000 for the
professional group of employees and $2,500 for the
classified group for FY '83.
Quoting from Stephen W. Fabbrucci, Director of
Personnel:

We are consciously trying to establish and
maintain a comprehensive staff development
program, with something in it for every employee.
Over the last year I have sensed a real interest
in fostering staff development at almost every
community college.
I think it's really just
about to "take off."
At some point I think it
would be helpful to have the Regents' staff
included in some fashion.

A major resource for determining the extent of staff
development activities on the community college campuses in
Massachusetts is the "Results of Staff Development Survey
Questionnaire" distributed in 1983 by the Labor-Management
Training Committee under the AFSCME Contract.
Major findings of the survey were:

1.

There was much variation even in the definition of
staff development.
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2.

Nine (9) colleges consider that they have a
formalized on-going program.

3.

Eleven (11) colleges state that they include
professional and classified employees in their
program.

4.

There was much variation in whether or not
psrt-time employees were included in the programs.
Some excluded all part-time, some excluded certain
part-time; and some included all employees.

5.

Ten (10) colleges stated their programs cover ca¬
reer development skills and personal development/
improvement.
Two (2) colleges responded "no."

6.

Four (4) colleges stated they had conducted a
formal staff development needs assessment of their
employees; one (1) was about to; and seven (7)
responded that they had never done so.

7.

There was much variation as to who, if anyone, was
responsible for coordinating staff development.

8.

Seven (7) have a specific staff development budget.
Five (5) do not.

9.

Six (6) colleges indicated they use both "hard"
and "soft" funding; one (1) indicated "hard" only;
two (2) indicated "soft" only; three (3) indicated
neither.

Based on the above survey, nine (9)

colleges or 60

percent of the Massachusetts community colleges report that
they have on-going staff development programs.

If we

reduce this to only the seven (7) who have a specific staff
development budget, the percentage decreases to under 47
percent.

If we look at specific amounts budgeted for staff

development

(over contractual obligations)

only Northern
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Ess6Xf North Shoro and Grsenfield budget in excess of
$5,000 per year.

&Laff Development and Needs Assessment

As the previous literature review points out, needs
assessment appears as one of the principles of effective
staff development identified in Tables 2, 3, and 4.

Cer¬

tainly, at the heart of a staff development program's
design are the activities that comprise it.
versial question is:

A contro¬

Should staff development activities

focus upon students' needs, teachers' needs, school needs
or system needs?
The necessity for staff development activities to
address the needs of teachers is well supported in the
literature.

Draba (1975)

states:

the work of the inservice group should be related
to the specific problems of teachers.
To identi¬
fy their problems, then, is to identify the con¬
tent of inservice activities.
(p. 369)

Hite and Howey (1977)

contend that teachers may well have

reached the saturation point for what they can add to their
workload.

Staff development programs which focus on

teachers' needs lessen this burden by supporting direct
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teacher needs.

Sarason (1974)

suggests that as members of

a helping profession, teachers are placed in an on-going
role of

giving."

This continual demand to give is seldom

sustained, or balanced, by "getting."

Staff development

activities from Sarason's view might well serve as a source
of "getting"—a way for teachers (and others)

to acquire

psychological and emotional affirmation from activities
that address needs which they recognize as their own.
The necessity for staff development activities to be
developed based on participants' needs is also supported in
practice.

As reported earlier in this Chapter, needs assess¬

ment is increasingly used to assess needs for staff develop¬
ment.

In a review of the ERIC literature since 1975, over

30 specific needs assessment projects were found that per¬
tain to the staff development needs of elementary,
secondary, community

college and university teachers and

staff.

Needs Assessment Alternatives

In order to learn how to conduct needs assessment, it
is necessary to see exactly what the methods are and how
they fit into the scheme of educational planning.

Almost

all the sources in the literature dealing with assessment
make an attempt to define the term.

First, there are the
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goals based definitions which define needs assessment as
being part of an overall planning process and lead to the
development of a deficiency model.

One such definition

came out of Orange County, California (McGuire, 1974).
Meeds Assessment is seen as a process which involves:

Stating potential educational goals or ob¬
jectives, deciding which of these are the highest
priority, and determining how well the existing
educational program is meeting these objectives.
The latter information is used to identify the
major needs of the school.
(p. 2)

Second, there are the decision based definitions which
define needs assessment by what it does, a procedure in
itself.

These definitions lead to discrepancy models:

Sweigert's definition (1969), for instance,

is this:

"An

assessment of needs is a process by which information is
made available to decision-makers at the time they need it
to make decisions"

(p. 2).

Sweigert follows the basic

definition with five steps in the process itself:

deciding

what information is to be collected, developing procedures
for collecting it, collecting it, processing the data and
presenting it to the decision-makers.

The Coffing-

Hutchinson Needs Analysis Methodology is another decision
based, discrepancy model.

Its stated purpose is to provide

needs data for decision-making.

In the context of Needs
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Analysis Methodology, a "need" is a concept of some desired
set of conditions; a "need” is a concept of "what should
be.

Need fulfillment is the set of conditions existing at

a point in time as observed in terms of some desired set of
conditions.
be"

The observed difference between "what should

(a need), and "what is"

called a "discrepancy."

(need fulfillment)

can be

A discrepancy thus is defined

entirely by a concept of some need and by the observation
of need fulfillment in terms of that concept.

Coffing-

Hutchinson follow their basic definitions of purpose with a
process consisting of five sub-processes:

managing the

process, specifying the basic scope and priorities,
identifying information user's concerns, obtaining and
reporting definitions of need, and obtaining and reporting
measurements of need fulfillment.
Third, and most common of the definitions in the
literature,

is the one which emphasizes the discrepancy

between two sets of factors.

Heinkel (1973)

sees needs as

"the gaps between current outcomes and achievements and
desired outcomes and achievements for learners,
menters, and the community"

(p. 1).

imple-

McGuffey (1973),

reporting on a Chicago Board of Education's planning for
educational facilities, defines needs as "the measurable
discrepancies between existing facilities and those re
quired for accomplishing the mission of the overall system"
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(p. 2).
ing both

Thus, needs assessment is a process of ascertain¬
what is,” and "what should be," to use terms

which Kaufman and Harsh devised in 1969, and which many
writers since have taken as a definition of their own.
In general, the term "needs assessment" is used to
designate a process for identifying and measuring gaps
between what is and what ought to be, prioritizing the gaps
and determining which of the gaps to work on to obtain
closure (Trimby, 1979).
In reviewing needs assessment alternatives,

it is

convenient to categorize the models based on the defini¬
tions of needs assessment, the form, and the types of in¬
strumentation.
In looking at the definitions of needs assessment,
this researcher found models that are:

-

goals or planning based deficiency models (least
used)
decision based discrepancy models
discrepancy based models (most used)

In looking at the form of needs assessment, this re¬
searcher found models which are:

-

participatory form (target groups defined their own
need)
expert form (needs defined by outside experts)
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combination form (target group and outside experts
define needs)

In looking at the types of instrumentation, this re¬
searcher found models utilizing one or both of these basic
types:

interview
questionnaire survey

This author will now examine general needs assessment
models composed of variations of the factors above.

Those

models based on the interview only will be examined first.
While the majority of needs assessment projects in the
literature that employ interviews also employ question¬
naires, a few use only the interview.
reported by Krebs and Steven (1971)

One of these is

in "An Assessment of

Needs Related to the Education of Indian Children in the
State of Washington.”
variety of groups:

Selected informants came from a

parents, students, community organi¬

zations, tribal councils, and the like.

Field interviews

were conducted with each group's participants.
interview was of a structured nature,

The

in that prepared

questions under general topics were asked.

The discussion,

however, was expected to be informal and spontaneous.
Tapes made of each interview were analyzed by so-called
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experts and the data were turned into problems, then into
needs, and finally into programs for meeting the needs.
While benefitting from the multiple groups of persons
involved in the defining of needs and from the here-and-now
spontaneity of the group interview, such an assessment
leaves much to be desired in that it makes the analyzers
too subjectively responsible for translating the taped
words into valid needs.

It is a time-consuming method for

the interviewer, the interviewee and the analyst.

This

probably accounts for the fact that the interview-only
method of needs assessment is rare.
Those models based on the questionnaire only will be
examined next.

Although the use of interviews in needs

assessment is rarely found without some kind of question¬
naire, the reverse is not true.

Questionnaires alone are a

common type of approach to assessment.

When these are

administered, the most common kind is a list of prepared
statements to check or to rate on some scale.
al.

(1972)

Twelker et

developed a survey questionnaire at the U.S.

International University in Corvallis, Oregon.

The survey

asked seven groups (teachers, department chairpersons, cur¬
riculum coordinators, media specialists, etc.)

to sort

various items of information about an instructional system
into nine categories representing levels of priority or
importance.

Respondents had one hour to sort 100 3" x 5
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cards relating to what information one would like to have
before selecting a set of instructional materials.

On the

first sorting, the task is to divide the cards into three
piles

Important, Neutral, Unimportant.

Directions for the

second sorting are to take each pile and sort it in the
same way.

The nine piles are put into nine envelopes and

given to the information-users or decision- makers.
the aspect of prioritizing.
needs assessment models.

(Note

This factor is very common in

The setting of priorities is done

in a variety of ways, as will be seen in later descriptions.
Twelker's system here has the advantage of a double priori¬
tizing which the Coffing-Hutchinson model also uses).
Another needs assessment survey, conducted by the
North Carolina State Department of Community Colleges
(1975), utilized a mailed survey questionnaire to determine
the status of staff development efforts at the community
colleges in the State.

The multi-item instrument was

designed by the Office of State Education for Staff Develop¬
ment based on a review of the literature and what other
states were doing.

It was then subjected to review and

criticism by a stratified random sample of five institu¬
tions and various geographic areas.

The instrument was

r0vised and mailed to all fifty—seven institutions in the
State.

The survey was addressed to the college president

or dean of faculty.

This questionnaire type of instru-
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mentation,

like many others reviewed, highlights the

importance of a carefully developed and field tested
questionnaire.
As recently as March, 1983, Northern Essex Community
College conducted a staff development needs assessment
using a survey questionnaire.

This survey instrument was

sent to the entire staff at the college and sought general
data to identify respondents by sex, full-time or parttime, category of employment (administrators, professional
staff, faculty, clerical/technical, or maintenance) , divi¬
sion

(if faculty), day and/or continuing education (if

faculty), and area or department (if non-faculty).

The

survey listed 68 specific staff development activities
grouped under five general headings and provided re¬
spondents with the opportunity to add specific items in
each of the five general areas.
was used:

A four point rating scale

Not applicable (0), Not interested (1),

Interested (2), and Very interested (3).

The survey also

compiled data as to the best time for scheduling staff
development programs.

Staff development activities were

planned based on the highest rated activities.

Again, as

with many other assessments found, no attempt was made to
measure need fulfillment.
Other reports of questionnaire only needs assessment
include:
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(a)

Report of St. Louis Community College at Forest Park,

August, 1976.

A questionnaire was sent to 350 staff mem¬

bers to elicit information regarding their needs and prefer¬
ences for further formal education, types of workshops and
institutes and their preference for individual or group
staff development activities.
(b)

Report of Mount Hood Community College, Gresham,

Oregon, 1976.

This questionnaire was distributed to the

entire professional staff
counselors)

(professors, librarians, and

and obtained a 70 percent response rate.

The

questionnaire listed a variety of possible staff develop¬
ment options and included space for individuals to add
items:
needs."

"indicate additional options that might fit your
The questionnaire also included space for comment

on how to "improve staff development on campus."
(c)

Report on "Designing a Staff Development Curriculum

for Community College Personnel at College of Alameda
(California)."

A questionnaire was designed and

distributed to

all 250 staff members with 105 responses

(24 classified; 81 faculty).

The questionnaire was based

on a California State University designed and field-tested
instrument modified to meet Alameda's needs.
naire included two unique features:

This question¬

Each respondent was

asked to define staff development and to answer the open
ended question:

"What would most help you improve your job
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assignment?"

The list of activities in the questionnaire

were rated on a three-point scale:

Very valuable, Mod¬

erately valuable and Not very valuable.

In addition, each

item was to be checked (in a fourth column)

if the

respondent was willing to participate in the activity.
All three of these assessments utilizing question¬
naires were participatory surveys which measured needs
(based on items checked or ratings checked)

of that group.

These assessments did not prioritize needs (except the one
with a rating scale), or attempt to measure the extent to
which the needs were being met.
Finally, models utilizing both the interview and
questionnaire will be examined.

A typical interview-and-

questionnaire was made assessing the educational needs of
students in the state of Washington.
the procedures of the two phases.

Boyd (1970)

reports

Phase I consisted of a

mailed, self-administered questionnaire asking each indi¬
vidual respondent to check off from a large list of pos¬
sibilities those that applied to him/her.

As in many

assessments made to develop programs for students, the
combination form of assessment was used.

The persons who

rank student needs (based on the questionnaire definition
of needs)

are not limited to one group (say, the students

themselves, or their teachers).

In this case, six strati

fications were made; teachers, non-teaching staff, senior
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high school students, parents, businesspersons and, inte¬
restingly, school drop-outs,

A random sampling was made

for the questionnaire in the six groups.

Phase II con¬

sisted of 34 focus interviews, with participants, randomly
sampled from the same six groups.

In both phases, the

random sampling was further stratified to represent various
ethnic, geographical and school district sizes within the
state.

School districts, for instance, were divided into

urban metropolitan, urban non-metropolitan, rural ethnic,
urban disadvantaged, etc.

The focus interviews had seven

to ten interviewees in each group.

A trained interviewer

kept in the background as much as possible and taped the
session.

The same needs as on the questionnaire were

discussed in a spontaneous, subjective manner.

Thirteen

hundred pages of transcribed material, as well as the
results of the mailed survey, were given to the Office of
the Superintendent of Public Instruction,

What that office

did with the data is not reported.

This needs assessment

benefits from several factors:

covering a wide spec¬

trum of the community (b)
and validity,

(c)

(a)

random sampling for objectivity

involving various kinds of persons in

defining needs and (d)

interviewing to get clarification

and potential operationalizing of needs.

The weakness of

this needs assessment is in the Phase I questionnaire which
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d6fin6d th© nseds for th© various r©spond©nts.

Th©r©for©,

th©y m©r©ly prioritiz©d n©©ds; th©y did not d©fin© th©in.
Anoth©r combination int©rvi©w-qu©stionnair© surv©y was
conduct©d by D© Anza Community Coll©g© in D©c©mb©r 1976 to
ass©ss th© manag©m©nt d©v©lopm©nt n©©ds of th©ir administra¬
tors.

On©-half hour int©rvi©ws w©r© conduct©d with ©ach

administrator ov©r a four-w©©k p©riod.
qu©stions w©r© ask©d;

Four op©n-©nd©d

What is th© gr©at©st n©©d for

manag©m©nt d©v©lopm©nt at D© Anza?

What ar© th© b©st

m©thods to us© for training (summ©r workshops, workshops
throughout th© y©ar, on or off campus, ©tc.)?

Do you

pr©f©r programs with oth©r D© Anza administrators or a
consortium typ© program with administrators from oth©r
community colleges?

What would you like to see happen at

D© Anza that is not now happening?

At th© end of th© inter¬

view, administrators anonymously completed a Management
Development Assessment Inventory.

Th© inventory was color-

coded to allow for observing differences in the needs of
administrators and division chairmen.

The inventory

questionnaire listed skills, techniques and knowledge
needed.

Respondents checked off, on the left, whether they

recommended the item be included in a management develop¬
ment program (MDP)

for:

All administrators; Division admini¬

strators; President, Deans and Associate Deans; or Not
Important to MDP.

On the right, they rated their interest
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in attending a MDP workshop related to the item on a three
point scale:
interest.

Strong interest, Moderate interest or No

This assessment, unlike other combination types

previewed above,

includes a significantly more extensive

interviewing component.

This is probably explained by the

limited number of persons whose needs were being assessed.
In addition to the kinds of factors involved in the
typical and atypical needs assessment models described
above, there have been models which reflect other kinds of
factors.

Brief mention will be made of these now.

One frequently found needs assessment variation was
those which assessed individual needs.

The Clinical In-

service Model of the University of Houston, for example,
focuses upon individual needs of teachers which are dealt
with through inservice on a one-to-one basis between a
clinical instructor and a classroom teacher.

Another such

model was used by North Central Technical College in Ohio
in 1977-78.

It was based on a diagnostic analysis of the

professional development needs of individual faculty and
administrators.

The diagnostic instrument used was the

Kansas State University "Instructional Development and
Effectiveness Assessment System (IDEA)”.

Data from the

analysis were used to create development plans.
Another frequently found variation involved a goals
based model.

One such model was reported on by Jerome T.
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Rookey (1975):

Needs Assessment - Needs and Goals Model:

East Stroudsburg, Pa. "

This model was intended to offer an

uncomplicated and economic means of needs assessment.
took two months to conduct.
publicized.

it

A pre-plan was formulated and

A questionnaire was used to define the school

district's goals.

Program assessment data was compiled

from distributive test scores and heeds were defined by
ascertaining the discrepancies between the goals and per¬
formance.

Program decisions were made based on these needs.

Rookey's model can be graphically represented as follows:

PERFORMANCE

"NEED"

GOAL

The Coffing-Hutchinson Needs Analysis Methodology can
represented in a similar manner:

DEGREE TO WHICH
NEED
IS MET

"UNMET
NEED"

NEED

In addition to the major kinds of needs assessment
reviewed above, there are a few specialized ones that have
been developed.

One of these special kinds was developed

by Raths and Metcalf

(1945), a needs inventory called "The

Wishing Well," in which the authors made up a great number
of "I wish..." statements and asked children to check off
II
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the ones that applied to them.

The needs developed from

the inventory included a feeling of belonging, a sense of
achievement, economic security, a feeling of esteem, a
share in decision-making, etc.

They sound very much like

the hierarchy of needs developed by A.H. Maslow ten years
later in his Motivation and Personality (1955).

The needs

are very general, mostly affective in nature, and were
never operationalized (i.e,, not developed into educational
objectives and learning experiences).
Another special needs assessment was developed by
Mullen, a professor at the University of Georgia; it is in
the form of a money game, called "Bonanza."

The game is

"played" by representatives of the whole community in¬
cluding parents,

interested laymen, students, teachers,

school staff members and by board of education members.
The participants express their educational priorities by
choosing among several alternatives in different areas such
as vocational training, basic language and arithmatic
skills and personal development.

The choices in these

areas are assigned a certain monetary value (some cost more
than others).

The participants have only a limited amount

of "money" to spend on the whole educational program, so
they must choose carefully where they want the funds to be
spent,

statistical compilation of the results of the game

indicates those areas most frequently identified as high
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priority,

A comparison with the school's existing program

leads to the prioritization of needs.

Emphasis in this

model is on involving the whole community in needs assess¬
ment.

However, the possible needs are pre-set by the game;

members of the community cannot add new needs.
The "Delphi Technique" is also used for assessing
needs.

This technique uses a panel of "experts" for data

collection.

They are kept segregated from one another and

usually participate in two or three "rounds" with a span of
time between each.

This technique provides for thoughtful

and individual data collection with a minimum of inter¬
personal influences.
beliefs,

This technique is used to determine

for evaluation and for needs identification.

It

is especially useful in determining beliefs and for evalu¬
ating.
data)

The data,

in these cases,

is qualitative (soft

and deals with values, feelings and opinions.

result,

As a

it is easier to get somewhat less biased opinions

from outside experts.

The technique is somewhat less

valuable in defining needs because its product can be
unrepresentative of the needs of any persons who did not
participate in the process.

It is also an expensive and

time-consuming process.
Force Field analysis can also be used in needs as¬
sessment.

It is a decision-making technique that has many

applications.

In staff development,

it can be used to
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decide program needs.

The process begins with brain¬

storming by the populations to be served.

For example,

groups might brainstorm a list of staff development needs.
The identified needs would then be discussed and clarified
by the entire group.

They would then be ranked or

prioritized with the most important needs identified.

This

process has limited application for a large population
because of the difficulty of getting them all together at
one time.
Still another specialized assessment process is "the
educational facilities charrette.”

Tonigan (1972)

states

that charrettes have been used to master-plan new campuses,
to analyze curriculum and facility requirements and to plan
rehabilitation projects.

He described a charrette as

follows:

A charrette can be likened to a heavily-attended,
program-packed workshop.
For a pre-determined
number of days (three to ten days, depending on
the scope and nature of the problem) all inte¬
rested lay and professional citizens openly
discuss all aspects of a problem.
A looselystructured, but definitely formalized agenda
guides the general charrette process.
It always
has the flexibility to shift gears—to listen to
impromptu speakers, to take a neighborhood tour,
to continue a discussion, etc.
Meetings start
early in the morning and often run into the wee
hours of the following morning... The end product
is normally:
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Vastly improved understanding of a major
school-community problem by a large number
of local citizens.
One or more proposed or agreed upon com¬
munity-generated solutions for a
major school-community problem.

Only in its broadest structure is the charrette pro¬
cess standardized, Tonigan suggests, and as a result a high
degree of "technical assistance" is strongly advised.

A

charrette also requires a substantial time commitment from
its participants which suggests it can be unrepresentative
of a whole constituency and that it is an impractical pro¬
cess for identification of specific needs (such as the
needs for staff development at educational institutions) .
Two final specialized needs assessment models will now
be reviewed.

One,

is the "Needs Assessment User's Manual"

issued by the Georgia Department of Education in May, 1979.
This assessment process is very similar to the CoffingHutchinson Needs Ananlysis Methodology (NAM)

and provides

an explicit, useful process that makes use of both inter¬
views and questionnaire vehicles for determining needs and
measurement of need fulfillment.
uncovered by this researcher
goals based models)

It is the only process

(other than NAM and a few

that measures neeo fulfillment.

It

also allows for sampling and prioritizing multiple groups
of definers.

The "Needs Assessment User's Manual" details
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six major steps for carrying out needs assessment in a
school system along with nineteen tasks and fifty-nine
subtasks.

The six steps are:

assessment process;
needs;

(2)

(1)

Initiate the needs

Conduct assessment of perceived

(3) Verify perceived needs by objective means;

Determine systemwide needs priorities;

(4)

(5) Choose needs to

be addressed by improvement efforts; and (6) Conduct a
casual analysis of the needs to be improved.

A unique

feature of this model was found in the general population
survey instrument which was used to identify the degree of
importance of each need (on the left)
identify (on the right)

and also used to

the degree to which this need was

met.
The final needs assessment model to be reviewed is the
Coffing-Hutchinson Needs Analysis Methodology (NAM).

This

model is one which Dr. Thomas Hutchinson, of the University
of Massachusetts, Amherst and Dr. Richard T. Coffing, of
The Ohio State University, developed.

Dr. Hutchinson pre¬

sents a description and mini-application of this model in a
graduate education course at the University of Massachu¬
setts, Amherst called "Needs Analysis Methodology
after designated NAM).
complex and,

(here¬

It is by far the most explicit,

in this writer's opinion, generally useful

methodology of all found in the literature.

It somewhat

resembles others that have been described in that it can
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make use of both interview and questionnaire vehicles for
determining needs and measuring need fulfillment.

it also

allows for sampling, prioritizing, multiple groups of
definers and variations of survey procedures.

Like many

other models, NAM is built upon a systems design, diagrammable in clearly defined steps.

The Methodology is avail¬

able in both a long form (99 typewritten pages of rules,
procedures, and hundreds of steps,

including many alter¬

natives) , and a short form (34 typewritten pages).
Where NAM differs from other models is (a)

in its

broad applicability to many kinds of needs assessments,

(b)

in its complexity of process so as to be responsive to a
broad band of options,

(c)

in its being based on well-

defined and stipulated assumptions,

(d)

formulation of directions for each step,

in its explicit
(e)

in its demand

to operationalize definitions of needs as specifically as
possible and thus in a form as potentially usable as pos¬
sible by information users,

(f)

in its formalized process

for measuring the extent to which identified needs are met
or unmet and (g)

in its processes for evaluating and re¬

vising the methodology,

itself.

NAM is a methodology that provides a systematic,
standard and operational set of procedures whose purpose is
to provide needs data for decision-making.

The needs may

be determined by experts, by the entire target population.
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or by a sampling of the target population.

The NAM tech¬

nique provides needs data for decision-making (usually
quite specific)
sub-steps.

and consists of ten major steps and many

Detailed long-form or short-form procedures are

available as mentioned above.

The major steps will be pre¬

sented here in summary form.
The first step is for a Needs Analyst to prepare to
carry out the methodology.

The second step is for the

needs analyst to enter into a contract agreement with the
decision maker to conduct a needs analysis.

The third step

is to plan the time and resources needed to conduct the
needs analysis and to schedule the steps to be accomplished.
The fourth step determines the needs statement (the Who What - Whom concerns).

To determine
needs for an
Day program,
the faculty,

A sample needs statement might be:

the faculty and professional staffs'
effective Professional Development
on February 23, 1984 as defined by
and professional staff.

The fifth step is to define the needs.
stimulus" is developed.

First, a "defining

A sample defining stimulus might

be:

Imagine that it is the end of the Professional
Development Day, February 23, 1984.
The day has
been successful as it has fulfilled your needs
and expectations for professional development.
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Please list below the specific things/events that
took place that made the day worthwhile for you:

Then, using an interviewing technique, the entire target
population, or a judgment sample of the target population,
completes the open-ended survey.

The judgment sample might

be based on division or department, years of service, age
and sex.

From these responses to the stimulus question, a

list of "unitary response" statements is prepared.

The

needs analyst compiles these statements into a survey instru¬
ment.

The entire population of definers (or a random

sample thereof)

then have an opportunity to complete this

instrument by checking all items that meet their needs and
circling their top five needs which result in a combined
view of the needs and the relative priorities of the needs.
Step six provides for reporting the needs and priorities to
the decision-maker for his/her use in developing, in this
example, a Professional Development Day Program.

Steps

seven and eight provide for measuring the extent to which
needs have been met and for reporting these measurements.
Step nine deals with evaluation of the needs analysis pro¬
cess and step ten recommends any revisions identified from
this evaluation.
The strongest rationale for NAM is derived from its
scientific development.

A logic of methodological develop-
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ment was initially conceptualized by Hutchinson (1972).

A

methodology, as defined by Hutchinson is a systematic,
standardized, operational set of rules and procedures for
accomplishing a defined purpose (Bass and Dills, 1984, ch.
6, pp. 51-70).
Additional rationale for NAM can be obtained from
those who have participated in its field testing and
applications since 1971.

Karen Thomann,

in her 1976

dissertation, confirmed the practicability of NAM and
provided the following rationale:

-

specificity
provides needs data for decision-making
a detailed, clear-cut, explicit set of procedures
adaptability to different situations

Hamilton Brush, in his 1976 dissertation states that
NAM provides utility to the decision maker through:

- focus (information identifies needs, types of needs,
and definers, as well as prioritizing needs)
- specificity (stated as much as possible "in
measurable terms, observable behaviors or states
rather than in terms of 'fuzzy' concepts")
- quality ("reliability and validity to the maximum
extent," as well as recognition of limitations that
may exist)
- acceptability (the information is what the decision
maker wants and the process for obtaining it met
with his/her approval)
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adaptation (provides for changing situations)

Eduardo Aponte in his 1978 dissertation and Lawrence
Magid in 1981 used NAM because of the applicability of the
methodology to participatory social research which obtains
value not only from the researcher's findings, but also
from citizen participation in the process itself.
Eduardo Aponte

(1978)

stated that NAM is a fully de¬

veloped (although still evolving) complete and tested
participatory research methodology and can be considered to
be a grounded theory to be used as a research tool.
Stephen Maxner

(1978),

in assessing the needs of the

mentally retarded, concluded that NAM is a "workable and
useful" needs assessment methodology.

He found it note¬

worthy that the retarded participants were capable of under¬
standing and completing all the tasks required of them
during his research project.
Juliet Maduka

(1983)

applied NAM to developing in-

service educational program needs of primary teachers in
Nigeria.

She was pleased with the applicability of MAM to

her study conducted in a different culture.
In conclusion, the evidence gained from the research
on NAM and the alternative needs assessment models leads
this author to believe that NAM is an accepted research
methodology and the best methodology applicable to asses-

sing staff development needs in a selected Massachusetts
community college.

This study is similar in purpose to

those conducted by Brush (1976) and Maduka (1983).

NAM

worked well for their studies and should, therefore, work
for this study.

Another major reason for the applicability

of NAM to this needs assessment study is this researcher's
familiarity with the methodology through a prior course and
practicum and through an intensive independent study
project.

Summary

Staff Development

In the past, educational development programs have
been characterized as being one-time or piecemeal, focused
mainly on full-time faculty, based on prescribed needs with
emphasis on remediation, consisting of little or no parti¬
cipation by those affected,

requiring attendance, with

insufficient resources allocated to them and with little or
no evaluation of programs.
As a result, the programs have been criticized for
being haphazard,

inappropriate,

ineffective and unpopular.

This criticism has led to a call for a broadened scope of
staff development programs that are on-going, comprehensive
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(applicable to all employees of educational institutions,
not just to full-time faculty), based on the needs of par¬
ticipants with emphasis on growth and change, providing for
participation by all the people affected, calling for volun¬
tary attendance, utilizing increased funding and inexpen¬
sive programming

(utilizing people involved) and calling

for adequate program evaluation.
A significant finding from a review of the literature
is that there is a definite lack of solid evidence,

in the

form of hard research data, as to the need for staff develop¬
ment in community colleges.

On the one hand, staff develop¬

ers have been calling for comprehensive, on-going community
college staff development programs to meet increasing needs;
on the other hand, there is no corresponding research that
identifies a clear-cut need.

Few comprehensive, on-going

programs exist.

Needs Assessment Alternatives

Assessment models have been developed and implemented
over the past two decades as part of an overall program
primarily to devise appropriate learning experiences for
students, and,

increasingly, to determine staff development

needs of teachers.

A few have had special purposes such as

preparing goals, assessing validity of procedures and
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isolating needs of non-school organizations and population
groups (mentally handicapped, low income, etc),

some

models are quite vague in format such as the 1970 Boyd
State of Washington study,

others are quite explicit like

the one presented in the Georgia Department of Education
Needs Assessment Manual issued in May 1979 and the CoffingHutchinson Needs Analysis Methodology.

Some use special

means to get their data like the "Bonanza” Game and the
Wishing Well inventory.

By far the great majority, how-

either or both the interview and the guestion—
naire.
The interview alone is the rarest form found.
Interviews are made with individuals, selected aroups, or
specially sampled groups ranging from 3 to 4 persons to as
many as 30 at a time.

Some send groups to prescribed lo¬

cations like schools, others go door-to-door, some use
random sampling or telephone interviewing and some inter¬
viewing is done with prepared questions which presumably
stimulates informal discussion.

The interview data are

often taped for further analysis, sometimes partially
transcribed by the interviewer, sometimes only briefly
noted.
The questionnaire is chosen over the interview
technique because of one primary advantage—the ability to
obtain a great deal of information from a large population.
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Questionnaires have been seen to be highly varied—in
length, types of responses sought, ways of recording
responses, ways of transmitting the questionnaires, variety
of persons, groups, or stratifications surveyed,

some are

personally directed to a relatively few respondents, others
are mailed out to hundreds and in some cases thousands.
Some ask for mere checking of pertinent items, some ask for
direct prioritizing also, while others want shades of
opinion or scaling of items for use in rank ordering needs.
Few models ask what objectives or needs are pertinent to
the respondent and then also ask for a perception of how
well the objectives or needs are currently being met.

The

majority of articles citing some kind of measurement use
either people's perceptions about "what is," some quanti¬
fiable data like number of chairs available or titles of
programs in the curriculum, or standardized test data (see,
for example, the "Needs Assessment - Needs and goals Model:
East Stroudsburg, Pa.," 1975).

No measurement procedure,

as far as could be discovered, operationalized the
measurement process by means of persons actually going to
observe measurable performance.
Increasingly popular is a needs assessment that com¬
bines the interview and questionnaire techniques.

These

models either begin with small group interviews to compile
data for use in developing a questionnaire which is then
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used to survey a much larger group, or a questionnaire is
first used to survey a relatively large group then the
interview technique is used with a small group to opera¬
tionalize the survey results.

The multiplicity of varia¬

tions found in the interview and questionnaire techniques
(as noted above)

lead to the many variations of combination

needs assessments found.
There probably is no "one best" needs assessment model.
The researcher must search the available models and use the
one which best suits his or her particular situation at a
given time.

There does seem to be, however, some key ele¬

ments of successful needs assessment which this researcher
has listed in Table 5.

This listing can be used to help a

researcher determine the needs assessment model best appli¬
cable to his/her study.

It was used by this researcher to

select the Coffing-Hutchinson Needs Analysis Methodology.

Conclusions

From the review of the literature, this researcher has
concluded that:

1.

Research is warranted to determine staff
development needs in community colleges.

2.

A valid needs assessment instrument can be
utilized to ascertain these specific needs.
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TABLE 5
Key Elements of Successful Needs Assessment

1.

Creating of a favorable climate towards needs assessment and for success¬
ful change.

2.

Top administrative commitment to, and involvement in, the process.

3.

Effective, on-going orientation to the process to lay the groundwork
for future working relations.

4.

Well planned use of human and physical resources in conducting the needs
assessment.

5.

Multiple groups of persons involved in the defining of needs.

6.

Use of the live interview technique (individual and/or group)

7.

Use of random sampling.

8.

Site specificity (application of the needs assessment to a relatively
small group: one location or a district or region).

9.

Rank ordering or prioritizing of needs.

10.

Measurement of fulfillment of needs.

11.

Provisions for on-going periodic assessments of needs and of the process
of needs assessment.
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3.

The Coffing-Hutchinson Needs Analysis Methodology
IS such a valid needs assessment research
instrument.

As a result, this study will determine the staff
development needs at a selected Massachusetts community
college utilizing NAM.

CHAPTER

III

METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

Qbiectivps

The Coffing-Hutchinson Needs Analysis Methodology
(NAM) will be utilized to achieve the purposes of this
study:
£r.iinarv purpose»
To fill a void in the research base for staff
development and to provide needs data for
decision-makers at a selected Massachusetts
community college.
Five secondary purposes:
1.

To determine if there is a significant variance
in the self-perceived and other-perceived staff
development needs of faculty and professional
staff.

2.

To provide a means of measurement for
determining the extent to which future staff
development programs conducted at the selected
community college meet identified needs.

3.

To provide a "model" for conducting needs
assessment at all 15 community colleges in
Massachusetts.

4.

To determine if needs assessment is a viable
means of assisting the faculty and professional
staff in defining their staff development needs.

5.

To add to the research utilizing the
Coffing-Hutchinson Needs Analysis Methodology.
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Design - Nee(3s Analysis MehhnHrMoav ^mam^

NAM is a methodology that provides a systematic,
stanaard and operational set of procedures whose purpose is
to provide needs data for decision-making.

NAM is built

upon a systems design, diagrammable in clearly defined
steps.

A detailed 99-page set of procedures is followed in

conducting the research (Coffing, Richard T. and
Hutchinson, Thomas E.,

"Needs Analysis Methodoloay:

a

Prescriptive Set of Rules and Procedures for Identifying,
Defining and Measuring Needs"
Richard T., and others,

April, 1974 and Coffing,

"Needs Analysis Sub—Methodology for

Education of the Handicapped—Version I"

July, 1973).

NAM was developed using a set of procedures which are
called "Meta-methodology," which is itself a methodology—
one whose purpose is to generate methodologies for any
definable purpose.

For a discussion of "Metamethodology,"

the reader is referred to James Thomann's paper "Meta¬
methodology:
Developed"

An Overview of What It Is and How It Was

(1973)

and to Thomas E. Hutchinson's "Meta¬

methodology" in Bass and Dills (Editors)
Development:

The State of the Art, II

Instructional

(1984).

NAM is now a recognized, fully developed methodology.
There have been several field tests of NAM during its early
development in the years 1971 through 1973 and several
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dissertation applications in the years 1976 through 1984.
NAM was developed as a methodology for needs
assessment in the years 1971 through 1979.

Between 1971

and the appearance of Richard T. Coffing's dissertation in
1973

("Identification of Client Demand for Public Services

- Development of Methodology"), he was busy developing and
field testing the methodology.

The long form methodology

was documented in July, 1973 by Richard T. Coffing and
Thomas E. Hutchinson, et al, under the title "Needs
Analysis Sub-Methodology for Education of the Handicapped Version I."

it was presented by Coffing and Hutchinson, as

a paper entitled "Needs Analysis Methodology:

A

Prescriptive Set of Rules and Procedures for Identifying,
defining and Measuring Needs", to the American Education
Research Association annual meeting on April 17, 1974.

in

August, 1974 Coffing and others prepared a Project MORE
technical report entitled "A Hypothetical Application of A
Needs Analysis Methodology for Special Education Materials:
A

Scenario".

In 1976, Karen Prescontelli Thomann tested

NAM in her dissertation,

"Needs Analysis Methodology:

The

First Field Test of the Determining and Defining Processes".
The significance of these early research projects are that
they resulted in a newly developed and field-tested
methodology.

As a result of each of these field tests,

revisions to the methodology were made and drafts updated.
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By 1976, the methodology was ready for application.
The dissertation applications, since 1976, have been as
follows:

PrnfnA
Needs Assessment Study to
Provide Guidelines for An Inservice Elementary
Teacher Program in Southeastern Massachusetts,"
Aponte, Eduardo, 1978:
"Participatory Needs Analysis
Methodology for Community Planning,".
Maxner, Stephen, 1978:
"The Needs of Individuals
Labeled Adult Mentally Retarded Living in Community
Residences in Western Massachusetts,"
Magid, Lawrence, 1981:
"Self-Perceived Human and
Social Service Needs of Hampshire County, Massachu¬
setts Low Income Population."
Maduka, Juliet, 1983:
"Inservice Education Program
Development for Lagos State Primary School Teachers
in Nigeria,"
Foley, Richard L., 1984:
"Renewable Energy Education
and Industrial Arts:
Linking Knowledge Producers
with Knowledge Users."
Kim, Yonq H., 1984:
"Nonformal Education and Uni¬
versity Participation:
Planning and Considerations
for Universities of Korea."

NAM is characterized by (a)
many kinds of needs assessments,

its broad applicability to
(b)

its complexity of pro¬

cess so as to be responsive to a broad band of options,

(c)

its being based on stipulated and well defined assumptions,
(d)

its explicit formulation of directions for each step,

(e)

its demand to operationalize definitions of needs as

specifically as possible for information users,

(f)

its
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formalized process for measuring the extent to which identi¬
fied needs are met or unmet and (g)

in its processes for

evaluating and revising the Methodology itself.
The general design of the Methodology is shown in
Table 6.

As this table shows, and as noted previously,

NAM'S purpose is "to provide useful information about
needs" to decision-makers.

The major steps will be

presented here in summary form.
The first step is for a needs analyst to prepare to
carry out the methodology.

The second step is for the

needs analyst to enter into a contract agreement with the
decision-maker to conduct a needs analysis.

The third step

is to plan the time and resources needed to conduct the
needs analysis and to schedule the steps to be accomplished.
The fourth step is to determine the needs statement (the
Who-What-Whom concerns).

A sample needs statement might be:

To determine the full-time faculty's needs for
staff development as defined by full-time faculty.

The fifth step is to define the needs.
stimulus" is developed.
be:

First, a "defining

A sample defining stimulus might
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TABLE 6
NAM - The General Design of the Methortnin^y

SUB-PURPOSES:
STEPS:
1.0

Preparation

2.0

Contract Negotiations

3.0

Planning

Identifying InformationUsers' Concerns __

4.0

Determination of
Who-What-Whom Concerns

Obtaining and Reporting
Definitions of Needs _

Fs.O
L6.0

Defining
Definition Reporting

Obtaining and reporting
Measurement of Need _
Fulfillment

7.0
[_8.0

Measuring
Measurement Reporting

Specifying the Basic
Scope and Priorities

Managing
The
Process

9.0

10.0

PURPOSE:

Evaluation of Needs
Analysis
Revising

To provide useful information about needs.

(Brush, 1976, p. 49)
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Imagine that you are a full-time faculty member
at a community college that is providing fully
for your staff development needs.
The staff
development opportunities available to you have
been successful as they have fulfilled all of
your needs.
Please list below the specific
things/events that are being provided to you to
fully meet your staff development needs:

Then, using an interviewing technique, a judgment sample of
the target population (or the entire population, if small)
completes the open-ended survey.

From these responses to

the stimulus question a list of "unitary response"
statements is prepared.

The needs analyst compiles these

statements into a survey instrument.

The entire population

of definers (or a random sample thereof)

then have an

opportunity to complete this instrument (by checking off
all items that meet their needs and circling their top five
needs)

resulting in a combined view of the needs and the

relative priorities of the needs.

Step six provides for

reporting the needs and priorities to the decision-maker
for his/her use in developing
development programs.

(in this example)

staff

Steps seven and eight measure the

extent to which needs have been met and reports these
measurements.

Step nine deals with evaluations of the

needs analysis process, and step ten recommends any
revisions identified from this evaluation.
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NAM was chosen for this research project because this
researcher believes that it is a valid and useful research
methodology which will provide useful staff development
needs data for decision-making.

NAM has all of the key

elements of successful needs assessment that were
identified in Table 5 which can be found in the review of
the literature chapter.
This application of NAM is an exploratory type of
field study which seeks what is rather than predicts
relationships to be found.
realism,

Field studies are strong in

social significance and heuristic quality (such as

in discovering potential).

Despite these strengths, the

field study is a scientific "weak cousin" of laboratory and
field experiments.

Its most serious weakness is its

ex-post facto character.

Other potential weaknesses are

the lack of precision in the measurement of field variables
(much of the measurement is by perception)

and the limi¬

tations of the practical problems of feasibility, cost,
sampling techniques and time.

NAM, however, satisfactorily

addresses and minimizes these potential weaknesses and
provides an excellent methodology for a field study.
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MM-z_Purposes

The general design of the Methodology was presented in
Table 6.

As this table shows, and as noted previously,

NAM'S purpose is “to provide useful information about
needs” to decision-makers.

And, as this table also shows,

NAM has five sub-purposes:

1.

To manage the process
Accomplished through completing all 10 steps in the
procedure with particular emphasis on:

2.

Steps 1 & 10

Preparation and Revision

Steps 3 & 9

Planning and Evaluation

To specify the basic scope and priorities
Accomplished through completing:
Step 2

3.

Contract Negotiation

To identify the information users concerns
Accomplished through completing:
Step 4

Determining the Who-What-Whom
Concerns
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4.

i:^L.9btain ancj repori- definit-inns of
Steps 5 & 6

Defining and Defin it ion
Reporting

Ig obtain an<j cePQCt measurements of need fulfiUmpnlAccomplished through completing:
Steps 7 & 8

Measuring and Measurement
Reporting

The purposes of NAM are achieved by carrying out the 10
procedural steps.

Mil_z_Procedures

Significant details in regard to each of the ten major
steps in the NAM procedure are as follows:

Step 1,Q_Preparation
In this step, a needs analyst (NA)

is identified.

A

NA is defined as the person who will learn and then
apply the methodology.

The NA performs the functions

that are necessary for getting ready to implement the
methodology.

These steps include reading

field of needs assessment,

(in the

in general, and the NAM

short and long form versions,

in particular),
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instruction (such as attending Dr. Hutchinson's class
at the University of Massachusetts - Amherst campus
entitled "Needs Analysis Methodology")

and practice

(i.e. completing a practicum using the short form
version of NAM).

Also in this step, the NA identifies "decision-makers"
(DM) who need "useful information for decision-making."

Step

2tQ_Contract

Negotiation

In this step, the NA identifies a contract decision
maker

(CDM)

contract.

and negotiates with the CDM to produce a
The purpose of the contract is to specify

goals and objectives, scope of the analysis, resource
needs and allocations and priorities.

JLil_Planning
This step allows the NA to manage and plan how and
when the remaining steps of the methodology will be
carried out.

Planning is done to insure the avail¬

ability and cooperation of a given decision maker,
needer, or definer.

Three planning schedules are utilized:
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.

1

n
9

.

2

Th^

Implement at-ion sch^f^uig rhar^"

to Identify each DM's available and unavailable dates, and to allocate the time, in calendar
dates, of each DM to steps 4 through 10.
3.

Ike "Phrase Time Allocation rh;.ri-"
Used to identify each definer's and needer's
available and unavailable dates, and to allocate
the time of each definer to steps 5 and 6 and
each needer to steps. 7 and 8.

^>0-D-etermininq who - what - whom Concerns
this step, the NA asks the DM for three lists:

1.

A list of individuals (needers) whose needs are
to be met.

2.

A list of the types of needs the DM wants in¬
formation about.

3.

A list of persons (definers) who can best define
specifically the kinds of needs of the listed
needers.

The lists are then combined by the DM according to
stated priorities for using the information (data)
obtained.

The result is a prioritized list of phrases

in the form "who needs what, as defined by whom."

For

example, "Full-time faculty's needs for staff develop¬
ment as defined by Division Chairpersons."
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S.tep 5.Q-Hefinina

This IS a critical step.
need(s)

are specified,

in this step, the needer's
what is the operational de¬

finition of the needer's need(s)?
states comprise the needer's need?

what behaviors/
To get at those

specific needs, the NA must address the definers of
them by interview and/or survey,

in NAM, the defini¬

tional problem is essentially one of obtaining an
explicit description of what the definers would
imagine would be present or would be happening if the
needer's need were completely fulfilled.

Thus, each defining group would be asked a "Stimulus
Question" designed by the NA and approved by the DM.
This question asks each definer to picture to
himself/herself an ideal situation in which all the
specific needs of the needers for the type of need
under discussion were being met completely.

Visu¬

alizing this situation, the definer would tell or
write down everything he/she saw or heard going on—
the more specific, and operational the better—which
would indicate that the specific needs of the needers
were being met.
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Assume that a Who-Whom-What phrase is "Pull-time
faculty's needs for staff development as defined by
Division Chairpersons."

a sample stimulus question

which a NA might address to the supervisors would be
as follows:

Imagine that you are a'Division Chairperson
at a community college that is providing
staff development needs of the
full-time faculty.
The staff development
opportunities available to your full-time
faculty have been successful as they have
fulfilled all of their needs.
Please list
below the specific things/events that are
being provided to the full-time faculty to
fully meet their staff development needs:

With such a stimulus question, each chairperson would
presumably write down, according to her/his insights,
every fulfilling action, event, condition, fact, etc.
not merely the ones which her/his particular teachers
might be lacking.

Later, the measurement process can

separate the unmet needs from the fulfilled ones,

if

the question posed to the definers asks only for the
conditions which indicate lack, there is danger of
omission of real needs because of the subjective de¬
sire by the definers to describe only the high pri¬
ority and immediately-felt lacking conditions and
because of the definers having to discriminate in
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their responses.

In NAM, subjectivity, although

present, is kept to a minimum and the discriminating
is left to the NA to do during measurement.
Also in NAM it is directly stated that, depending on
the numbers of definers (one individual, a group
numbering less than 11, a group numbering less than
101, and a group of 101 or more)

and on the need for

specificity, more than one or two rounds of surveys/
interviews may be necessary to achieve the desired
level of specificity.

For example,

if the definer is a group, the NA would

break down the responses to the stimulus question
into "unitary response statements."

These unitary

response statements would be compiled in random order
into a survey instrument.

Definers respond to the

survey and provide the NA with the definers' combined
prioritized view of the unitary response statements
that are components of the need.

Step 6.0

Definition Reporting

In this step, the NA prepares and presents a report
to the DM.

The main body of the report includes the

results of the defining process.

However, the report

also covers a statement of the procedures used, diffi-
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culties encountered and limitations which,

if left

unexpressed, might cause the DM to misinterpret the
definition of need.

The report is discussed fully

with the DM, questions are answered and the utility
of the measuring process is addressed.

7.Q

Measuring

This step is a key ingredient in the NAM assessment
process.

MAM,

in the defining step, has purposely

sought for optimal states of "what should be."
fore,

There¬

it is expected that it may very well be found

that one or more of these needs are currently being
adequately met.

Such information is obviously of

high interest to a DM (he/she does not want to
attempt to meet an already fully met need).

In NAM,

measurement is not done automatically, nor is it done
concurrently with needs definition as is called for
in Fitzgerald's model and was done in the Georgia
Dept, of Education's Needs Assessment User's Manual
discussed in Chapter II.

In NAM, resources for

carrying out the steps of the process are
meticulously slotted.

Measuring is only done if

resources exist and if the DM wants measurement done
on some or all of the defined needs.

If measurement

is desired and resources are available,

it may be
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done through a specific set of observation and data
collecting techniques set up by NAM procedures.

The

MA may have only to collect data (like programs
already in effect), or arrange for various kinds of
testing, or he/she may have to carry out quite
specific observation of persons' performances.

8«CI-Measurement

Reporting

Once the measurement data are collected, the results
are compiled and communicated to the DM.

The results

are provided in tabular, graphic and narrative form
as may be appropriate.

The data are reported by the

NA in a report which also documents procedures
followed and any deviations and/or problems
encountered.

This reporting informs the DM of the extent to which
each measured need is met and thus identifies dif¬
ferent categories of needs.

For example, high

priority unmet needs, high priority met needs, low
priority unmet needs and low priority met needs.

Of

course, the decision-maker's primary concern is with
high priority unmet needs.
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Step 9,1 Q

Evaluation of Needs Analyt^ic^

This step is very important to the relative unique¬
ness and to the on-going value of NAM.

it addresses

the question of how well the NA, and the process it¬
self,

is accomplishing the methodology's purpose of

providing needs data for decision-making.

The main concern of the NA here is to find out the
extent to which the data are actually used in
decision-making.

The NA must, therefore, find out

what decisions have been made by the DM after the
data were reported and what needs data actually have
been used in making those decisions.

Three ways of evaluating are:

1.

Calculating the Percentage of Efficiency
This is defined, roughly as the ratio of data
used to data reported (i.e. 8 needs used out of
10 reported equals 80% Efficiency),

2.

Calculating the Percentage of F.q.c.u5
This is defined as the relationship between data
used and the importance of the decisions
according to the DM.

3.

Calculating the Percentage of ComPletenegg
This is defined as the extent to which the ap¬
plication has provided needs data for the
decisions for which the DM wanted needs data.
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If the calculated percentage(s) are below a specified
level, NAM suggests that the NA look for problems and
that he/she consider making revisions to a given appli
cation or recommend revisions to the methodology
itself.

^.ep IQ.O_Revision
This step provides procedures for revising the needs
^J^^lysis applications as required based on changes
that occur or problems encountered.

The NA returns

to the planning step and plans the required revisions
with the CDM and with the appropriate old or new de¬
cision-makers and/or definers.

The NA then proceeds

to revise the application.

UM_=_Procedure Followed In This Study

Specific details in regard to this researcher's ap¬
plication of each of the ten major steps in the NAM pro¬
cedures to this study are as follows:

Step 1.0

Preparation

In this step, the author of this study was identified
as the needs analyst (NA).

The NA is defined as the

person who will learn and then apply the methodology.
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This researcher attended Dr. Hutchinson's Needs
Analysis Methodology class in which the long-form
methodology was read, explained and discussed and a
practicum, using the short-form version of NAM, was
completed.

m addition, this researcher participated

in an Independent Study project (Needs Analysis
Alternatives)

under the direction of Dr. Hutchinson.

This project consisted of completing readings and
research in the area of needs assessment,
and NAM,

in general,

in particular.

S.tep 2tQ-Contract Negotiations
In this step, the NA identified herself as the
contract decision-maker

(CDM).

The NAM procedures

call for the CDM to be a person who controls the
resources that can be made available for needs
analysis.

The researcher obtained indirect control

over the available resources by obtaining the
approval of the President of the selected community
college to conduct the needs study, to use required
resources and to provide data for future
decision-making.

The NA/CDM,

realizing that implementing the Methodo¬

logy requires people's time and expenses—not only
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the time of the NA/CDM, but also of the various
definers and needers—planned to accomplish the needs
analysis work within the actual resources that were
• available:

NA/DM/CDM's time
Definers' time (scheduled at their convenience)
Needers' time

(scheduled at their convenience)

Copy machine
Copy machine supplies
Funds for clerical time
Office space

For purposes of the planned research study the NA/CDM
was also identified as the sole decision-maker.

Since there was only one decision-maker for whom
needs data was desired, then automatically 100% of
the resources were allocated to that decision-maker.

The particular circumstances of the planned needs
analysis work

(with the NA, CDM and the sole

decision-maker being the researcher) were such that
no written contract document and no Needs Analysis
Resource Allocation Chart were required.

One year
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was established as the time available

to accomplish

the needs assessment.

at-gP 3.0-Planning

In this step, the NA plans the application of the
Methodology.

Again, because the NA, CDM and sole

decision-maker are one person, a Needs Analysis
Resource Allocation Chart was not needed.
The NA and sole decision-maker constructed an Imple¬
mentation Schedule Chart (ISC)

as shown in Table 7 to

establish calendar deadline dates for achieving the
remaining steps in the procedure (4-10).

The NA skipped to Step 4.0 to identify the definers
and needers and then returned to step 3.5 to secure
the cooperation of the definers and needers and to
prepare the Phrase Time Allocation Chart (Phrase TAC)
as shown in Table 8.

The NAM procedures call for the

chart to be prepared for each Who-What-VJhom concern
(or needs statement)

on a priority basis.

Because

this research study was to complete sixteen such con¬
cern statements (all as a first priority - see Table
10 in Step 4.0)

and because of the large number of

individuals in most definer groups, the NA determined
that scheduling was more readily handled by groups of
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TABLE 7
Implementation Schedule Chart

FOR THE FIRST AND ONLY DECISION-MAKER:

JEAN SOUTHER

First Date Available

December 1, 1984

Last Date Available

November 30, 1985

All Known Periods of
Unavailability

None

Schedule for Step 4.0

December 1, 1984 - January 15, 1985

Schedule for Step 5.0

December 1, 1984 - June 30, 1985

Schedule for Step 6.0

July 1, 1985 - August 31, 1985

Schedule for Step 7.0

September 1, 1985 - October 31, 1985

Schedule for Step 8.0

October 1, 1985 - November 30, 1985

Schedule for Step 9.0

June 1, 1985 - November 30, 1985

Schedule for Step 10.0

June 1, 1985 - November 30, 1985
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TABLE 8
Phrase Time Allocation Chart (Phrase TAG)

Phrase TAG for: __JEAN

Definers (6):
Needers (4):

Full-time
Faculty

Part-time
Faculty

L.

SOUTHER

Division
Chair¬
persons

Professional
Staff

Deans,
Directors,
President

Students

Definer's
date first
Available

12/1/84

12/1/84

12/1/84

12/1/84

12/1/84

12/1/84

Definer's
date last
available

11/30/85

11/30/85

11/30/85

11/30/85

11/30/85

11/30/85

Definer's
period not
available
within dates

12/21/841/21/85
3/23-3/31
6/5 - 9/3

12/21/84
1/21/85
3/23-3/31
6/5 - 9/3

12/21/841/2/85

12/21/841/2/85

12/21/8412/21/84- 1/21/85
3/23-3/31
1/2/85
6/5 - 9/3

Step 5.0
Defining

1/22/856/30/85

1/22/856/30/85

12/1/846/30/85

12/1/846/30/86

12/1/846/30/85

1/22/85
6/30/85

Step 6.0
Definition
Reporting

7/1/858/31/85

7/1/858/31/85

7/1/858/31/85

7/1/858/31/85

7/1/858/31/85

7/1/858/31/85

Needer's
date first
available

SAME

Needer's
date last
available

A S

FOR

D E F I N E 1\ S

Needer's
periods not
available
within dates

A B 0 V E

Step 7.0
Measuring

9/1/8510/31/85

9/1/8510/31/85

9/1/8510/31/85

9/1/8510/31/85

Step 8.0
Measuring
Reporting

10/1/8511/30/85

10/1/8511/30/85

10/1/8511/30/85

10/1/8511/30/85

—
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definers (as were contacts for securing their coopera
tion).

Therefore, the Phrase TAG was revised to

Identify available and unavailable dates for each
definer and/or needer group involved with the sixteen
needs statements.

As established in Step 2.0, the NA had permission to
contact definers and needers on specific dates and at
times convenient for them within the framework of the
ISC and the Phrase TAG schedules.

An initial contact memo seeking definers' cooperation
was sent to each person involved in each definer
category

(except students).

A copy of this memo

appears as Appendix A.

After completing Step 3.0
4.0)

(which incorporated Step

the NA proceeded to Step 5.0.

S.tep 4tQ-Hetermininq Who-What-Whom Concerns
In this step, the needs analyst (NA)

determines what

concerns the decision-maker has in the form of "who
Needs What as defined by Whom."

Again,

in this

research project, the NA and DM were one and the same
individual

(the researcher), so the NA/DM identified
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all categories of employees at the selected community
whos6 nG©ds

wgtg

of concGrns

Full-time Faculty
Part-time Faculty
Division Chairpersons
Professional Staff
Directors, Deans and President
Classified Staff

Next, the NA/DM identified the need for staff
development
development)

(including orientation and organizational
as the need which was of concern.

Then

the NA/DM, given the persons and the needs on the two
lists,

identified the groups which would be able to

specifically define the needs:

Full-time Faculty
Part-time Faculty
Division Chairpersons
Professional Staff
Directors, Deans and President
Classified Staff
Students
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From the above, a list of prioritized needs
statements was compiled (see Table 9).

Based on the

resources available, the first sixteen needs
statements were selected for defining—all on a first
priority basis (see Table 10).

Full-time faculty

were included in the research because they are the
largest group of employees at the selected community
college and those most directly involved with the
education of the students.

Part-time faculty were

included because they have become a significantly
increasing proportion of the total faculty employed
at the selected community college.

Division

Chairpersons and professional staff were included
because previous staff development researchers
(Alexander, 1981; Hammons and Wallace, 1976 and
Wiedman, 1976) have concluded that these community
college first-and middle-level management employees
have special management development needs.
Directors, Deans and the President have been excluded
from the research because of time restraints.
Classified personnel were excluded because of time
restraints and because recent union contracts have
provided significant staff development opportunities
to these employees through release time to attend
on—campus courses.

New employees needs for
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TABLE 9
Prioritized Needs Statements

.

1
2

.

Zu'tZ

development as defined by full-time faculty,
development as defined by Division Chair-

persons ^

3.

development as defined by Directors. Deans

and President.
4.
5.
6
7.

.

.

8

9.
10

.

.

11

.

Full-time faculty
Part-time faculty
art-time faculty
Part-time faculty
persons.

needs
needs
needs
needs

for
for
for
for

staff
staff
staff
staff

development
development
development
development

as
as
as
as

defined
defined
defined
defined

by
by
by
by

students.
part-tim^ faculty,
full-time faculty.
Division Chair¬

Part-time faculty needs for staff development as defined by Directors, Deans
and President.
Part-time faculty needs for staff development as defined by students.
Division Chairpersons' needs for staff development as defined by Division
Chairpersons.
Division Chairpersons' needs for staff development as defined by full-time
and part-time faculty.

12

Division Chairpersons' needs for staff development as defined by Directors,
Deans and President.

13.

Professional Staff's needs for staff development as defined by Professional
Staff.

14.

Professional Staff's needs for staff development as defined by full-time
and part-time faculty.
15. Professional Staff's needs for staff development as defined by Division
Chairpersons.
16. Professional Staff's needs for staff development as defined by Directors,
Deans and President.
17. ' Directors', Deans' and President's needs for staff development as defined
by Directors, Deans and President.
18. Directors', Deans' and President's needs for staff development as defined
by full-time and part-time faculty.
19. Directors', Deans' and President's needs for staff development as defined
by Division Chairpersons.
20
Directors', Deans' and President's needs for staff development as defined
by Professional Staff.
21
Directors', Deans' and President's needs for staff development as defined
by Classified Staff.
Classified
Staff's needs for staff development as defined by Classified Staff.
22
23. Classified Staff's needs for staff development as defined by appropriate
supervisor.
24. New Full-time and part-time faculty needs for orientation as defined by new
full-time and part-time faculty.
25. New Full-time and part-time faculty needs for orientation as defined by
Division Chairpersons.
26. New Full-time and part-time faculty needs for orientation as defined by
Directors, Deans and President.

.
.
.
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TABLE 9
Prioritized Needs Statements
(continued)
27.

New Professional Staff's needs for orientation as defined by New professional

28.

New Professional Staff's needs for orientation as defined by Directors,
Deans and President.

29.

New Classified Staff's needs for orientation as defined by New Classified
Staff.

30.

New Classified Staff's needs for orientation as defined by appropriate
supervisor.

31.

Full College staff's needs for organizational development as defined by full¬
time and part-time faculty.
Full College staff's needs for organizational development as defined by
Division Chairpersons.
Full College Staff's needs for organizational development as defined by
Directors, Deans and President.
Full College Staff's needs fsor organizational development as defined by
Professional Staff.
Full College Staff's needs for organizational development as defined by
Classified Staff.

32.
33.
34.
35.
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TABLE 10

Needs Statements Selected For Defining

f.cuu,.
persons.

levelopmeot as defined by Dl.tsion Chatr“'-Ftors, Deans

4.
5.

.

Pa“r!'«!!l!
facJuy

development as defined by students
« defined by part-tin,;

floJuy'"

development as defined by full-time

person!"*

development as defined by Division Chalr-

6

7.

.

8

9.

.

10

.

11

.

12

13.

Part-tirae faculty needs for staff development as defined by Directors
Deans and President.
uireccors.
Part-time faculty needs for staff development as defined by students
Division Chairpersons' needs for staff development as defined by Div slon
Chairpersons.
Division Chairpersons* needs for staff development as defined by full¬
time and part-time faculty.
Division Chairpersons* needs for staff development as defined by Directors
Deans and President.
’
Professional Staff*s needs for staff development as defined by Professional
Std'f'f,

14.

Professional Staff*s needs for staff development as defined by full-time
and part-time faculty.

15.

Professional Staff*s needs for staff development as defined by Division
Chairpersons.

16.

Professional Staff*s needs for staff development as defined by Directors,
Deans and President.
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orientation and the full college staffs' needs for
organizational development were not included due to
time restraints and due to the fact that these needs,
if they exist, may well be identified in the research
to be conducted pertaining to staff development needs
in general.

After selecting the needs statements, the NA returned
to Step 3.5 of the Planning process and prepared the
Time Allocation Chart to schedule the defining
and Measuring processes.

Step 5.Q_Defining
This step is a critical one in which the needer's
needs are specified by the definers.

In NAM, the de¬

finitional problem is essentially one of obtaining an
explicit description of what the definers would
imagine would be present or would be happening if the
needer's needs were completely fulfilled.

Thus, a

"Stimulus Question" was designed by the NA/DM for
each needs statement and each defining group.

Based

on the size of the group, the NA/DM then determined
which case of the defining process (i.e. Case I, II,
III or IV)

should be used and planned how to carry

out the procedures of each case.
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Case I

-

Defining by an Individual Definet

was not used; all the definers in this research
project were groups of persons.

Case II

-

Defining by a Group less than 11

was used for two definer groups:
Chairpersons (6)

Case III

-

Division

and Professional Staff (9).

Defining by a Group less than 101,

and greater than 10 was used for three definer
groups:

Full-time Faculty (89), Part-time

Faculty (38), and Directors, Deans and
President (16).

Case IV

-

Defining by a Group of 101 or more

was applicable to two definer groups:
Full-time and Part-time Faculty (127)
students (1,450).

and

NAM procedures for Case IV

are basically the same as for Case III with
appropriate adjustments to size of samples, etc.
Therefore, Cases III and IV will be combined
for the following reporting purposes.

The NA/DM began with the Case II procedures.

The re¬

quired defining stimulus statements for professional
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staff and Division Chairpersons were designed and the
required Needs Survey Instruments were prepared.

Needs Survey Instrument 13

(based on the needs state¬

ment of the same number found in Table 10) was pre¬
pared for the professional staff group of definers
(see Appendix B).

in fact, this instrument and this

definer group were chosen to field test the defining
process.

During the week of December 17, 1984, the

NA met with each of the nine members of this defining
group.

The NA explained the NAM process and

requested each definer to complete the needs survey
instrument.

As a result of these interviews and a

review of the responses to the defining stimulus
Needs Survey Instrument, this researcher determined
that the planned instruments and procedures would
obtain useful needs data, the desired result.

Thus,

the process was continued.

Needs Survey Instruments 2, 7, 10 and 15

(based on

the needs statements of the same numbers found in
Table 10) were prepared for the Division Chairperson
group of definers (see Appendix B).

This researcher

scheduled a group interview with the Division Chair¬
persons

(held on December 18, 1984)

to explain the
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NAM process and have the definers complete the four de¬
fining stimulus Needs Survey Instruments applicable
to them.

Four of the six Division Chairpersons

attended the meeting.

Individual interviews were

later held with the other two chairpersons who then
completed the Needs Survey Instruments,

After completing the above "first round" defining pro¬
cedures for the Case II definer groups, the NA then
completed the first round procedures for the Case III
and IV definer groups:

Directors, Deans and Presi¬

dent, full-time faculty, part-time faculty, combined
full-time and part-time faculty and students.

Needs Survey Instruments 3, 8, 12 and 16

(based on

the needs statements of the same numbers found in
Table 10) were prepared for the Directors, Deans and
President group of definers (see Appendix B),
are sixteen employees in this category.

There

At the time

of the initial defining, however, two were on sab¬
batical leave and one had resigned and had not, as
yet, been replaced.

This researcher, through the

Dean of Academic Affairs, scheduled a group interview
with this definer group (see memo; Appendix C),

A

representative sample of ten definers was chosen for
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each needs survey instrument.

Details of these sam¬

ple Directors, Deans and President definer groups are
presented in Table 11.

Sample groups were compiled

based on sex, title, and the NA's expectations of the
definers awareness of needer's needs.

The group

interview meeting was held as scheduled on February
27, 1985.

Six people did not attend.

Individual

meetings were later held with the President and the
Assistant Director of the Computer Center.

A second

group interview was held for the remaining four
definers.

NAM procedures were explained at all of

the meetings and all of the defining stimulus Needs
Survey Instruments were completed by the Directors,
Deans and President by March 5, 1985.

Needs Survey Instruments 1 and 6

(based on the needs

statements of the same numbers found in Table 10)
were prepared for the full-time faculty definer group
(see

Appendix B).

A representative sample of ten

definers (out of a total population of 89) was chosen
for each needs survey instrument.

Details of these

sample full-time faculty definer groups are presented
in Table 12.

Sample groups were compiled based on

sex, years of service and division/department.
Survey Instrument 5

Needs

(based on the needs statement of
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TABLE 11
Mails of Sample Directors. Deans and President

DefTnPr firm,pc

FULL-TIME FACULTY NEEDS
(Needs Survey Instrument 3)

Sex

Title
President
Dean of Academic Affairs
Dean of Administration
Dean of Continuing Education
Assistant Dean of Continuing Education
Assistant Director of Computer Center
Dean of Students
Registrar
Director of Admission
Director of Library-Learning Resource Center

PART-TIME FACULTY NEEDS
(Needs Survey Instrument 8)

Sex
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
F
M

Title
President
Dean of Academic Affairs
Assistant Dean of Administration
Director of Personnel
Dean of Continuing Education
Assistant Dean of Continuing Education
Director of Community Services
Registrar
Director of Admissions
Director of Library-learning Resource Center
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TABLE 11
(Continued)

DIVISION CHAIRPERSON'S NEEDS
(Needs Survey Instrument 12)

Sex
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
F

M

Title
President
Dean of Academic Affairs
Dean of Continuing Education
Director of Community Services
Assistant Director of Computer Center
Dean of Students
Registrar
Director of Admissions
Director of Library-Learning Resource Center

PROFESSIONAL STAFF'S NEEDS
(Need Survey Instrument 16)

Sex
M
M
M
M
M

M
M
F
M
M

Title
President
Dean of Academic Affairs
Dean of Administration
Assistant Dean of Administration
Director of Personnel
Dean of Continuing Education
Director of Community Services
Assistant Director of Computer Services
Dean of Students
Registrar
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TABLE 12
^taTls of Sample Full-Time Faculty Definer

Rrnnpc

FULL TIME FACULTY NEEDS
(Needs Survey Instrument 1)

Sex

Years of Service

F
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
M
M

11
13
14
5
13
8
7
2
2
21

Division
Health Science
Language & Literature
Social Science
Business
Math/Science
Arts
Physical Education
Language & Literature
Math/Science
Social Science

PART-TIME FACULTY NEEDS
(Needs Survey Instrument 6)

Sex

Years of Service

M
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
F
F

1
8
12
21
13
6
11
8
8
13

Division
Math/Science
Health Science
Language & Literature
Business
Language & Literature
Business
Arts
Math/Science
Business
Social Science
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the same number found in Table 10) was prepared for
the part-time faculty definer group (see Appendix B).
A representative sample of ten definers (out of a
total population of 38) was compiled on the same
basis as for full-time faculty (except years of ser¬
vice were not applicable).

Details of this sample of

the part- time faculty definer group are presented in
Table 13.

Needs Survey Instruments 11 and 14 (based

on the needs statements of the same numbers found in
Table 10) were prepared for the combined full-time
and part-time faculty definer groups (see Appendix B) .
A representative sample of 15 definers (10 full-time
faculty, 5 part- time faculty) out of a total population of 127 was compiled on the same basis as for
the full~time and part“time faculty definer groups
explained above.

Details of these sample full-time

and part-time faculty definer groups are presented in
Table 14.

Once all of the faculty defining stimuli Needs Survey
Instruments were completed and sample populations
identified, the NA conducted individual interviews
with each of the 60 sample full-time and part-time
faculty definers.

This was an extremely time-con¬

suming phase of the research;

it took far more time
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TABLE 13
Details of the Sample Part-time Faculty Definer Group

PART-TIME FACULTY NEEDS
(Needs Survey Instrument 5)

Sex
M
F
F
F
M
F
M
M
F
M

Division
Social Science
Health Science
Health Science
Math/Science
Language & Literature
Language & Literature
Language & Literature
Business
Business
Business
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TABLE 14

DIVISION CHAIRPERSON'S NEEDS
(Needs Survey Instrument 11)
Sex
M
M
F
F
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
F
F

M
M

Years of Service
4
11
10
7
18
9
2
11
17
10
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Division
Math/Science
Business
Health Science
Language & Literature
Business
Social Science
Arts
Arts
Social Science
Math/Science
Social Science
Health Science
Math/Science
Language & Literature
Social Science

PROFESSIONAL STAFF'S NEEDS
(Needs Survey Instrument 14)
Sex
F
F
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
F
M

Years of Service
11
6
8
8
10
11
2
3
14
19
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Division
Business
Language & Literature
Social Science
Math/Science
Arts
Social Science
Health Science
Math/Science
Business
Math/Science
Social Science
Health science
Language & Literature
Math/Science
Business
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than anticipated and required numerous full-circle
tours of the entire campus.

Part-time faculty, in

particular, were difficult to contact.
the 60 sample faculty,

Contacting

individually, probably took 10

times longer than it took to contact the Professional
Staff, Division Chairpersons, Directors, Deans and
President.

First, the NA obtained the office hours

of each of the sample faculty.

Second, the NA visit¬

ed each of the faculty during their office hours and
asked for their help in completing the research.
Many allowed the NA to immediately explain the NAM
procedures and immediately completed their needs sur¬
vey instruments.

A few asked to be allowed to com¬

plete the instruments later and then return them to
the NA.

(All of these individuals did return the

survey instruments.)

A few were not available at the

times the NA visited, so a note was left asking them
to call to schedule an appointment.

If no call was

received, the NA called them (or visited them in class¬
rooms just before their class)
view.

and scheduled an inter¬

In a very few cases, the NA explained the NAM

procedures over the phone and sent the needs survey
instruments to be completed and returned.

Only in

about three cases was the NA unsuccessful in con¬
tacting a given individual.

In these three cases, a
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substitute sample individual was obtained,

in all

three cases, the substitute adhered closely to the
details of the original sample individual (i.e. based
on sex, years of service and department).

Although

time-consuming, this interviewing method of defining
resulted in a high level of understanding and coopera¬
tion by the sample population and comprehensive and
varied needs data were obtained.

All of the defining

stimulus Needs Survey Instruments were completed by
the full-time and part-time faculty by March 12, 1985.

Needs Survey Instruments 4 and 9

(based on the needs

statements of the same numbers found in Table 10)
were prepared for the student definers (see Appendix
B).

These instruments and this definer group were

chosen to field test the defining process as was the
Professional Staff definer group as explained earlier.
During early December, the NA met with a total of 20
student volunteers from classes and from the Student
Senate.

The NA explained the NAM procedures and de¬

finers were asked to complete the two defining stimu¬
lus needs survey instruments.
field test,

As a result of this

it was determined that students had

little or no knowledge of professional rank or
full-time or part-time employment status of their
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instructors.

Therefore, the NA/DM decided that needs

statements 4 and 9 should be combined.

Needs

Statement 4 and the defining stimulus Needs Survey
Instrument 4 were revised to have students define
professors' needs without reference to full-time or
status.

Needs Statement and Needs Survey

Instrument 9 were eliminated.

A random sample of 30 students (out of a total popu¬
lation of 1,450) was selected to complete the needs
survey instruments (one male and one female from each
of 15 different majors selected randomly from an alpha¬
betic computer list of enrolled students, by program,
obtained from the registrar).

Two different methods

of contacting these students was used.

A letter was

mailed on college letterhead to 25 students explain¬
ing the reason for contacting them and requesting
them to meet the NA at scheduled times in the
cafeteria or in her office (see Appendix D).

Five

students were contacted through their classes and re¬
quested to see the NA in her office anytime on a Mon¬
day or Wednesday.

All but one of the five contacted

through classes came to the NA's office.

Only three

of the 25 students contacted by letter came to the NA
(two in the cafeteria during the scheduled times and
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one in the NA's office).

Therefore, the NA re¬

contacted the remaining 22 students (previously con¬
tacted by letter)

through their classes.

of these came to the NA's office.

All but six

The NA determined

that the majority of the seven students not heard
from had dropped out of the college and decided that
the remainder would not participate in the research
project.

The NA was able to identify the sex and the

major of the sample students not contacted.

A "like

replacement" sample for these seven students was ran¬
domly selected from the original computer list of
students, and these students were contacted through
their classes.

This process was repeated until 30

students were contacted.

Each time a student came to

the NA, the NAM procedures were explained and
definers were asked to complete the defining stimulus
Needs Survey Instrument.

All of these survey

instruments were completed by student definers by
April 3, 1985.

In explaining the NAM procedures during each of the
individual and group interviews presented above, the
NA provided definers with examples of needs to be
listed.

The NA explained that the needs for staff

development in this imaginary situation were being
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fully met resulting in a nearly utopian situation
whereby college personnel were fully meeting the
educational needs of the students and the community.
The NA stressed that definers should write down every
need fulfilling action, event, condition, etc. that
they could think of and not merely the ones which
might be presently lacking.

Therefore, the danger of

omission of real needs and subjectivity were minimized
and the necessity for definers to discriminate in
their responses was left to do during the measurement
process.

During this entire defining process (al¬

though the NA knew each of the participating definers
and when they completed their survey instruments), it
was emphasized that the responses were anonymous.

As

the instruments were completed by the definers, they
were placed in a large envelope with all of the
earlier completed responses so the NA could not
identify a given instrument with a given definer.

After obtaining the completed stimulus response Needs
Survey Instruments from each of the definer groups,
the NA broke down the responses into "unitary response
statements" with one item (defined component of the
need)

per line and with elimination of exact dupli¬

cates, only.

This is a very important component of
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the NAM process.

it is important that the NA not edit

the definer's needs,

where more than one wording

seemed possible to the NA, the NA wrote each alter¬
native possibility.

These unitary response statements

were then compiled in random order into a "second
round" of Needs Survey Instruments (see Appendix E) .

The NA then arranged for each definer to complete the
survey instrument.
mail.

This was done by memo and campus

There were 15 instruments to be completed (ori¬

ginal needs statements 4 and 9 were combined into 4,
and 9 was eliminated).

The entire population of full-time faculty was sent a
memo (see Appendix F)

and requested to complete Needs

Survey Instruments numbered lA, 6A, llA and 14A.

Two

survey instruments were sent with the memo on April
11, 1985 and two were sent on April 18, 1985.

The entire population of Division Chairpersons was
sent a memo (see Appendix G)

and requested to complete

Needs Survey Instruments numbered 2A, 7A, lOA and 15A.
Two survey instruments were sent with the memo on
March 29, 1985 and two were sent on April 8, 1985.
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The entire population of Deans, Directors and Presi¬
dent was sent a memo (see Appendix H) and requested to
complete Needs Survey Instruments numbered 3A, 8A, 12A
and 16A.

Two survey instruments were sent with the

memo on April 1, 1985 and two were sent on April 8,
1985.

The entire population of part-time faculty were sent a
memo (see Appendix I)

and requested to complete Needs

Survey Instruments numbered 5A, llA and 14A.

One sur¬

vey instrument was sent with the memo on April 8, 1985
and two were sent on April 18, 1985.

The entire population of Professional Staff definers
(librarian, counsellor, A/V staff member, health pro¬
fessional, etc.) were sent a memo (see Appendix J)

and

requested to complete Needs Survey Instrument 13A.
The memo and survey instrument were sent on March 29,
1985.

A random sample of 300 student definers were sent a
memo (see Appendix K)

and requested to complete needs

Survey Instrument 4A.

The 300 random sample students

were chosen from an alphabetic computer list of stu¬
dents received from the Registrar.

Because contacting
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students through their classes proved, during the
needs stimulus interviewing, to be more effective than
mailing to their homes, this procedure was used.

An

alphabetic list of students indicating their full
class schedules was obtained from the Dean of Students
From this, 300 envelopes were prepared containing the
student memo and Need Survey Instrument 4A,

The

envelopes contained the name of the student in the
center and,

in the upper right corner, up to three of

their classes by faculty name and class day and time.
A memo to faculty was prepared (see Appendix L), and
the memo and a group of student envelopes was sent to
each faculty member.

No more than a dozen envelopes

were sent to any one faculty member.
five or six.

The average was

These were distributed on April 18, 1985

After the completed Needs Survey Instruments 1A-16A
were received from the definers, the NA tabulated the
results.

For each item on the survey instrument, the

NA counted the number of circles and the number of
checkmarks.

For each item, the NA computes a total

which equals the number of checkmarks plus ten times
the number of circles.

NAM procedures call for test¬

ing whether each of the top-ranking needs are in a
directly measurable state.

If not, the procedures
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call for another round of defining.

Because, at this

point in this research project, all of the defining
resources were exhausted, the NA proceeded to the
definition reporting process.

6«Q-Definition Reporting
The report of the results of the defining process, the
procedures used, difficulties encountered and limita¬
tions which if left unexpressed might cause misinter¬
pretation of the definition of need, will be found in
Chapter IV.

Chapter IV will also cover the utility of

measuring needs.

S-tfiP. 7...Q_Measuring
NAM,

in the defining step, purposely seeks optimal

states of "what should be."

Therefore, it is expected

that one may very well find that one or more of these
needs are currently being adequately met.

The NA/DM

determines if measurement should be done on some or
all of the defined needs.

The NA/DM also designs the

way of measuring and collects the data on the extent
to which the need is met.
ported on in Chapter IV.

This step will also be re¬
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S.tep 8.Q-Measurement Repnrfinq

The results of the measurement process will be
presented in Chapter IV.

Of course, the primary

concern is to identify high priority unmet needs.

9iQ-Evaluation of Needs Analysis
This step addresses the question of how well the NA
and the process itself accomplished the methodology's
purpose of providing needs data for decision-making.
These evaluation procedures pertain to continuous
needs assessment programs and are not applicable to
this dissertation research project.

Step IQ.Q_Revision

This step provides procedures for revising the needs
analysis applications, as required, based on changes
that occur or problems that were encountered.

This

step will also be reported on in Chapter V.

Data Analysis

After all ten steps of the NAM procedures are com¬
pleted, data will be collected, measured, reported and
analyzed to achieve the purposes of this study.
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A tabulation of the definers' responses to each of the
Needs survey Instruments 1A-16A will provide the definers'
combined view of the needs and the relative priority of the
needs.

This data will be analyzed and each of the top ten

ranked needs will be identified.

Measurement will then be

made on some of the top ranking needs to determine the ex¬
tent to which the need is now being met.

An analysis of

the measured data will identify high priority unmet needs.
This data will achieve the primary purpose of this study:
to fill a void in the research base for staff development
and to provide needs data for decision-makers at a selected
Massachusetts community college.
An analysis of the self- and other-perceived needs
(for example, Needs Survey Instruments 1A-4A.

Needs of

full-time faculty as perceived by full-time faculty, by
Division Chairpersons, by Directors, Deans and President
and by students) will accomplish the first of the five
secondary purposes of the study:

to determine if there is

a variance in the self- and other-perceived staff develop¬
ment needs of faculty and professional staff.
The second of the five secondary purposes of the study
is to provide a means of measurement for determining the
extent to which future staff development programs conducted
at the selected community college meet identified needs.
This purpose will be achieved when the top-ranking unmet
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needs are identified and measured.

For example, the need

for full-time faculty to learn how to match their teaching
styles to students' learning styles might be identified as
a top-ranking need.
being 20% met.

Measurement may show this need is now

This will provide a means of measuring the

extent to which a future staff development program to teach
faculty how to better match teaching and learning styles
has met faculty needs.

A post-program measurement of this

need would provide a measure of the extent to which this
need is being met.

Assume a measure of 80% met.

A com¬

parison to the 20% pre-program measurement would indicate
that the staff development program increased, by 60%, the
extent to which a high priority identified need was met.
The third of the five secondary purposes of this study:
to provide a "model" for conducting needs assessment at all
15 community colleges in Massachusetts will be achieved
through the documentation of the NAM procedures provided in
this research document.
A comparison of the results of this research project
to staff development needs identified in the review of the
literature will achieve the fourth of the five secondary
purposes of this study:

to determine if needs assessment

is a viable means of assisting the faculty and professional
staff in defining their staff development needs.
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The last of the five secondary purposes of this study
is to add to the research utilizing the Coffing-Hutchinson
Needs Analysis Methodology.

The application of NAM in this

research study achieves this purpose.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

Definition Reporting

The Coffing-Hutchinson Needs Analysis Methodology
(NAM) was utilized, as reported in Chapter III, to prepare
and plan for carrying out a needs assessment and to obtain
definitions of needs.

The remaining steps to be covered in

this chapter pertain to reporting on the identified needs,
measuring the extent to which selected needs are met, report¬
ing on the measurements and preparing an analysis and
summary of the results.
Step 6.0 of the NAM procedures calls for definition
reporting.

The Needs Analyst/Decision-Maker

(NA/DM)

ex¬

amined the procedures and prepared a list of those which
she intended to carry out:

1.

Provide complete results of the defining process with
the ten top-ranked needs for each needs statement
circled.

2.

Provide lists of the ten top-ranked needs for each
needs statement in order of weighted score (from
highest to lowest).
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3.

Provide a report of procedures used to obtain the
definition of needs, difficulties encountered, definer objections, applicable limitations and plans
for measuring and measurement reporting.

The complete results of the defining process are pro¬
vided in Appendix M.

The numeric weight of each need as

identified within each Needs Survey Instrument, lA - 16A
(excluding 9A which was deleted), are shown.

The ten

highest-ranked needs for each survey instrument are circled.
Lists of the top—ten identified needs for each needs
statement lA - 16A (excluding 9A which was deleted)
der of weighted score (from highest to lowest)

in or¬

are present¬

ed in Tables 15-29.

Major Difficulties Encountered

The procedures followed to obtain the definition of
needs were presented in Chapter III.

Difficulties en¬

countered, definer objections, applicable limitations and
plans for measuring and measurement reporting will be pre¬
sented here.
The major difficulty encountered in the defining of
needs, as

noted in Chapter III, was in contacting and

obtaining the cooperation of the large definer groups.

The
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table 15
Results of Staff Development Needs Survey Instrument lA:
Needs of Full-Time Faculty as Perceived By Full-Time Faculty
(Top Ten Ranked Items)

Rankinq

Point Total

Item Number and Description

1

217

12.

Automatic sabbaticals every seven years.

2

194

39.

Obtains an adequate salary so he/she can
take care of his/her own professional
development needs.

3

176

1.

$800 per year to attend state-of-the-art
courses and conferences in applicable disci¬
pline.

4

162

6.

Release time for study for advanced degree
and other development activities.

5

140

37.

Credit for professional development in pro¬
motion considerations.

6

139

18.

Opportunities to purchase greater amounts of
educational support material (Audio-visual,
etc.) without red tape.

7

137

16.

Funding and release time for travel to
several workshops per year.

8

131

5.

$500 in "Educational Needs" monies (per year,
per faculty member) to spend as called for in
current contract.

9

113

8.

Attendance at related Industry seminars/con¬
ferences to stay current in field.

9

113

28.

One year sabbatical, with full pay, every
seven (7) to nine (9) years.

9

113

36.

Tuition free courses for professional growth.

Development Needs Survey Instrument 2A:
of Full-Time Faculty as Perceived By Division Chairpersons
(Top Ten Ranked Items)

Point Total

Item Number and Descriotion

36

27.

34

1.

Funding for each faculty member that would
permit travel to and attendance at a major
conference/convention each year in one's
own discipline ($500.00 per faculty member).

26

2.

Funding for attendance at state professional
organization meetings and conferences.

25

12.

24

4.

Frequent chances to discuss matters relevant
to one's own discipline with colleagues onand off-campus.

24

5.

Opportunities to become familiar with LAI, TV,
radio and other new technologies.

24

17.

Regular sabbatical leaves, not to be unreasonablly denied, i.e. granted every seven
years.

24

26.

Workshops to become more aware of learning
theory and learning styles of students, the
range of possible teaching styles and how to
correlate the two.

16

10.

Management development workshops for Program
Coordinators.

16

18.

Opportunity for hands-on time and instruc¬
tion in computer technology (both administrative
and C.A.T.)

16

28.

A series of workshops within the College, with
administration, to provide and receive input/
creative thought in regard to the future direc¬
tions of the College.

Workshops and training sessions on developing:
a) new teaching styles,
b) supplemental course materials,
c) effective testing instruments,
d) effective instruction given all the
parameters.

Professional consultation regarding an indepth study of teaching methodologies for
heterogeneous students.
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table 17
Npprt*; nf

Development Needs Survey Instrument 3A:
Full-T,™ Faculty as Perceived By Oirectors. Deans and President
(Top Ten Ranked Items)

Ranking

Point Total

1

78

2

Item Number and Description
40.

Opportunities for events leading to a real sense
of comnunity among faculty, administration, and
students (i.e. in terms of sharing both positive
and negative aspects of teaching and learning
for the purpose of enhancing the climate for
learning, making change, taking risks, etc.)
without reprisals and with encouragement.

50

1.

Opportunity for travel monies to attend meetings,
conferences, etc. within own discipline and/or in
regard to education in general.

3

37

8.

A formal, individualized orientation program for
new faculty.

4

35

39.

Positive support and recognition of excellence in
teaching as reported through a reasonable and, at
least relatively effective, evaluation system; as
well as resources and time for improvement in
identified areas.

5

33

34.

Faculty workshop prior to the start of each
semester covering the following:
a. student demographics
b. student needs assessment
c. matching of needs with institutional expecta¬
tions.
d. faculty backgrounds and special preparations
in relation to needs, expectations and insti¬
tutional goals.
e. development of a comprehensive and cohesive
plan of action.
f. identification of staff development needs.

6

29

2.

6

29

30.

Adequate, properly funded sabbatical leaves. One
after seven-eight years directed toward professional
development of benefit to the college. Second, non¬
directive type after 15 years with emphasis on per¬
sonal renewal.
Funding to attend at least one conference per
academic year in related subject area.
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Table 17
(Continued)

Ranking

Point Total

Item Number and Descriotion

8

27

12.

A computer literacy course for faculty with
minimum knowledge of computers.

9

26

26.

Opportunity to work with expert consultants,
individually, in regard to excellence in
teaching, developing grants, etc.

10

25

43.

All faculty are eligible for sabbatical
every 7th year and encouraged to study or
work on some worthwhile project.
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table 18

Needs"'f“Fun°Tl™"^°V''°'’"*"'
Instrument 4A:
Full-Time and Part-Time Faculty as Perceived by Students
(Top Ten Ranked Items)

Point Total

Item Number and Description

1

198

17.

2

193

16

3

192

12.

4

172

21.

5

169

61.

Opportunity to receive a level of pay that
makes them feel good about what they're
doing; enthusiastic about their job.

5

169

77.

Has a genuine interest and concern for the
student to succeed In life, not just in his/
her class.

^

160

32.

There Is clear communication between the staff
In each department so. If a course Isn't work¬
ing as planned. It can be changed; not taught
incorrectly for years.

8

157

65.

Allowed to be creative In the classroom with¬
out strict adherence to textbooks.

9

156

37.

Workshops to learn how to present a lecture
outline (on the board or as a handout) to aid
students versus continually lecturing "off
the top of their heads" (with no coherence of
sequence that Is confusing to students).

10

151

6.

.

Learn how to speak to students on a personal
level Instead of as Instructor/student all
the time.
Maintain appropriate office hours that allow
for faculty/student Interaction.
The opportunity to preview and choose texts
for their courses.
Learn how to encourage questions versus in¬
timidating students because of their lack
of knowledge.

Opportunity to stay current, at all times,
with the literature and activities In their
field.
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TABLE 19
Results of Staff Development Needs Survey Instrument 5A:
Needs of Part-Time Faculty as Perceived By Part-Time Faculty
(Top Ten Ranked Items)

Ranking

Point Total

1

168

2

3

Item Number and Description
26.

A part-time salary commensurate with full¬
time salary schedule to recognize and en¬
courage professionalism.

84

13.

Adequate secretarial support to allow for
preparation and use of the most current and
relevant materials.

76

4.

Adequate office space with keys to encourage
spending more time on campus in preparation,
meeting with students, etc.

74

21.

63

6.

Opportunity to learn about available, and ob¬
tain new, library resource materials (especially
videotapes).

62

9.

Opportunities to meet with full-time faculty, at
least once per semester, to establish a uniform
department course syllabus including objectives.

54

10.

53

1.

52

22.

Funds to provide for a subscription to a major
periodical in staff member's field.

52

23.

Additional pay for two more office hours per
week.

52

27.

Provide voting member division status to all
part-time faculty to encourage greater inter¬
action.

Monetary awards to cover cost of one or two
Boston area conferences or seminars each year
to keep current with developments in one's
field.

Opportunities to participate in the selection
of a uniform text for each course.
Opportunity for working more closely with
heads of departments.
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TABLE 20
S“''vey Instrument 6A:
of Part-Time Faculty as Perceived By Full-Time Faculty
(Top Ten Ranked Items)

Ranking
1

Point Total
184

1.

Provided with a systemized liaison with full¬
time staff.

170

3.

Provided with an evaluation each semester and
a review of performance objectives.

168

9e

Provided with salary incentives to become more
fully involved with committees, student advise
ment, etc.

4

162

6.

Required to conduct at least one office hour.

5

150

14.

6

148

7.

6

148

17.

Paid office hours to meet with students and
other faculty to better understand and meet
students' needs.

144

19.

Participate in same evaluation process by divi
Sion chairperson as is done with full-time
faculty.

9

130

12.

Provided with opportunity to meet with full¬
time faculty in order to coordinate standards,
goals, etc.

10

117

11.

Provided with a faculty manual and college
catalog.

2

3

8

-

Provided with a program orientation (how their
course fits into whole; overview of goals, ob¬
jectives, activities).
Encouraged to attend division and faculty
meetings and activities.

144

TABLE 21
of Staff Development Needs Survey Instrument 7A:
Needs of Part-Time Faculty as Perceived By Division Chai
rpersons
(Top Ten Ranked Items)

Ranking

Point Total
-

..
.. .
jtem Number and Description
Orientation to the college/division in regard
to policy, procedures, mission, objectives,
student profiles, etc.

1

46

16.

Workshops and training sessions on developing:
a) new teaching styles,
b) supplemental course materials,
c) effective testing instruments,
d) effective instruction given all the parameters.

3

36

1.

Workshops to keep part-timers abreast of changes
in college/division policies and procedures.

4

34

3.

Professional consultation regarding teaching
methodologies.

4

34

10.

Opportunity to meet frequently and share with
faculty in the same or related disciplines.

6

25

15

Workshops to become more aware of learning
theory and learning styles of students, the
range of possible teaching styles and how to
correlate the two.

7

24

2.

Curriculum development consultation (refining
objectives, planning learning activities).

7

24

12.

Opportunity to attend seminars/workshops to
learn about/discuss educational mission, com¬
munity college demographics and mission.

9

16

18.

Access to adequate library facilities.

10

15

8.

Opportunity to learn about technological ad¬
vances by direct observation and hands-on
activity.
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TABLE 22
Needs of pVrt
Development Needs Survey Instrument 8A:
Needs of Part-Time Faculty as Perceived By Directors. Deans and President
(Top Ten Ranked Items)

Ranking

Point Total

1

80

2

79

2

79

4

Item Number and Description
7.

Provisions for more time to be spent with Di¬
visions (attend program and division meetings,
etc.)

3.

A formal, individualized orientation program
for new faculty.

8.

Opportunities, formal as well as informal, to
confer with more experienced faculty (both part
and full timers) on such subjects as teaching
methods, content and goals of courses, general
understanding of how individual's course fits
into most student's programs, etc.

59

9.

Opportunity to participate in a formal faculty
mentor system to assist in orientation to the
college.

5

48

5.

A formal orientation workshop each semester
for all part-time faculty.

5

48

11.

Opportunity to participate in local on-campus
forums, discussions and workshops dealing with
the improvement of teaching.

5

48

13.

Inservice training seminar each semester cover¬
ing items such as:
a) college policies and procedures
b) student demographics
c) institutional goals and objectives (shortrun and long-run)
d) curriculum
e) course outlines

8

47

14.

Opportunity for evening or weekend meetings
with immediate superior to discuss matters/
problems encountered in class.

9

35

10.

Funds to purchase applicable materials to foster
improved educational experiences for students.
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TABLE 22
(Continued)

Ranking

Point Total

10

27

Item Number and Description
4.

A tie-in and support of Library-Learning
Resource Center materials to faculty staff
development needs:
Technical journals
Educational journals
Video tapes, recordings and films
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TABLE 23
Results of Staff Development Needs Survey Instrument lOA:
Needs of Division Chairpersons as
Perceived By Division Chairpersons
(Top Ten Ranked Items)

Ranking

Point Total

.1

46

32.

A series of workshops within the college, with
administration, to provide and receive input/
creative thought in regard to the future di¬
rections of the College.

2

26

3.

Sabbaticals provided every seven years to re¬
new and revitalize.

2

26

5.

Opportunity to attend professional conferences
in one's own field.

2

26

11.

Workshops regarding evaluation: concepts, and
of faculty, of students, of programs.

2

26

18.

Receipt of administrative support for creative
projects.

2

26

31.

Workshops/seminars in the practical use of com¬
puters in my job.

7

25

17.

Opportunity to participate in formulating and
carrying out realistic planning and guidelines.

7

25

25.

Opportunity to learn more about faculty workstyles and their workplace needs combined
with leadership development for academic de¬
partments.

9

16

1.

Regular on-campus meetings of Division Chair¬
persons to discuss academic topics (as opposed
to administrative topics).

9.

16

6.

Opportunity to attend Management Development
Conferences (budgeting, leadership, personnel
relations, personnel evaluations, etc.)

9

16

20.

Necessary budget support to achieve assigned
objectives.

9

16

22.

Schedule flexibility to attend graduate courses.

Item Number and Oescriotion
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TABLE 23
(Continued)
Rankinq
-^
^

Point Total
-

i
Item Number and Description
23.

Opportunity to meet with other Division
Chairpersons to discuss similarity of prob¬
lems and solution possibilities.

149

TABLE 24
Needs

Of

D"vVs“f'on%°hef'“"
S'-fvey lostrumeot llA:
Division Chairpersons as Perceived by FoU-Tl^e and Part-Time Faculty
(Top Ten Ranked Items)

Point Total
^

500

.

16

406

Item Number and Description
Receive autonomy from higher administrators
to operate their divisions in a manner that
promotes high morale in the Division Chair¬
persons which is then passed on to faculty
and students.
Provided with teaching opportunities, re¬
maining a part of the faculty and a colleague
in the faculty peer group (not a bureaucrat
isolated from faculty).

3

356

8.

4

307

17.

5

257

18.

Provided with adequate funds for materials,
books, resource people, etc. to provide for
continuing training and in-service workshops.

6

253

1,

Attend personnel management workshops (leader¬
ship, motivation, evaluation, interpersonal
communication, etc.).

7

191

6.

Provided release time and funding to main¬
tain contacts with comparable chairpersons
at similar institutions (through regular
meetings, an association, etc.).

8

171

12.

Opportunities to advance their knowledge of all
the disciplines in their divisions.

9

166

22.

Funds provided to purchase periodicals and
books for Division use.

10

164

3.

Provided with freedom and authority to handle
problems in their own way.
Freedom from bureaucratic red tape (forms,
etc.) that restrict Division Chairpersons'
flexibility in determining and meeting the
needs of faculty and students.

Receive training in interpersonal relations.
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TABLE 25
M ^
^
Development Needs Survey Instrument 12ANeeds of D(„stor> Cheirpersons as Perceived by Directors. Deans and President
(Top Ten Ranked Items)
flanking

Point Total

1

91

2

81

2

4

4

4

-

Item Number and Description
11.

Workshops and conferences in educational
management (leadership, budgeting, evalua¬
tions, union relations, grievance struc¬
ture, etc.).

1.

Opportunity for travel monies to attend
meetings, conferences, etc. within own
discipline and/or in regard to education
in general.

81

17.

Monthly meetings with Academic Dean and
President which are open sessions/discussions
with give and take. Any topic fair game, no
rank.

61

2.

Adequate, properly funded sabbatical leaves.
One after seven-eight years directed toward
professional development of benefit to the
college. Second, non-directive type after
fifteen years with emphasis on personal
renewal.

61

14.

Opportunities to meet with, and attend con¬
ferences and presentations by other colleges'
personnel with similar responsibilities,
especially as related to system-wide matters.

61

27.

Faculty/Division Chairperson workshop prior
to the start of each semester covering the
following:
a. student demographics
b. student needs assessment
c. matching of needs with institutional ex¬
pectations
d. faculty/Division Chairperson backgrounds
and special preparations In relation to
needs, expectations and institutional
goals.
e. development of a comprehensive and cohesive
plan of action
f. identification of staff development needs

TABLE 25
(Continued)

Ranking

Point Total

Item Number and Descriotion

7

60

16.

Annual Division Chairperson meeting offcampus with an agenda which includes brain¬
storming, educational philosophy, and
problem-solving as well as specific college
needs.

8

30

22.

Opportunity to meet regularly with peers
from other campuses to explore common
problems/solutions.

8

30

24.

Workshop covering legal responsibilities of
administrators.

10

29

8.

A formal, individualized orientation pro¬
gram for new Division Chairpersons.
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TABLE 26

Needs

Of

of staff Development Needs Survey Instrument 13A ;
Professional Staff (Librarian. Counsellor. A/v Staff Member. Health
Professional, etc.) as Perceived by Professional Staff
(Top Ten Ranked Items)

Ranking

Point Total

1

69

3.

Funds and release time to attend local
and national professional conferences
($500.00 each year).

2

49

1.

Attend one or two meetings per year with
counterparts from other community colleges to
share and to discuss similarity of problems
and solution possibilities.

3

46

19.

Significant local budget for staff develop¬
ment.

4

38

7.

A ten-month contract (versus current twelve)
to allow time for research and/or writing.

5

37

2.

Inservice meetings with entire staff of like
professionals to discuss our work.

6

35

24.

Budgeted funds applicable to each specific
staff area (rather than shared on a firstcome first-served basis).

7

27

13.

Funding of memberships in professional organi¬
zations (one per individual).

8

26

20.

Opportunities to provide information and
leadership on campus through presenting
workshops, inservice training, etc. with
adequate budget and support to achieve goals.

9

25

14.

Two weeks to a month per year for travel to
workshops, conferences and higher educational
institution visits.

10.

23

23.

Sabbatical leaves every five years.

Item Number and Descriotion
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TABLE 27
Needs of
Professions,. etc, as Perched "t; FXTV:"anrPer;,rpronr
(Top Ten Ranked Items)

Rankina

Point Total

1

365

5.

294

15.

3

241

2.

Monetary incentives are provided through pro¬
motions, etc. to pursue further development.

4

223

11.

Opportunity to teach academic courses (member
of team, invited guest lecturer, etc.).

5

213

22.

Receive funding for advanced degree courses.

6

212

6.

Attend short courses/workshops in current
developments in their respective fields.

7 .

209

8.

They meet regularly (at least once a semester)
with other community college staff in their
respective fields.

8

171

24.

A/V personnel conduct periodic meetings with
faculty to make them aware of what is avail¬
able in A/V hardware and software.

8

171

25.

Opportunity for regular meetings with peers
at own college to discuss current problems,
possible solutions, etc.

10

167

3.

2

f

Item Number and Description
A agnuinely open and supportive administration works with the professional staff to
fully utilize the resources obtained from
an on-going staff development effort.
Administration actively encourages, supports
and rewards ideas, projects and tasks that
lead toward the integration of support services
into the teaching/learning process.

Release time, or a flexible schedule, is pro¬
vided in order to obtain an advanced degree.
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TABLE 28
Results of Staff Development Needs Survey Instrument 15ANeeds of Professloeel Staff (LtbraHan, Coonsellor. A/V Staff Member. Health
Professional, etc.) as Perceived by Dl.isloo Chairpersons
(Top Ten Ranked Items)

Ranking

Point Total

1

46

5.

Opportunity for periodic staff/faculty
interaction.

2

35

3.

Opportunity to meet with counterparts at
other community colleges to observe, share
and discuss similarity of problems and
solution possibilities.

2

35

13.

Opportunity to meet periodically with stu¬
dents to better understand their needs/
interests, etc.

4

26

1.

Opportunity for low cost graduate study.

5

25

2.

Flexibility of work schedule to allow for
attending graduate courses.

5

25

8.

Periodic mini-sabbaticals to attend confer¬
ences for professional and personal growth.

5

25

10.

Sabbaticals provided every seven years to
renew and revitalize.

5

25

12.

Opportunity to meet periodically with each
division to better understand their needs/
interests, etc.

9

24

6.

Workshops with other administrators on campus
to be able to more fully understand their
work and the way they fit into the various
structures; i.e. state, budget, educational
mission, etc. More fully understand "the
big picture".

9

24

7.

Access to information in regard to available
opportunities for growth and promotion.

Item Number and Descriotion
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TABLE 29
Results of Staff Development Needs Survey
Instrument 16A:
Needs of Professional Staff (Librarian. Counsellor.
A/V Staff Member, Health
Professional, etc.) as Perceived by Directors.
Deans and President
(Top Ten Ranked Items)

Ranking

Point Total

1

91

2

Item Number and Description
1.

Opportunity for travel monies to attend
meetings, conferences, etc. within own
discipline and/or in regard to education in
general.

22.

Professional staff members workshop prior to
the start of each semester covering the
following:
a. student demographics
b. student needs assessment
c. matching of needs with institutional
expectations
d. professional staff members backgrounds
and special preparations in relation to
needs, expectations and institutional
goals.
e.
f.

3

development of a comprehensive and cohesive
plan of action
identification of staff development needs

2.

Adequate, properly funded sabbatical leaves.
One after seven-eight years directed toward
professional development of benefit to the
college. Second, non-directive type after
fifteen years with emphasis on personal re¬
newal .
A formal, individualized orientation program
for new professional staff members.

4

48

8.

4

48

27.

Annual meeting held with faculty on communica¬
tions, dealing with student problems, climate
for learning, etc.

6

37

13.

Sabbatical every seven years; and the seven
years should be available at intervals within
the seven years.

7

36

3.

Tuition grants for advanced education.
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TABLE 29
(Continued)

Ranking

Point Total

Item Number and Description

8

29

11.

Orientation to computer equipment and soft¬
ware available on campus.

8

29

12.

A computer literacy course for profes¬
sional staff members with minimal knowledge
of computers.

8

29

19.

Encouragement is received from top leader¬
ship.

8

29

23.

Workshop covering legal responsibilities of
professional staff members.
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small definer groups

(6 Division Chairpersons, 9 Profes¬

sional Staff and 14 Directors, Deans and President) were
contacted through a limited number of group and individual
interviews over a short time period (within one to three
weeks).

These personal interviews, held with 100% of the

definer group populations during the initial defining sti¬
mulus survey instrument stage of the research, resulted in
these definers obtaining a clear understanding of the re¬
search project and of the methodology used.

There was a

willingness to cooperate as evidenced by the high Needs
Survey Instrument response rates obtained from these de¬
finer groups (See Table 30).

In contrast, only sample popu¬

lations of the larger definer groups were contacted and
interviewed (20 of 38 part-time faculty, 40 of 89 full-time
faculty and 30 of 1450 students).

These were time-consum¬

ing individual interviews conducted over a relatively long
(two-month)

time period.

These individual interviews were

more hurried than the group and individual interviews held
with the small definer groups and probably, as a result,
not as comprehensive or effective.
group procedures, therefore,

These large definer

resulted in only a portion of

the definer groups obtaining an understanding of the re¬
search project and the methodology used.

The willingness

of these groups to cooperate which was less as evidenced
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The response rate could be reported as 27%.

Response Rates Obtained For Staff Development Needs Survey Instruments 1A-16A

L
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I

by the lower response rate (see Table 30) may be due in
part to their lack of familiarity with the project.

Definer Object i nnpf

Several definer objections were received in the course
of the NAM research project.

The'most common objection was

received from full- and part-time faculty who stated that
they did not feel capable of perceiving the needs of others.
This resulted in a greater number of self-perceived needs
being identified by these definer groups (versus otherperceived)

and a greater participation in ranking self-

perceived needs (versus other-perceived).

For example.

Needs Survey Instrument lA (see Appendix M) identifies 39
full-time faculty self-perceived needs versijs Needs Survey
Instrument 6A (see Appendix M) which identifies only 29
other-perceived needs (needs of part-time faculty as per¬
ceived by full-time faculty).

Also, Needs Survey Instru¬

ment lA received a 57% full-time faculty response rate
while Needs Survey Instrument 6A received only a 49%
full-time faculty response rate (see Table 30).
Another definer objection was expressed by one full¬
time faculty member.

She objected to the length of the

Needs Survey Instruments complaining that too many of the
needs were alike and that these "like needs" were found
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randomly throughout the survey instrument,

she thought

that the survey instruments were exasperating to the
definers and would result in either an unwillingness to
cooperate and complete the survey, or a lack of willingness
to do a good job in completing the survey instrument (by
looking, for differences in like items to discern the real
high priority needs).

she recommended that the survey

instruments be edited and shortened and that like items be
grouped together in some logical or meaningful way (i.e.
grouping all needs pertaining to sabbaticals, to release
time, to faculty exchanges, etc.).

The investigator

ex¬

plained that the NAM procedures specifically call for the
definer's defining stimulus response statements to be com¬
piled into a random listing of "unitary response state¬
ments" with no editing by the NA.

The investigator thanked

her for her comments explaining that they were a meaningful
part of the research project and would be considered in the
analysis of the research results.

This objection could be

a reason for the low response rates from the large definer
groups, a reason to question the needs survey instrument
ranking results and/or a reason to question and recommend
revisions to NAM procedures.
The last definer objection came from one Division
Chairperson who questioned the scientific soundness of the
research project, the methodology utilized and the useful-
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ness Of the needs data obtained.

He advised me of his un¬

willingness to participate in the research project.

The

investigator discussed his reservations with him, provided
him with a copy of the dissertation proposal and explained
the rationale of NAM.

After this was done, he agreed to

cooperate and completed the needs survey instruments.

Applicable Limitations

The basic limitation that affects the use of the
definitions of needs presented in this research paper
arises from the response rates obtained (See Table 30).
The definitions are those of the actual definers and not
necessarily those of any other persons.

As Table 30 shows,

the response rates are acceptable even though at 23%, the
student response rate is low.

As stated in Chapter III, it

was difficult to contact students and to obtain student
cooperation.

The initial personal interview and completion

of the stimulus response statement survey instrument was
done with only 30 students.

Therefore, there was limited

knowledge and understanding of the research project and its
purposes on the part of the larger student population.
Also, the method used to distribute the needs survey instru¬
ments to the 300 student sample (through their classroom
professors as outlined in Chapter III)

could also have had
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a negative impact on the response rate.

At least one pro¬

fessor reacted to the method by stating that he did not
have time to act as a "mailman."

He returned the envelopes

to me and i re-distributed them.

However, if other pro¬

fessors felt this way and did not so advise me, some
students might not have received the survey instruments.
Student attrition was also a factor.

The envelopes for 42

of the 300 random sample students were returned with the
comment "no longer attending classes."

However, in this

researcher's opinion, the limited student responses that
were obtained are fairly representative of student's per¬
ceptions of their professors' staff development needs.
Evidence to support this opinion was obtained from a stu¬
dent's survey of "Student Involvement at _
Community College and How You Can Improve It" presented to
the faculty of the college on May 13, 1985.

The survey was

conducted by a student member of the College's student
newspaper staff.

In the published overview of this survey,

the major techniques that students said professors needed
to use were:

1.

Encourage group discussions and questions.

2.

Discuss material with students rather than
lecturing,

3.

Know students and their future plans.
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4,

Seek a friendlier student-teacher relationship (as
opposed to a superior to student relationship),

5,

Be enthusiastic and involved——not a professor who
just comes in for the class hour and cannot be
found after class.

The above items are very similar to the #1, #2, #4 and #5
ranked faculty needs as perceived by students found in this
research project (see Needs Survey Instrument 4A results,
presented in Table 18):

EanKlnq

item # and Description

1.

17.

Learn how to speak to students on a
personal level instead of as in¬
structor/student all the time.

2.

16.

Maintain appropriate office hours that
allow for faculty/student interaction.

4.

21.

Learn how to encourage questions ver¬
sus intimidating students because of
their lack of knowledge.

5.

61.

Opportunity to receive a level of pay
that makes them feel good about what
they're doing; enthusiastic about
their job.

5.

77.

Has a genuine interest and concern for
the student to succeed in life, not
just in his/her class.

Part-time faculty response to the survey of their own
needs was 47%.

The 53% and 50% response rates to the needs

of Division Chairpersons and Professional Staff as
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defined by the combined full-time and part-time faculty
definer group may be low because of a low response from
faculty.

As noted in Chapter III, it was dif¬

ficult to contact part-time faculty.

As noted earlier in

this chapter, part-time faculty expressed an inability to
perceive the needs of others.

For these reasons and be¬

cause of their limited time on campus and limited involve¬
ment with campus activities, their response rates were low.
However, this researcher can find no reason why the sample
responses are not representative of the population of
part-time faculty.
The other limitation affecting the use of the defini¬
tions of needs presented here arises from the fact that
time restraints did not allow for the additional round(s)
of defining necessary to operationalize the identified topranking needs.

Therefore,

ideal observational techniques

could not be utilized in the measuring process.

Measuring

Step 7.0 of the NAM procedures calls for measuring the
extent to which defined needs are met or unmet.

The NA/DM

determined which top ranking need components should be
measured within the available resources.

The NA/DM
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determined that the five top-ranking needs on each of the
15 Needs Survey Instruments would be measured.
The items chosen to be measured were not, for the most
part, operational.

Therefore,

niques could not be devised.

ideal observational tech¬
A practical measurement plan

was established by asking:

1.

Who should know the extent to which these
needs are met or unmet?

2.

VJould they be willing to answer and to
answer honestly?

The answers to these questions enabled the researcher to
identify the informants who would fulfill a confirmatory
role in completing the instruments required to measure the
extent to which the top-ranking identified needs were being
met.

On the few items that were operational

(those dealing

with Sabbatical Leaves), data-gathering techniques were
used.

Lists of current faculty. Division Chairpersons and

professional staff were obtained showing name, years of
service and actual sabbaticals received.

These data were

compared to data of sabbaticals due based on the ioentified
need being measured
cal every 7 years).

(i.e.

for faculty, an automatic sabbati¬

The extent to which the need was met

was computed by dividing the sabbaticals actually awarded
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by the sabbaticals due.

This was done

in total and by

individual.
The following groups of informants were identified:

Full-time faculty
Part-time faculty
Division chairpersons
Professional staff
Directors, Deans and President
Students

Measurement instruments, each containing up to a maximum of
25 needs, were compiled for each informant group:

Full~tling Fagultv staff
ment 1

Development Needs Measurement instru¬

(See Appendix N)

This measurement instrument measured full-time faculty
perceptions of the extent to which their self- and otherperceived top-ranking needs are being met.

It contains the

five top-ranking full-time faculty needs from Meeds Survey
Instruments lA, 2A, 3A and 4A as reported in Tables 15, 16,
17 and 18 except for fully operational needs to be measured
through data collection

(Item number 12, Table 15 and item

number 17, Table 16) and needs very similar to others al¬
ready being measured (Items numbered 1 and 2, Table 16 and
item number 1, Table 17).
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^trument 2_(see Appendix M)

This measurement instrument measured part-time faculty
perceptions of the extent to which their self- and otherperceived top-ranking needs are being met.

it contains the

five top-ranking part-time faculty needs from Needs Survey
Instruments 4A, 5A, 6A, 7A and 8A as reported in Tables 18,
19, 20, 21 and 22 except for similar needs

(Item number 6,

Table 20 and Items 3 and 9, Table 22).

Qivisic>n Chairpersons' staff

Development Needs Measurpmpni-

iDStrument 3 (See Appendix N)

This measurement instrument measured Division Chair¬
persons' perceptions of the extent to which their self- and
other-perceived top-ranking needs are being met.

it con¬

tains the five top-ranking Division Chairpersons' needs
from Needs Survey Instruments lOA, llA, and 12A as reported
in Tables 23, 24 and 25 except for a fully operational need
to be measured through data collection (Item number 3,
Table 23) and for a similar need (Item number 2, Table 25).
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Erofessionill Staffs staff Ppvelopmpnl-

Measnrpn,..n^

Instrument 4(see Appendix

This measurement instrument measured professional
staffs' perceptions of the extent to which their self- and
other-perceived top-ranking needs are being met.

it con¬

tains the five top-ranking professional staff's needs from
Needs Survey Instruments 13A, 14A, 15A and 16A as reported
in Tables 26, 21, 28 and 29 except for a fully operational
need to be measured through data collection (Item number
10, Table 28) and for similar needs

(Item number 3, Table

28 and Items 1 and 2, Table 29).

Directors. Deans and President's staff Development Needs
Measurement Instrument 5

(See Appendix N)

This measurement instrument measured the Directors,
Deans and President's perceptions of the extent to which
the top-ranked non-operational self- and other-perceived
needs of full-time faculty, part-time faculty. Division
Chairpersons and professional staff are being met.

It

contains the top-ranking non-operational need from each
Needs Survey Instrument 1A-16A (excluding 9A which was
deleted) as reported in Tables 15-29.
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Bivision Chaitpfjrffrri?' staff Pftvgigpitipnt- needs
XflStCUingnt 6—(See Appendix |^)

This measurement instrument measured the Division
Chairpersons' perceptions of the extent to which the two
top-ranked non-operational self- and other-perceived needs
of full-time faculty and part-time faculty are being met.
It contains the two top-ranked needs from Needs Survey in¬
struments lA - 8A as reported in Tables 15-22 except for a
fully operational need to be measured through data
collection

(Item number 12, Table 15).

S.tu<jents' Staff

Development Needs Measurement Instrument 7

(■See Appendix N)

This measurement instrument measured the students'
perceptions of the extent to which selected non-operational
self- and other-perceived needs of faculty (full-time and
part-time) are being met.

It contains the five top-ranked

faculty staff development needs as identified by students
(from Needs Survey Instruments 4A as reported in Table 18)
and selected top-ranked non-operational needs from Needs
Survey Instruments lA - 3A as reported in Tables 15-17.
The needs were selected for measurement by this researcher
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based on her opinion that students would be able to measure
the needs and measure them honestly.

Measurement instruments 1 through 6 were distributed
to the total population of full-time faculty, part-time
faculty, Division Chairpersons, professional staff

(libra¬

rians, counsellors, A/V staff member, health professional,
etc.) and Directors, Deans and President.

Cover memoranda

were prepared to accompany the measurement instruments
Appendices 0 through S).

(See

Measurement instrument 7 was

given to a random sample of 300 students.

A list of

January 1986 graduates was obtained from the registrar.
From the alphabetic list, a random sample of 18 students
was chosen.

The measurement instruments were sent to these

students via their classes

(as were the student Needs

Survey Instruments as explained in Chapter III).

The

remaining 282 student measurement instruments were distri¬
buted (along with a cover memorandum—see Appendix T) to a
random sample of returning students by selecting every
third student to register at the College's November 19,
1985 pre-registration.
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M.easurement Reporting

step 8.0 of the NAM procedures calls for measurement
reporting.

The NA/DM determined that the DM was an indivi¬

dual person and that Case I of the procedures applied:
Measurement Reporting to an Individual.

The NA/DM deter¬

mined that the following measurement data would be reported

1.

Tabular numerical presentation of the extent to
which top-ranked staff development needs are
—both self—perceived and other—perceived.

2.

Graphic presentation of the extent to which topranked staff development needs are met—both
self-perceived and other-perceived.

The numeric results of the measurement process are provided
in Tables 31-45.

The graphic presentations of results are

provided in Tables 46-60.

The reported percentages measur¬

ing the extent to which top-ranked needs are met were
computed by totalling the individual measurements of each
informant

(using the mid-range values of 10-30-50-70 and

90%) and then computing an average by dividing the total by
the number of respondents.
The procedures followed to obtain the measurements
were presented in the preceding section.

Difficulties

encountered and applicable limitations will be presented
here.
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TABLE 31
Numerical Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 15
Needs of Full-Time Faculty as Perceived bv Full-Time F.rnity
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

Ranking

1

26

1

12.

Automatic sabbaticals every seven years.

2

39.

Obtains an adequate salary so he/she can
take care of his/her own professional
development needs.

3

1.

X Need is Met as Measured bv:
I
3
I
%

Item Number and Descriotion

$800 per year to attend state-of-the-art
courses and conferences in applicable disci¬
pline.

6.

Release time for study for advanced degree
and other development activities.

37.

Credit for professional development in pro¬
motion considerations.

.

40

50

58

55

18

■33

1.

Data collected shows that, overall, this need is 26% met. For 39 faculty it is
0% met; for 3 it is 33-1/3% met; for 12 it is 50% met; and for 10 it is 100% met.
18 do not yet qualify for a sabbatical.

2.

Full-time faculty

3.

Division Chairpersons

4.

Directors, Deans and President

5.

Students
Need not measured by these informants
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TABLE 32
Numerical Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 16
Needs of Full-Time Faculty as Perceived by Division ChairDer>;nn^
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

T,

fi ,
,
Item Number and Descriotion

Rankinq
1

27.

Workshops and training sessions on developing
a) new teaching styles,
b) supplemental course materials,
c) effective testing instruments,
d) effective instruction given all the
P^^^-^ters.

2

3

4

5

5

5

1.

2.

12.

4.

5.

17.

* Need is Met as Measured bv:
i
o
^
^

..

26

27

35

53

Funding for each faculty member that would
permit travel to and attendance at a major
conference/convention each year in one's
own discipline ($500.00 per faculty member).

x

x

x

x

x

Funding for attendance at state professional
organization meetings and conferences.

x

x

x

x

x

Professional consultation regarding an indepth study of teaching methodologies for
heterogeneous students.

--

23

30

--

51

Frequent chances to discuss matters relevant
to one's own discipline with colleagues onand off-campus.

—

37

Opportunities to become familiar with LAI,
TV, radio and other new technologies.

—

37

—

--

53

Regular sabbatical leaves, not to be un¬
reasonably denied, i.e. granted every seven
years.

26
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Table 32
(Continued)

^nklnq

Item Number and Description

t Need Is Met as Measurprf by
1
3
I
t

1
5

26.

Workshops to become more aware of learning
theory and learning styles of students, the
range of possible teaching styles and how to
correlate the two.
22

—

—

50

Key:
1.

.

2
3.
4.
5.

Data collected shows that overall this need is 26X met.
,
For 39 faculty it is 0% met;
for 3 it IS 33-1/3X met; for 12 it is 50% met; and for 10 it is 100% met.
18 do not
yet qualify for a sabbatical.
Full-time faculty
Division Chairpersons
Directors, Deans and President
Students
Need not measured by these informants
Not measured because need similar to others already being measured
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TABLE 33
Numerical Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 17
Needs of Full-Time Faculty as Perceived by Directors. Deans and Pre^iHpnt
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

rj.

PanHn«

.. t
Item Number and Description

40,

33

27

Opportunity for travel monies to attend
meetings, conferences, etc. within own disci¬
pline and/or in regard to education in
general.

8.

A formal, individualized orientation pro¬
gram for new faculty.

26

Positive support and recognition of excellence
in teaching as reported through a reasonable
and, at least relatively effective, evaluation
system; as well as resources and time for
improvement in identified areas.

34

Faculty workshop prior to the start of each
semester covering student demographics;
student needs assessment; matching of needs
with institutional expectations; faculty
backgrounds and special preparations in re¬
lation to needs, expectations and institu¬
tional goals; development of a comprehensive
and cohesive plan of action; and identifica¬
tion of staff development needs.

19

34.

1.
2.
3.
X

31

1.

39.

Key;

Opportunities for events leading to a real
sense of comnunity among faculty, administra¬
tion, and students (i.e. in terms of sharing
both positive and negative aspects of teaching
and learning for the purpose of enhancing the
climate for learning, making change, taking
risks, etc.) without reprisals and with en¬
couragement.

t Need is Met as Measured by:
1
2
3-4-^5

47

Data collected (none)
4. Directors, Deans and President
Full-time faculty
5. Students
Division Chairpersons
— Need not measured by these informants
Not measured because need similar to others already being measured.

52
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TABLE 34
Numerical Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 18
Ne_eds of Full-time and Part-time Faculty as Perceived bv Studpnt.^
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

Ranking
1

Item Number and Description
17.

2

16.

3

12.

4

21.

5

61.

5

77.

Learn how to speak to students on a per¬
sonal level instead of as instructor/student
all the time.

%

i.

Need is Met as Measured by:
1
2
4
5
6

51

50*

49

63

70

74

70*

—

64

75

81

—

—

59

63

Learn how to encourage questions versus in¬
timidating students because of their lack
of knowledge.

63

—

—

58

75

Opportunity to receive a level of pay that
makes them feel good about what they're
doing; enthusiastic about their job.

42

—

—

56

35

Has a genuine interest and concern for the
student to succeed in life, not just in his/
her class.

77

—

—

63

89

Maintain appropriate office hours that allow
for faculty/student interaction.
The opportunity to preview and choose texts
for their courses.

Key;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
—

Data collection (none)
Full-time faculty
Division Chairpersons
Directors, Deans and President
Students
Part-time faculty
Need not measured by these informants

*Division Chairpersons measured that each of these two needs were only 47% met for part-time
faculty. The percentages above are Division Chairperson's measurements of full-time faculty.
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table 35
Nu^r,ca1 RasaUs of Measuring the Top Ranting staff Deuelop^nt Needs FroM Table .9
Jteeds of Part-time Faculty as P.rrei.ed by Part-ti.^ i:.,....,.
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

%

—Item Number and Description
1

2

26.

13.

4.

21.

6.

Key;

Need js Met as Measured Bv:

Part-time
Faculty

-Chrmn.

A part-time salary commensurate with
full-time salary schedule to recognize
and encourage professionalism.

30

27

Adequate secretarial support to allow
for preparation and use of the most
current and relevant materials.

67

57

Adequate office space with keys to
encourage spending more time on
campus in preparation, meeting with
students, etc.
Monetary awards to cover cost of one
or two Boston area conferences or
seminars each year to keep current
with developments in one’s field.

14

Opportunity to learn about available,
and obtain new, library resource
materials (especially videotapes).

57

Need not measured by these informants

Directors
Deans and
President

36
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TABLE 36
Numerical Results of Measuring the Top Ranking staff Development Needs From Table 20
Needs of Part-time Faculty as Perceived by Full-time Famlty
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

%

Ranking
1

2

3

4

5

Key:

Item Number and Description
1.

3.

9.

6.

14.

-X

Need is Met as Measured By:

Part-time
Faculty

Provided with a systemized liaison with
full-time staff.

53

Provided with an evaluation each semester
and a review of performance objectives.

57

Provided with salary incentives to be¬
come more fully involved with commit¬
tees, student advisement, etc.

15

Required to conduct at least one of¬
fice hour.

X

Provided with a program orientation
(how their course fits into whole;
overview of goals, objectives, acti¬
vities).

60

Div.
Chrmn.

Directors
Deans and
President

43

39

40

X

Need not measured by these informants
Not measured because need similar to others already being measured

X
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TABLE 37
Numerical Results of Measuring the Top Rankina
n
i
a
P Kanking Staff Development Needs From Table 21

Keeds

Of

P.rftln.. FarnUy

PerceWed hv ..^.

(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

Ranking
1

Item Number and Description
11.

16.

Directors
Deans and

Chrmn.

President

55

33

49

24

23

Orientation to the college/division
in regard to policy, procedures,
mission, objectives, student pro¬
files, etc.

1

Div.

Part-time
Faculty

Workshops and training sessions on
developing:
a) new teaching styles,
b) supplemental course materials,
c) effective testing instruments,
d) effective instruction given all
the parameters.

.

1

Workshops to keep part-timers abreast
of changes in college/division policies
and procedures.

4

3.

.

10

Professional consultation regarding
teaching methodologies.
Opportunity to meet frequently and
share with faculty in the same or
related disciplines.

Key:

Need not measured by these informants

64
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TABLE 38
Numerical Results of Measuring the Top Ranking Staff Development Needs From Table 22
Needs of Part-time Faculty as Perceived bv Directors. Deans and Presiripnt
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

%

Ranking

Item Number and Description

1

7.

2

3.

2

8.

Need is Met as Measured By:

Part-time

Div.

Directors
Deans and

Faculty

Chrmn.

President

37

44

Provisions for more time to be spent
with Divisions (attend program and
division meetings, etc.).

55

A formal, individualized orientation
program for new faculty.

X

Opportunities, formal as well as in¬
formal, to confer with more experienced
faculty (both part and full timers) on
such subjects as teaching methods, con¬
tent and goals of courses, general
understanding of how individual's
course fits into most students' pro¬
grams, etc.

9.

64

Opportunity to participate in a formal
faculty mentor system to assist in
orientation to the college.

5.

A formal orientation workshop each
semester for all part-time faculty.

11.

X

31

Opportunity to participate in local
on-campus forums, discussions and
workshops dealing with the improvement
of teaching.

13.

40

Inservice training seminar each se¬
mester covering items such as college
policies and procedures, student demo¬
graphics, institutional goals and ob¬
jectives (short-run and long-run), cur¬
riculum and course outlines.

Key:

20

—

Need not measured by these informants

X

Not measured because need similar to others already being measured
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TABLE 39
Numerical Results of Measuring the Top Ranking Staff Development Needs From Table 23
Ngeds of Division Chairpersons as Perceived by Division Chairpersons
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

utiTcvi

Data
Ranking
1

Item Number and Description
32.

Collection

I

a

net

aa

nedbureo

Div.
Chrmn.

Directors
Deans and
President

40

50

A series of workshops within the
college, with administration, to
provide and receive input/creative
thought in regard to the future
directions of the College.

3.

2

Sabbaticals provided every seven
years to renew and revitalize.

2

5.

14*

Opportunity to attend professional
conferences in one's own field.

2

11.

50

Workshops regarding evaluation:
concepts, and of faculty, of stu¬
dents, of programs.

2

18.

40

Receipt of administrative support
for creative projects.

2

31.

63

Workshops/seminars in the practical
use of computers in my job.

Key:

*

—

43

Need not measured by these informants

Data collected shows that overall this need is 14* met.

For 3 Division Chairpersons it

is 0* met; for 1 it is 50* met; 2 do not yet qualify for sabbatical.
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TABLE 40
Numerical Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 24
Weeds of Division Chairpersons as Percet.Prt hy Full-Ttiw and Part-Tlm» F»r„U'
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

Ranking

.

1

Item Number and Description
16.

--

% Need Met as Measured Bv
Division
Directors, Deans

and President

Receive autonomy from higher admini¬
strators to operate their divisions
in a manner that promotes high morale
in the Division Chairpersons which is
then passed on to faculty and students

2

9.

67

Provided with teaching opportunities,
remaining a part of the faculty and a
colleague in the faculty peer group
(not a bureaucrat isolated from faculty).

3

8.

Provided with freedom and authority to
handle problems in their own way.

4

17.

77

73

Freedom from bureaucratic red tape
(forms, etc.) that restrict Division
Chairpersons' flexibility in deter¬
mining and meeting the needs of
faculty and students.

5

18.

47

Provided with adequate funds for
material, books, resource people, etc.
to provide for continuing training and
in-service workshops.

Key;

Need not measured by these informants

30

65
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TABLE 41
Numerical Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 25
Needs of Division Chairpersons as Perceived bv Pi rectors^
Deans and President
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)
X Need Met

Ranking
1

Item Number and Description
11.

2

1.

2

17.

4

2.

4

14.

4

27.

Key:

-X

Division
•

Workshops and conferences in educa¬
tional management (leadership, budget¬
ing, evaluations, union relations,
grievance structure, etc.).

40

Opportunity for travel monies to at¬
tend meetings, conferences, etc.
within own discipline and/or in regard
to education in general.

53

Monthly meetings with Academic Dean and
President which are open sessions, dis¬
cussions with give and take. Any topic
fair game, no rank.

47

Adequate, properly funded sabbatical
leaves. One after seven-eight years
directed toward professional develop¬
ment of benefit to the college. Second,
non-directive type after fifteen years
with emphasis on personal renewal.

X

Opportunities to meet with, and attend
conferences and presentations by other
colleges' personnel with similar respon¬
sibilities, especially as related to
system-wide matters.

60

Measured Rv

Directors, Deans
and President

42

Faculty/Division Chairperson workshop prior
to the start of each semester covering stu¬
dent demographics; student needs assessment;
matching of needs with institutional expecta¬
tions; faculty/Oivision Chairperson backgrounds
and special preparations in relation to needs,
expectations and institutional goals; develop¬
ment of a comprehensive and cohesive plan of
action; and identification of staff develop¬
ment needs.
27
Need not measured by these informants
Not measured because need similar to others already being measured

X
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TABLE 42
Numerical Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 26
feeds of Profess<.Ml Staff (Librarian. Counsellor. A/v st.ff

m...,.

Professional, etc.) as Perceived by Professional Staff
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

Ranking

Item Number and Description
3.

1.

19.

4

5

Key:

7.

2.

—

X Need Met as Measured Bv
Prof.
Directors, Deans
Staff
and President

Funds and release time to attend local
and national professional conferences
($500.00 each year).

48

Attend one or two meetings per year with
counterparts from other community colleges
to share and to discuss similarity of
problems and solution possibilities.

38

Significant local budget for staff develop¬
ment.

38

A ten-month contract (versus current
twelve) to allow time for research and/or
writing.

28

Inservice meetings with entire staff of
like professionals to discuss our work.

45

Need not measured by these informants

56
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table 43
Numerical Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 27
Needs

Of

Professional SUff (Ltbrarl.n, Cnsellor. A/.

Professional, etc.) as Perceived by Full-Time end Part-TIm,
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

Ranking
1

2

3

4

5

Key;

Item Number and Descriotion
5.

15.

2.

11.

22.

% Need Met as Measured Bv
Prof.
Directors, Deans
Staff
and President

A genuinely ooen and supportiue aH_
ministration works with the profes¬
sional staff to fully utilize the
resources obtained from an on-going
staff development effort.

30

Administration actively encourages,
supports and rewards ideas, projects
and tasks that lead toward the inte¬
gration of support services into the
teaching/learning process.

38

Monetary incentives are provided
through promotions, etc. to pursue
further development.

35

Opportunity to teach academic courses
(member of team, invited guest lecturer,
etc.)

18

Receive funding for advanced degree
courses.

30

Need not measured by these informants

66
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TABLE 44
Numerical Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 28
teds Of Professional Staff (Librarian, Ccnsellor. A/V
tefasstonal. etc.) as Perceived by DIvUton Chalrpersnns
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

Ranking
1

Item Number and Description
5.

3.

13a

1.

2.

8.

10.

12.

Key:

% Need Met as Measured By
Data
Prof.
Directors, Deans
Collection
Staff
and President

Opportunity for periodic staff/
faculty interaction.

63

52

Opportunity to meet with counter¬
parts at other community colleges
to observe, share and discuss simi¬
larity of problems and solution
possibilities.
Opportunity to meet periodically with
students to better understand their
needs/interests, etc.

75

Opportunity for low cost graduate
study.

53

Flexibility of work schedule to allow
for attending graduate courses.

25

Periodic mini-sabbaticals to attend
conferences for professional and per¬
sonal growth.

28

Sabbaticals provided every seven years
to renew and revitalize.,
Opportunity to meet periodically with
each division to better understand their
needs/interests, etc.

14*

25

Need not measured by these informants
Not measured because need similar to others already being measured
Data collected shows that overall this need is 14X met. For 3 staff members
it is OX met; for 1 it is 50X met; 4 do not yet qualify for a sabbatical
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TABLE 45
Numerical Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 29
Needs of Professional Staff (Librarian. Counsellor. A/V Staff Member. Health
Professional, etc.) as Perceived by Directors. Deans and President
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

Ranking
1

2

3

4

4

Item Number and Description
1.

22.

2.

8.

27.

% Need Met as Measured By
Prof.
Directors. Deans.
Staff
and President

Opportunity for travel monies to attend
meetings, conferences, etc. within own
discipline and/or in regard to education
in general.

X

X

Professional staff members workshop
prior to the start of each semester
covering student demographics; student
needs assessment; matching of needs with
institutional expectations; professional
staff members backgrounds and special
preparations in relation to needs, ex¬
pectations and institutional goals;
development of a comprehensive and
cohesive plan of action; and identifi¬
cation of staff development needs.

38

38

Adequate, properly funded sabbatical
leaves. One after seven-eight years,
directed toward professional development
of benefit to the college. Second, non¬
directive type after fifteen years with
emphasis on personal renewal.

X

X

A formal, individualized orientation
program for new professional staff
members.

20

Annual meeting held with faculty on com¬
munications, dealing with student problems,
climate for learning, etc.

24

— Need not measured by these informants
X Not measured because need similar to others already being measured
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TABLE 46

Graphic Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 15
Needs of Full-time Faculty as Perceived by Full-time

Faculty

(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

%

Ranking

Item Number and Description
12.

Automatic sabbaticals every seven years.

39.

Obtains an adequate salary so he/she can
take care of his/her own professional
development needs.

0

Need Met:

20

40

60

26*

.40
***<rO<H>******»»»-»50
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX58
.55

1.

6.

37.

Key;

$800 per year to attend state-of-the-art
courses and conferences in applicable
discipline.
Release time for study for advanced
degree and other development activities.
Credit for professional development in
promotion considerations.

- Data Collection
- As measured by Full-time faculty
**** As measured by Division Chairpersons
xxxx As measured by Directors, Deans and President
.... As measured by Students
*
See Key in Table 31

18

23

33

80

100
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TABLE 47

Graphic Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 16
Itegds

Of

Fa11-t<me faculty a.

b,

(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

% Need Met:
Ranking
1

2

3

Item Number and Description
27.

1.

2.

4

• 12.

5

4.

Workshops and training sessions on
developing:
a) new teaching styles,
b) supplemental course materials,
c) effective testing Instruments,
d) effective Instruction given all the
parameters.

0

20

40

60

26
**********27
XXXXXXXXXXXX35

53

Funding for each faculty member that would
permit travel to and attendance at a major
conference/convention each year In one's
own discipline ($500.00 per faculty member).

X

Funding for attendance at state professional
organization meetings and conferences.

X

Professional consultation regarding an indepth study of teaching methodologies for
heterogenous students.

-—23
**********30
.51

Frequent chances to discuss matters rele¬
vant to one's own discipline with colleagues
on- and off-campus.

-37

5

5.

Opportunities to become familiar with LAI,
TV, radio and other new technologies.

-37
.53

5

17.

Regular sabbatical leaves, not to be un¬
reasonably denied, I.e. granted every seven
years.

_26*

80

100
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TABLE 47
(Continued)

X Need Met:
Ranking

5

Key:

26.

_
X
*

Item Number and Description

Workshops to become more aware of learning
theory and learning styles of students, the
range of possible teaching styles and how to
correlate the two.
Data Collection
As measured by Students
Need not measured
See Key in Table 32

****
xxxx

0

20

40

60

80

100

-22
.50

As measured by Full-time faculty
As measured by Division Chairpersons
As measured by Directors, Deans and President
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TABLE 48

Graphic Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 17

(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)
^ Need Met:
Ranking
1

Item Number and Description
40.

1.

3

5

Key;

8.

Opportunities for events leading to a real
sense of cotiwnunity among faculty, admini¬
stration, and students (i.e. in terms of
sharing both positive and negative aspects
of teaching and learning for the purpose of
enhancing the climate for learning, making
change, taking risks, etc.) without re¬
prisals and with encouragement.
Opportunity for travel monies to attend
meetings, conferences, etc. within own
discipline and/or in regard to education
in general.
A formal, individualized orientation pro¬
gram for new faculty.

39.

Positive support and recognition of ex¬
cellence in teaching as reported through
a reasonable and, at least relatively
effective, evaluation system; as well as
resources and time for improvement in
identified areas.

34.

Faculty workshop prior to the start of each
semester covering student demographics; stu¬
dent needs assessment; matching of needs
with institutional expectations; faculty
backgrounds and special preparations in
relation to needs, expectations and insti¬
tutional goals; development of a compre¬
hensive and cohesive plan of action; and
identification of staff development needs.

****
xxxx
....
X

As measured by Full-time faculty
As measured by Division Chairpersons
As measured by Directors, Deans and President
As measured by Students
Need not measured

0

20

40

60

.31
***♦★★♦**»»3 3
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX47

..

X
--26
***-k*it*1tir*2J

-19

80

100
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TABLE 49

Graphic Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 18
leeds of Full-time and Part-time Faculty as Perceived hy
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)
X Need Met:
Ranking

Item Number and Description

1

17.

Learn how to speak to students on a per
sonal level instead of as instructor/
student all the time.

0

20

40

60

80

100

1^^^^-(
.51

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX49
.63
Ooooooooooooooooooooooo70

16.

Maintain appropriate office hours that
allow for faculty/student interaction.

.74

.64
ooooooooooooooooooooooooo75

12.

The opportunity to preview and choose
texts for their courses.

.81
.59
00000000000000000000063

21.

5

5

Key:

61.

77.

****
xxxx
....
0000
*

Learn how to encourage questions versus
intimidating students because of their
lack of knowledge.
Opportunity to receive a level of pay
that makes them feel good about what
they're doing; enthusiastic about their
job.
Has a genuine interest and concern for
the student to succeed in life, not just
in his/her class.

.63
.58
ooooooooooooooooooooooooo75

42

56
000000000000

o35

77
63
00000000000000000000000000000089

As measured by Full-time faculty
As measured by Division Chairpersons
As measured by Directors, Deans and President
As measured by Students
As measured by Part-time faculty
Division Chairpersons measured that each of these two needs were only 47% met for
part-time faculty. The percentages above are Division Chairperson's measurements
for full-time faculty.

L
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TABLE 50
Graphic Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 19
Needs of Part-Time Faculty as Perceived by Part-Time F.mify
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)-

% Need Met:
Ranking

Item Number and Description

0

20

40

60

ill.

80

1^—1—1—11

2

3

4

5

Key;

26.

13.

4.

21.

6.

o oo o

XXXX

A part-time salary commensurate with
full-time salary schedule to recognize
and encourage professionalism.

Adequate secretarial support to allow
for preparation and use of the most
current and relevant materials.

Adequate office space with keys to
encourage spending more time on campus
in preparation, meeting with students,
etc.

oooooooooo30
*****1i*it2y

XXXXXXXXXXXX36

000000000000000000000007

★★***♦★*★******★**57

00000000000000000000006

Monetary awards to cover cost of one
or two Boston area conferences or
seminars each year to keep current with
developments in one's field.

oooo

Opportunity to learn about available,
and obtain new, library resource
materials (especially videotapes).

ooooooooooooooooo57

As measured by Part-time faculty
As measured by Division Chairpersons
As measured by Directors, Deans and President

14

TABLE

51

Graphic Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 20
Jteeds Of Part-time Faculty a.

by Full-tln.

(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

%

--'^**^''”3
1

Item Number and Description
1.

Provided with a systemized liaison with
full-time staff.

0

20

Need Met;
40

60

oooooooooooooooooo58

XXXXXXXXXXXX39

3.

9.

6.

14.

Key:

0000

****
xxxx
X

Provided with an evaluation each
semester and a review of performance
objectives.

ooooooooooooooooo57

Provided with salary incentives to become
more fully involved with committees,
student advisement, etc.

ooooojg

Required to conduct at least one
office hour.

X

Provided with a program orientation
(how their course fits into whole;
overview of goals, objectives, acti¬
vities).

000000000000000000006O

As measured by Part-time faculty
As measured by Division Chairpersons
As measured by Directors, Deans and President
Need not measured
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TABLE

52

Graphic Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 21
Needs of Part-time Faculty as Perceived by Division Chairpersons
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)
-

X Need Met:
Ranking

Item Number and Description
11.

Orientation to the college/division
in regard to policy, procedures,
mission, objectives, student profiles,
etc.

0

20

40

60

80

ooooooooooooooooo55

**★*★♦★♦★33
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX49

16.

1.

3.

10.

Key:

oooo
**★*
xxxx

Workshops and training sessions on
developing:
a) new teaching styles,
b) supplemental course materials,
c) effective testing instruments,
d) effective instruction given all
the parameters.

*******23

Workshops to keep part-timers abreast
of changes in college/division policies
and procedures.

oooooooo24

Professional consultation regarding
teaching methodoligies.
Opportunity to meet frequently and share
with faculty in the same or related
disciplines.

As measured by Part-time faculty
As measured by Division Chairpersons
As measured by Directors, Deans and President

ooooooao24

00000000023

ooooooooooooooooooooo

64

100

196
TABLE 53

Graphic Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 22
feeds

Of

Part-ttme Faculty as Perceived b, Oir.rt.n.,

pea.s

(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)-%

Ranking

Item Number and Description
7.

Provisions for more time to be spent with
Divisions (attend program and division
meetings, etc.).

20

Need Met:
40
60

00000000000000000000065

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX44

3.

A formal individualized orientation pro¬
gram for new faculty.

8.

Opportunities, formal as well as informal,
to confer with more experienced faculty
(both part and full timers) on such sub¬
jects as teaching methods, content and
goals of courses, general understanding
of how individual's course fits into most
students' programs, etc.

9.

Opportunity to participate in a formal
faculty mentor system to assist in
orientation to the college.

5.

A formal orientation workshop each
semester for all part-time faculty.

ooooooooooo31

Opportunity to participate in local oncampus forums, discussions and work¬
shops dealing with the improvement
of teaching.

oooooooooooooo40

Inservice training seminar each semester
covering items such as college policies
and procedures, student demographics,
institutional goals and objectives (shortrun and long-run), curriculum and course
outlines.

ooooooo20

11.

13.

Key;

ooooooooooooooooooooo64

oooo
****
xxxx
X

As measured by Part-time faculty
As measured by Division Chairpersons
As measured by Directors, Deans and President
Need not measured

80

100

TABLE 54

Graphic Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 23
Needs of Division Chairpersons as Perceived bv Division Chairpersons
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

%

Ranking

Item Number and Description
32.

A series of workshops within the college,
with administration, to provide and receive
input/creative thought in regard to the
future directions of the College.
Sabbaticals provided every seven years
to renew and revitalize.

11.

18.

31.

Key: ****
xxxx
*

20

Need Met:
40

60

*****4r**«'****40
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX50

-14*

Opportunity to attend professional con¬
ferences in one's own field.

'***W4r*'***'****4r*50

Workshops regarding evaluation: con¬
cepts, and of faculty, of students, of
programs.

♦*****♦***★★**40

Receipt of administrative support for
creative projects.

*********************63

Workshops/seminars in the practical use
of computers in my job.

***************4 3

Data Collection
As measured by Division Chairpersons
As measured by Directors, Deans and Presidents
See key in Table 39
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table 55

Graphic Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 24
Needs of Division Chairpersons as Perceived by Full-time and Part-time Facultv
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

%

Ranking

1

Item Number and Description

16.

9.

8.

4

5

[^0y •

17.

18.

****

xxxx

Receive autonomy from higher administrators
to operate their divisions in a manner that
promotes high morale in the Division Chair¬
persons which is then passed on to faculty
and students.

0

20

Need Met:
40

60

80

***«*«**4r**«******«««6 7
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX65

Provided with teaching opportunities, re¬
maining a part of the faculty and a col¬
league in the faculty peer group (not a
bureaucrat isolated from faculty).

♦★★******★♦♦**★★★*♦★★•**77

Provided with freedom and authority to
handle problems in their own way.

**********************73

Freedom from bureaucratic red tape (forms,
etc.) that restrict Division Chairpersons'
flexibility in determining and meeting the
needs of faculty and students.

★♦*★★*★*★*♦★**♦★47

Provided with adequate funds for materials,
books, resource people, etc. to provide
for continuing training and in-service
workshops.

★★★★★★★★★30

As measured by Division Chairpersons
As measured by Directors, Deans and President

100
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TABLE 56

Graphic Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 25
Jjegjs of Division Chairpersons a, Pprrei.e<l by
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked

oe.n. ... p...,.-.
Items]

^

%

—item Number and De script inn
1

11.

Workshops and conferences in educational
management (leadership, budgeting, evalu¬
ations, union relations, grievance struc¬
ture, etc.).

0

20

Need Met:
40
60

**★***★♦****★40
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX42

2

2

1.

17.

2.

4

14.

Opportunity for travel monies to attend
meetings, conferences, etc. within own
discipline and/or in regard to education
in general.

**************** 5 3

Monthly meetings with Academic Dean and
president which are open sessions/discus¬
sions with give and take. Any topic fair
game, no rank.

***************47

Adequate properly funded sabbatical leaves.
One after seven-eight years directed toward
professional development of benefit to the
college. Second, non-directive type after
fifteen years with emphasis on personal
renewal.
Opportunities to meet with, and attend con¬
ferences and presentations by other colleges'
personnel with similar responsibilities,
especially as related to system-wide matters.

********************60

80

100

200

TABLE 56
(Continued)

Ranking

4

27.

Key: ****
xxxx
X

0

20

X Need Met:
40
60

Item Number and Description

Faculty/Division Chairperson workshop prior
to the start of each semester covering
student demographics; student needs assess¬
ment; matching of needs with Institutional
expectations; faculty/DIvIslon Chairperson
backgrounds and special preparations In
relation to needs, expectations and Institu¬
tional goals; development of a comprehensive
and cohesive plan of action; and identifica¬
tion of staff development needs.
As measured by Division Chairpersons
As measured by Directors, Deans and President
Need not measured

*********27

80

100

TABLE 57

Graphic Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 26
Jjglds Of Professional Staff (Librarian. Cuns^lln.. ./y suff
Health Professional, etc.) as Per»l»ed b> Professional
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

%

Ranking
1

2

3

4

5

Key;

Item Number and Description
3.

1.

19.

7.

2.

::::
xxxx

Funds and release time to attend local
and national professional conferences
($500.00 each year).

0

20

Need Met:
40

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX56

Attend one or two meetings per year with
counterparts from other community colleges
to share and to discuss similarity of prob¬
lems and solution possibilities.

38

Significant local budget for staff
development.
A ten-month contract (versus current
twelve) to allow time for research and/
or writing.
Inservice meetings with entire staff of
like professionals to discuss our work.

As measured by Professional Staff
As measured by Directors, Deans and President

60

38

28

45

TABLE 58

Graphic Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 27
Needs of Professional Staff (Librarian. Counsellor. A/V Staff Mpmhprc
ilialth Professional, etc.) as Perceived bv Full-time and
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

Part-tin>.

%

Ranking
1

Item Number and Description
5. A genuinely open and supportive administra¬
tion works with the professional staff to
fully utilize the resources obtained from an
on-going staff development effort.

15

20

Need Met;
40
60

;30
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX66

Administration actively encourages, supports
and rewards ideas, projects and tasks that
lead toward the integration of support
services into the teaching/learning process.

2. Monetary incentives are provided through
promotions, etc. to pursue further develop"•ent.

Key:

0

:38

:::::::::: :35

11. Opportunity to teach academic courses
(member of team, invited guest lecturer,
etc.).

::::::18

22. Receive funding for advanced degree courses.

::::::::::30

::::
xxxx

As measured by Professional Staff
As measured by Directors, Deans and President

Facultv
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TABLE 59

Graphic Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 28
Negds of Professional Staff (Librarian. Counsellor.

A/V

Staff

Hemberc.

Hgalth Professional, etc.) as Perceived by Division Chairpersons
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

% Need Met:
Ranking

Item Number and Description

1

5.

2

3.

13.

Opportunity for periodic staff/faculty
interaction.

Opportunity for low cost graduate study.

5

2.

Flexibility of work schedule to allow
for attending graduate courses.

12.

m-

—

xxxx
X
*

40

60

80

:63
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX52

Opportunity to meet periodically with
students to better understand their
needs/interests, etc.

1.

10.

20

Opportunity to meet with counterparts at
other community colleges to observe, share
and discuss similarity of problems and
solution possibilities.

4

8.

0

:75
:53

:25

Periodic mini-sabbaticals to attend con¬
ferences for professional and personal
growth.
Sabbaticals provided every seven years to
review and revitalize.
Opportunity to meet periodically with each
division to better understand their needs/
interests, etc.

Data Collection
As measured by Professional Staff
As measured by Directors, Deans and President
Need not measured
See Key in Table 44

:28

14*

:25

100

table 60

Graphic Results of Measuring the Top Ranking
Staff Development Needs From Table 29
jjeeds of Professional Staff (Librarian. Couns.!!..,

a/v

staff

Health Professional, etc.) as Percdi.ed by Director.. Deans and President
(Measurement of Top Five Ranked Items)

% Need Met:
Ranking

Item Number and Description

1

1.

2

22.

3

4

4

Key:

2.

8.

27.

::::
xxxx
X

0

20

40

Opportunity for travel monies to attend
meetings, conferences, etc. within own
discipline and/or in regard to educa¬
tion in general.
Professional staff members workshop prior
to the start of each semester covering the
following: student demographics, student
needs assessment; matching of needs with
institutional expectations; professional
staff members backgrounds and special
preparations in relation to needs, ex¬
pectations and institutional goals;
development of a comprehensive and co¬
hesive plan of action; and identification
of staff development needs.

xxxxxxxxxxx38

Adequate, properly funded sabbatical
leaves. One after seven-eight years
directed toward professional develop¬
ment of benefit to the college. Second,
non-directive type after fifteen years
with emphasis on personal renewal.

X

A formal, individualized orientation pro¬
gram for new professional staff members.
Annual meeting held with faculty on com¬
munications, dealing with student problems,
climate for learning, etc.

As measured by Professional Staff
As measured by Directors, Deans and President
Need not measured

:::::::::::

20

::::::::24

38

60
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The major difficulty was in determining how to contact
students for the measurement process.

The methods of con¬

tacting students used in the defining process (via U.S.
mail to homes and through their classes) produced a re¬
sponse rate of 23%

(see Table 30).

The method chosen here

for contacting students during pre-registration at the Col¬
lege was an attempt to obtain a higher student measurement
response rate.

The method used, as explained in the

preceding section, involved a random sampling of January
graduates

(contacted through their classes) and of re¬

turning students participating in the November 19, 1985
pre-registration.

Therefore, the process excluded return¬

ing students who did not participate in pre-registration
and students who, as of the November pre-registration, had
decided not to return to the College.

This researcher has

no reason to believe that the perceptions of those excluded
would vary in important ways from those sampled with the
exception of those who decided not to return.
of these students, however, is too small
than 100)

to

The number

(estimated at less

have a large impact on the results of the

students' measurements of needs.
The major limitation that affects the use of the
measurement data presented in this research paper is, as
noted at the end of Chapter III and earlier in this chap¬
ter, derived from the need to use a practical measurement
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Plan to measure mainly non-operational needs (versus an
ideal observational measurement plan that can be deployed
for fully operational needs).

The result is the measure¬

ments are estimates and not a scientific, accurate measure.
However, the practical measurements completed were done by
the persons who should know the extent to which the needs
are met and there was no reason to believe that they would
not answer truthfully.
Another limitation to the measurement results obtained
arises from the fact that the NA/DM did not clearly explain
to all informants how to complete the measurement documents.
The covering memorandums sent to informants other than stu¬
dents

(see Appendices 0 through S) did not contain

clarifying instructions as the memorandum to the students
did

(see Appendix T):

For example, if you think that your professors have
a great need for the item, place an x below 0-20%
met; if you think that your professors have little
QL BLQ need for the item, place an x below 81-100%
met.

As a result, informants, other than students, might not
have completed the measurement instruments properly or they
might have decided not to complete it at all

(explaining in

part the low full-time and part-time faculty response rates
- see Table 61).

This researcher became aware of this
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difficulty when a few specific informants questioned how
they should complete the measurement instruments.

Limited

available resources did not allow for a second contact with
informants to clarify the instructions.

However, this

researcher did review "key items" on each completed instru¬
ment received from these informants and determined that her
assumption that the informants understood how to complete
the instruments properly did not adversely impact the
measurement results.

For example, a review of the replies

to "maintains adequate office hours" and "opportunity to
preview and choose texts" needs on the full-time faculty
instrument
1

(Items 15 and 16 on Needs Measurement Instrument

see Appendix N) assured this researcher that the

informants did appear to understand how to properly report
their measurements of the extent to which they felt these
needs were being met.

As a result of these reviews, this

researcher has no reason to think that the measurement data
obtained are not accurate measures.
The last limitation that affects the use of the
measurement data presented in this research paper arises
from the response rates obtained (see Table 61).

The

measurements are those of the actual informants and not
necessarily those of other persons.
faculty response rates
tively low at 42%.

As table 61 shows, the

(both full- and part-time) were rela¬

The student response rate was also low
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TABLE 61

Response Rates Obtained For Staff DeveIop™i„t Reeds Measure^nt Instru^nts 1-7

Selected Staff Development
Needs Measured Bv
Full-time faculty
Part-time faculty
Division Chairpersons
Directors, Deans and President

Total

Population
Involved
in

Population

Responses

Measuri ncj

Received

82

Response
Rates

82

34

42%

45

19

42%

£0

6

100%

16

16

13

81%

8

8

8

100%

1450

300

63

21%

45
6

Professional Staff
(librarian, counsellor, A/V
staff member, health profes¬
sional, etc.)
Students
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at 21%

(down from the 23%

process).

However, this

obtained during the defining
researcher can find no reason why

the measurement responses

received are not representative

of the total populations.

Analysis of

EegMltg in Relation

to the Purpose of thp

Primary Purposes

The primary purpose of this study is to fill a void in
the research base for staff development and to provide
needs data for decision-makers at a selected Massachusetts
community college.

The research results reported in Ap¬

pendix E, Appendix M, Tables 15 through 29 and Tables 31
through 60 accomplishes these purposes.
Appendix E provides lists of 485 self- and otherperceived staff development needs identified by definers
for full-time faculty (204), part-time faculty (91),
division chairpersons

(93)

and professional staff

(97).

Appendix M lists the point value assigned to each of
the 485 identified self- and other-perceived staff develop¬
ment needs and indicates
ber)

(by circles around the need num¬

the ten top-ranked self- and other-perceived needs.
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Tables 15 through 29 provide summaries of the ten topranked needs from Appendix M identifying 157 top-ranked
self- and other-perceived needs of full-time faculty (42),
faculty (41), division chairpersons (33) and
professional staff

(41).

Tables 31 through 60 present the results of measuring
(numerically in Tables 31-45 and graphically in Tables
46-60)

the extent to which the five top-ranked needs are

now being met.

These tables indicate that no top ranked

needs were being fully met.

In fact, approximately two-

thirds of these needs were met at a level of 50% or less.
Certainly, a significant number of unmet needs were identi¬
fied and will be available to decision-makers at the
selected Massachusetts community college where the research
was conducted.
The results of this research supports the call for a
broadened scope of staff development as identified in the
introduction of this report

(see Chapter I):

a stable staff requires special efforts to retain vi¬
tality and responsiveness.
the increasing number of part-time faculty being hired
at the community college level requires special orienta¬
tion and development efforts (as well as increased
coordination and cooperation between adjunct and full¬
time faculty).
new staff (full-time and part-time faculty, particu¬
larly those in new career areas, as well as all other
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new staff members)
grams.

require special orientation pro¬
^

administrators, particularly those at the first- and
middle-levels of management, require specialized
management development,
all staff members (faculty, administrators, profes¬
sional staff and classified personnel) need to be
included in staff development efforts.
“

organizational development efforts are required if
staff development efforts are to be effective.

The need for special staff development efforts to
retain the vitality and responsiveness of a stable staff
was substantiated by the fact that 485 self- and otherperceived needs were identified for the categories of
personnel surveyed at the selected Massachusetts community
college.

Further, when these needs were ranked and then

measured, nearly two-thirds of the top-ranking identified
needs were found to be presently met at a level of only 50%
or less

(see Tables 46-60),

This research pertaining to part-time faculty staff
development needs substantiates that part-time faculty need
special orientation and development efforts as well as in¬
creased coordination and cooperation between adjunct and
full-time faculty.

Of the 22 high-ranking self- and other-

perceived needs of part-time faculty (see Tables 19-22)
only five pertain to "traditional" staff development needs
such as monetary awards to cover costs of conferences;
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workshops and training sessions on developing teaching
styles, course materials, tests, and effective instruction;
professional consultation regarding teaching methodologies;
participation in on-campus forums and discussions and inservice training covering student demographics, institu¬
tional goals and objectives, etc.
for special orientation programs

Four pertain to needs
(how part-time courses fit

into the whole; orientation to college/division; formal¬
ized, individualized orientation for new part-time faculty
and formal orientation each semester for all part-time
faculty).

Seven needs pertain to the need for increased

coordination and cooperation between adjunct and full-time
faculty

(provided with a systemized liaison with full-time

staff, provided with an evaluation and a review of per¬
formance objectives each semester, workshops to keep
abreast of changes in college/division policies
and procedures, opportunity to meet frequently and share
faculty in same or related disciplines, provisions for
attending program and division meetings, formal and
informal opportunities to confer with more experienced
faculty and the opportunity to participate in a formal
faculty mentor system).

Six needs can be identified as

being "special" development needs.

In fact, five of these

needs are hardly staff development needs at all.

Yet these

self- and other-perceived needs are so great that faculty
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took the opportunity to express the need for higher parttime salaries (to encourage professionalism and to increase
involvement with students), for adequate secretarial
support and for adequate office space and office hours.
These special needs, although not really staff development
needs, have to be met

(according to the faculty) before

part-time faculty can concentrate on true special staff
development needs such as the one they identified:

the

opportunity to learn about and obtain library resource
niaterials

(especially video tapes) ,

The need for special orientation programs for new
staff was also substantiated by this research.

The need

for orientation programs was a top-ranking need for each
personnel category surveyed.

For full-time faculty, it was

the third-ranked need (see Table 17, Item 8) and the need
is only 26% met

(see Table 48, Item 8).

For part-time

faculty, it was the fifth-ranked need (see Table 22, Item
5)

and the need is only 31% met

For Division Chairpersons,
(see Table 25, Item 8).

(see Table 53, Item 5).

it was the tenth-ranked need

This need was not measured (only

the five top-ranked needs were measured).
staff

For professional

(librarian, counsellor, A/V staff member, health

professional, etc.), orientation was the fourth-ranked need
(see Table 29, Item 8) and the need is only 20% met (see
Table 60, Item 8).
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This research also supports the fact that first- and
middle-levels of management (Division Chairpersons and pro¬
fessional staff)
programs.

require specialized management development

Of the 18 self- and other-perceived top-ranked

needs of Division Chairpersons

(see Tables 39-41), only six

are similar to traditional faculty development needs (two
pertaining to Sabbatical Leaves, two to workshops in one's
own field and one each regarding meetings with like- person¬
nel at other colleges and the need for a workshop on the
use of computers).

The other eleven needs pertain more to

specialized management development needs (workshops on fu¬
ture directions of the college, on evaluation of personnel,
on educational management# etc.; need for administrative
support for creative programs; special needs in operating
divisions; freedom from red-tape; freedom of authority;
funds for providing staff development; monthly meetings
with Deans and President, and the opportunity to teach and
remain a faculty peer).
needs

Professional staff's top-ranking

(see Table 42-45) also showed a need for specialized

development, but to a lesser extent than did Division
Chairpersons.

This is probably because of the eight pro¬

fessional staff members, four are in a supervisory position
and four are not.

Only ten of the 23 top-ranking needs of

professional staff members pertain to specialized manage¬
ment development needs

(for administration support; for
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administration encouragement; for meetings with faculty,
students and divisions; for increased interaction with ^
faculty; for the opportunity to teach academic courses; for
a significant staff development budget; for ten-month con¬
tracts; and for the need for a flexible work schedule in
order to attend graduate classes).

The other 13 needs were

similar to traditional faculty development needs (three
pertain to the need for sabbaticals and mini-sabbaticals;
three to professional workshops, workshops in one's own
discipline and in-service workshops with entire profes¬
sional staff; three pertain to meetings with counterparts
at other institutions; and one each for orientation pro¬
grams, for funding advanced degrees, for providing for
low-cost graduate study and for providing monetary
incentives to pursue development).
Finally, comparing the results of this research to the
call by scholars and practitioners for a broadened scope of
staff development, this research supports the inclusion of
organizational development
development programs.
(or 18%)

(OD) efforts in effective staff

Of the 157 ten top-ranked needs, 28

pertain to OD needs

(see Table 62).

Overall,

these are identified staff development needs that pertain
to changing the organization to a more open, participative
and compatible environment through increased participation
by all levels of personnel,

improved interpersonal com-
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TABLE 62
Organizational Development (OD) Needs Identified

Item Humber and Description

Table *

WanHna of Meeds

OD Needs of Full-Time Faculty;
28.

40.

32.

A series of workshops within the College, with ad¬
ministration, to provide and receive input/creative
thought in regard to the future directions of the
College.

16

9

Opportunities for events leading to a real sense
of community among faculty, administration, and
students (i.e. in terms of sharing both positive
and negative aspects of teaching and learning for
the purpose of enhancing the climate for learning,
making change, taking risks, etc.) without re¬
prisals and with encouragement.

17

1

There is clear communication between the staff
in each department so, if a course isn't working
as planned, it can be changed; not taught incorrect¬
ly for years.

18

7

Opportunities to meet with full-time faculty, at
least once per semester, to establish a uniform
department course syllabus including objectives.

19

6

Opportunities to participate in the selection of
a uniform text for each course.

19

7

Opportunity for working more closely with heads
of departments.

19

8

Provide voting member division status to all
part-time faculty to encourage greater inter¬
action.

19

9

20

6

20

9

OD Needs of Part-Time Faculty:
9.

10.

1.

27.

7.

Encouraged to attend division and faculty meetings
and activities

12.

Provided with opportunity to meet with full-time
faculty in order to coordinate standards, goals,
etc.

TABLE 62
(Continued)

2.

Curriculum development consultation (refining
objectives, planning learning activities).

7.

Provisions for more time to be spent with Divisions
(attend program and division meetings, etc.)

OP Needs of Division Chairpersons:
32.

A series of workshops within the college, with
administration, to provide and receive input/
creative thought in regard to the future directions
of the College.

18.

Receipt of administrative support for creative
projects.

17.

Opportunity to participate in formulating and
carrying out realistic planning and guidelines.

16.

Receive autonomy from higher administrators
to operate their divisions in a manner that
promotes high morale in the Division Chairpersons
which is then passed on to faculty and students.

8.

17.

3.
17.

Provided with freedom and authority to handle
problems in their own way.
Freedom from bureaucratic red tape (forms, etc.)
that restrict Division Chairpersons' flexibility
in determining and meeting the needs of faculty
and students.
Receive training in interpersonal relations.
Monthly meetings with Academic Dean and President
which are open sessions/discussions with gave and
take. Any topic fair game, no rank.

OP Needs of Professional Staff (Librarian, Counsellor,
A/V Staff Member, Health Professional, etc.)
20.

Opportunities to provide information and leadership
on campus through presenting workshops, inservice
training, etc. with adequate budget and support to
achieve goals.
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TABLE 62
(Continued)

5.

15.

5.

13.

12.

6.

27.

19.

A Siinuinely open and supportive administration
works with the professional staff to fully
utilize the resources obtained from an on-going
staff development effort.

27

1

27

2

28

1

28

2

Opportunity to meet periodically with each division
to better understand their needs/interests, etc.

28

5

Workshops with other administrators on campus to
be able to more fully understand their work and
the way they fit into the various structures; i.e.
state, budget, educational mission, etc. More
fully understand "the big picture".

28

9

29

4

29

8

Administration actively encourages, supports and
rewards ideas, projects and tasks that lead toward
the integration of support services into the
teaching/learning process.
Opportunity for periodic staff/faculty inter¬
action.
Opportunity to meet periodically with students
to better understand their needs/interests, etc.

Annual meeting held with faculty on communications,
dealing with student problems, climate for learning,
etc.
Encouragement is received from top leadership.
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munication and team building.

These needs were identified

for and/or by all levels of personnel participating in the
research as well as by students.

Full-time faculty OD

needs pertain to the needs for increased participation in
planning, team building among the entire college consti¬
tuency (faculty, administration and students) and improved
iritorpersonal communications between these constituencies.
The OD needs identified for part-time faculty point out
their need to feel a part of the college and to increase
their participation in the planning and decision-making
processes.

The OD needs of Division Chairpersons call for

increased participation in planning, more freedom and
authority from bureaucracy and red tape, greater admini¬
stration support of creative programs and increased and
improved interpersonal communication.

Similarly, the OD

needs of professional staff also call for an open and
supportive administration, increased opportunity to par¬
ticipate in organizational activities leading to an inte¬
gration of support services into the teaching/learning
process and greater interpersonal interaction between
faculty, administration, students and the support staff of
the college.

Of the OD needs identified in Table 62, 14

(or 50%) were in the top five-ranked needs that were
measured in Tables 48-60.

Of these, seven needs were found

to be met at a level of only 50% or less.

The other seven
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needs were met in a range of from 30% to 75%.

The research

data clearly identifies not only important OD needs, but it
has identified important unmet OD needs.

a.ecQndarv Purposes

semi fling—YSC isn<?ss in seif- and other-perceived
A secondary purpose of this research was to deter¬
mine if there is a significant variance in the self-per¬
ceived and other-perceived staff development needs of
faculty and professional staff.
In regard to full-time faculty needs,

it has been

determined that there is a substantial variance.

Although

there is basic agreement on the types of staff development
needed, there is considerable variance in the priorities
given to the needs identified.

In some cases, there is

also a large variance in the perceptions of the extent to
which identified needs are being met.

There is only one

important variance in the types of faculty needs identified.
In analyzing the self- and other-perceived full-time
faculty staff development needs identified in Appendix E,
there is unanimity on the following types of staff develop¬
ment needs:
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funding for memberships in professional organizations
and for professional meetings, workshops and conferences in one's own discipline.
funding for workshops, etc.
styles and methodologies.

in regard to teaching

funding for sabbatical leaves.
t^lsase time and funding for advanced degrees.
release time for attending meetings, workshops,
courses, grant writing, curriculum development, etc.
funding for workshops on new technologies such as
LAI, CAT, TV, etc.
funding for meetings with colleagues at other insti¬
tutions of higher education.
funding for greater amounts of educational support
materials (films,, videos, computer software,
state-of-the-art equipment in all disciplines, etc.).
for access to adequate staff development library and
computer services.

However, when these identified needs were ranked, diffe¬
rences in self- and other-perceived full-time faculty staff
development needs surfaced.
self-perceived needs

Full-time faculty top-ranking

(see Table 15) place emphasis on the

individual and his/her specific discipline and not on
teaching as his/her profession.
self-perceived faculty needs

The top-ranking unmet

(see Tables 31 and 46) call

for sabbatical leaves; conferences, seminars and advanced
degrees in their disciplines and credit for participation
in professional development.

Not one of these needs per-
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tains to improving teaching styles or faculty-student inter¬
personal relationships.

in contrast, other-perceived full¬

time faculty needs place emphasis on improving teaching,
teacher-student relations and teacher-organizational
relations (see Table 16-18).

of the 19 top-ranking unmet

full-time faculty needs identified by Division
Chairpersons, Directors, Deans and President, and students
(see Tables 32-34 and Tables 47-49), 11 pertain to needs
for improving teaching styles and technical and
interpersonal skills, five support seminars and workshops in
specific disciplines and sabbatical leaves, two pertain to
organizational development efforts and one calls for
orientation programs for new faculty.

Division

Chairpersons placed emphasis on workshops in teaching
styles, techniques and technologies.

Directors, Deans and

President's emphasis was on organizational development.
Students perceptions of faculty staff development needs
centered on student-professor relationships, availability
of faculty and teaching styles and techniques.
The differences in priority rankings of full-time
faculty needs were not followed by large differences in the
results of the measuring process.

Faculty, when provided

with the opportunity to measure the extent to which the
other-perceived top-ranking needs of Division Chairpersons'
and Directors, Deans and President's were now being met.
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indicated that these are needs that are not now being met
(see Tables 32 & 33 and Tables 47 & 48).
Of the five needs pertaining to workshops in teaching
styles^ etc,^ faculty estimated them as being met in a
range of only 22% to 37%.

The two organizational develop¬

ment needs were only 31% and 34% met.

The need for new

faculty orientation was rated as only 26% met.
dition,

In ad¬

in each of these needs that were assessed by

faculty and/or by Division Chairpersons, Directors, Deans
and President, and students, the faculty measured them to
be needs unmet to a greater degree.
Also, the differences in full-time faculty selfperceived needs and the other-perceived faculty needs
identified by students were not followed by large dif¬
ferences in results of the measuring process.

When these

student perceived faculty needs were assessed by both
faculty and students, they were found to be needs that are
being met to a greater extent than those needs identified
by definers other than students.

However,

it is signifi¬

cant that in all but one case, faculty perceive that these
needs are being met to a significantly greater extent than
do students

(see Tables 34 and 49).

The one student

identified need that faculty estimated as being met to a
lesser extent than did students pertained to speaking to
students on a per sonal level

(not just on instructor/
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student level).

Full-time faculty perceived that this need

is only 51% met (Division Chairpersons at 50% met and Direc¬
tors, Deans and President at 49% met were close to the
faculty perception).
as being 63% met.

Students, however, measured this need

On the other four top-ranking student

perceived faculty needs pertaining to faculty-student
relationships, full-time faculty perceive these as being
met in a range of 63% to 81%.

Students perceive these

needs as being met in a range of only 58% to 64%.

it

appears that faculty need to question whether or not they
are maintaining appropriate office hours, encouraging
student questions and showing a genuine concern for each
student as a person.

Surprisingly, the widest variance in

faculty-student perceptions of faculty needs is in regard
to choosing texts for courses.

The full-time faculty

perceives this need as being 81% met; students perceive the
need as being only 59% met.
It is important to note here, however, that student
perceptions of faculty needs pertain to both full-time and
part-time faculty.

Students were unable to distinguish

which of their professors are full-time and which are parttime.

Therefore, the differences in perceptions reported

on above might well be different if students were able to
make this distinction.
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The one big difference in the types of staff develop¬
ment identified for full-time faculty was the second-ranked
need identified by faculty (see Tables 31 and 46):

Obtains an adequate salary so he/she can take care
of his/her own professional development needs.

This need is second only to the faculty's top-ranked need
for automatic sabbaticals.

It is significant because it

indicates that faculty prefer to determine for themselves
the exact type and amount of staff development they will
participate in.

The perceptions as to the extent to which

this need is now being met is also interesting.
perceive this need as being only 40% met.

Faculty

If the average

community college faculty salary is now $25,000, faculty
perceive that an average salary closer to $60,000 would be
needed for them to fund their own staff development.
Division Chairpersons at 50%, students at 55% and
Directors, Deans and President at 58% perceive that an
average salary closer to $45,000-$50,000 would allow
faculty to fund their own staff development needs.

This

high-ranking need, perceived only by faculty, sends a
strong message to those who are involved in establishing
staff development programs.

That message is that faculty

prefer to determine and meet their own staff development
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needs.

This faculty view could very well explain their

response rates to the survey instruments utilized in this
research project.

They may not be too interested in pro¬

fessional development efforts determined by others.

At the

very least, these findings suggest that faculty be involved
in the planning and conducting of these programs.

This

research finding, coupled with the differences in faculty
self- and other-perceived needs commented on in the pre¬
vious paragraphs of this section of the report, points out
that faculty will have to be really sold on the necessity
of participating in programs designed to meet the topranking unmet other-perceived needs pertaining to improving
teaching and faculty-student interpersonal relations.
In regard to part-time faculty needs, this research
indicates that there is a significant variance in self- and
other-perceived staff development needs.

Although there is

basic agreement on many of the types of staff development
needed, there are a few types identified by only some of
the definers.

Also, there is a substantial variance in the

self- and other perceived rankings of these needs.

In some

cases, there is also a large difference in the perceptions
of the extent to which identified needs are being met.
In analyzing the self- and other-perceived part-time
faculty staff development needs identified in Appendix E,
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there is agreement on the following types of staff develop¬
ment needs:

To work more closely with peers, departments and
divisions; and to participate more in department,
division and college activities.
To receive formal orientation—both at the beginning
and end of each semester
To receive information on library resource materials
available.
To receive monetary awards for attendance at workshops
and conferences, and to subscribe to periodicals, in
their discipline.
To attend workshops on educational principles, com¬
munity colleges mission and student demographics, on
teaching-learning styles, etc.

The part-time faculty staff development needs identified by
only some of the definers included the following:

Both full- and part-time faculty perceived the need
for additional compensation for part-time faculty
(part-time faculty identified the need for a salary
commensurate with full-time salaries; full-time
faculty identified the need for higher pay, additional
pay for office hours and for participation on college
committees, attending meetings, etc.), and for ade¬
quate office space and increased secretarial support
services.
Part-time faculty, alone, identified their need to
have more participation in the selection of texts.
Full-time faculty, alone, identified the need for
part-time faculty to participate in the evaluation
process and in conducting on-campus forums.
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faculty and Division Chairpersons identified
the need for part-time faculty to participate in cur¬
riculum development.
~

Directors, Deans and the President identified the need
for part-time faculty to take care of their own pro¬
fessional development needs.
(Unlike full-time
faculty, there was little or no support for this in
the case of part-time faculty).
When all of the above identified needs were ranked,

major differences in self- and other-perceived part-time
faculty staff development needs surfaced.
ty top-ranking self-perceived needs

Part-time facul¬

(see Table 19) place

emphasis on the individual's basic needs for adequate pay
and working conditions (not even staff development needs),
on the individual and his/her specific discipline and on
the need for increased coordination with full-time
personnel and increased participation in college activities.
There was little emphasis placed on the need for
orientation or on needs relating to improving teaching.
The top-ranking unmet self-perceived part-time faculty
staff development needs (see Tables 35 and 50) call for
increased salaries; adequate secretarial support; adequate
office space; funds for attending conferences, etc. in
one's field and the opportunity to learn about available
library resource materials.

Not one of these needs

pertains to special orientation needs, to special liaison
needs of part-time faculty, or to needs pertaining to
improving teaching styles or faculty-student interpersonal

k
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relationships,

in contrast, the other-perceived part-time

faculty staff development needs place emphasis on special
orientation needs, special liaison needs and needs
pertaining to improving teaching and teacher-student
relations (see Tables 18 and 20-22).

Of the 23 top-ranking

unmet part-time faculty needs identified by students,
full-time faculty. Division Chairpersons, and Directors,
Deans and the President

(see Tables 34 and 36-38 and Tables

49 and 51-53), ten pertain to needs for improving teaching
styles and interpersonal skills, six identify special
orientation needs, five pertain to special liaison needs
and two identify needs for adequate pay for part-time
faculty.

Students' perceptions of faculty staff

development needs (as noted earlier)

centered on student-

professor relationships, availability of faculty, teaching
styles and techniques and the need for an adequate salary.
Full-time faculty perceptions of part-time faculty staff
^0y0lopment needs placed emphasis on liaison with full-time
staff, evaluation and review of performance objectives,
salary incentives to increase involvement, adequate office
hours and program orientation needs.

Both the Division

Chairpersons and the Directors, Deans and the President
definer groups emphasized special orientation needs; workshops in teaching styles, techniques and technologies and
special liaison needs.
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Differences in perceptions of part-time faculty needs
were found also in the results of the measuring process.
faculty perceive these needs as being met to a
substantially greater extent than did other informants.
This was particularly true in regard to student-identified
needs and the other-perceived liaison needs,

in the case

of these needs^ part-time faculty estimated them as being
met to a fairly great extent (in excess of 50%) and to a
much greater extent than they were rated to be met by
others.

However, this was not true in regard to the

other-perceived part-time faculty needs for orientation and
for improving teaching styles.

Part-time faculty, when

provided with the opportunity to assess the extent to which
these needs are now being met, indicated that these needs
are being met only to the extent of 23% or 24%.
While student perceived faculty needs were measured by
both part-time faculty and students as being met to a great
er extent than those needs identified by definers other
than students, it is noteable that, in all but one case,
part-time faculty perceive that these needs are being met
to a greater extent than do students (see Tables 34 and 49)
The one student-identified need that part-time faculty
rated as being met to a lesser extent than did students
pertained to the opportunity for part-time faculty to
receive a level of psy that makes them enthusiastic about
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their job.
met.

Part-time faculty rated this need as only 35%

Students, however, thought this need to be 56% met,

(Again, it must be remembered that students were measuring
for both full-time and part-time faculty.)

Students esti¬

mated that part-time faculty needs for teaching skills and
techniques and interpersonal skills were between 58% and
64% met; part-time faculty assessed these needs as between
70% and 89% met.

Perceptions of students and part-time

faculty were closest in regards to the need for part-time
faculty to choose texts

(students measured as 59% met

part-time faculty at 63% met).

It appears that part-time

faculty, like full-time faculty, need to question whether
or not they are maintaining appropriate office hours, en¬
couraging student questions and showing a genuine concern
for each student as a person.

Part-time faculty, in

particular, need to participate to a greater extent in
choosing texts.
Differences in perceptions of part-time faculty needs
were also supported by the measurement process in regard to
special liaison needs.

Where full-time faculty. Division

Chairpersons and Directors, Deans and the President viewed
part-time faculty special liaison needs as being only 37%
to 44% met; part-time faculty assessed these needs as being
58% to 65% met.

Part-time faculty perceive less need for

formal staff development in this area; it may be that their
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needs are being met to a great extent through informal
liaisons.
The differences in perceptions of part-time faculty
needs for special orientation programs and for programs
pertaining to the improving of teaching were not followed
by large differences in the results of the measuring
process.

In other words, the self-perceptions of these as

unmet needs were closer to the perceptions of others.

The

other-definer groups estimated part-time faculty special
orientation needs as being 23% to 49% met; part-time facul¬
ty assessed these as being 24% to 60% met.

In regard to

improving teaching styles and techniques, the other-definer
groups rated these needs as being 23% to 40% met; part-time
faculty assessed them as being 20% to 57% met.

From the

above, it appears that part-time faculty agree that their
special orientation needs and their needs for improving
teaching styles and techniques are not now being fully met.
What they do not agree with is the importance of these
needs.

These research findings indicate that part-time

faculty

(like their full-time faculty peers) will have to

be really sold on the necessity of participating in formal
programs designed to meet the top-ranking unmet otherperceived needs pertaining to improving teaching and
improving faculty/student interpersonal relations.
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In regard to Division Chairpersons' needs for staff
development, few variances in the self- and other-perceived
needs surfaced.

There is basic agreement not only on the

types of needs identified, but also on the ranking of these
needs.

Only a few items were measured by more than one

definer group.

In each case, estimates were provided by

Division Chairpersons and Directors, Deans and the
President.

In all but one case, they agreed within two per¬

centage points.

In one case there is a 10% variance in the

measurement of the extent to which a need was met.

The

major variances in perceptions that did surface are those
of the faculty; the Division Chairpersons and the Direc¬
tors, Deans and President's perceptions were quite similar.
In analyzing the self- and other-perceived Division
Chairpersons' needs identified in Appendix E, there is agree¬
ment on the following types of staff development needs:

Organizational development needs such as workshops
with administration in regard to the future directions
of the college; workshops covering "the big picture"—
other administrators roles, etc; monthly meetings with
the Academic Dean and the President; the opportunity
to sit on the College's Executive Council (top admini¬
stration policy-making body); adequate funding; admini¬
stration support for creative projects; autonomy of
Division Chairpersons; and Division Chairpersons' free¬
dom from red tape and flexibility in meeting faculty
needs.
Management development needs such as workshops and
conferences on leadership skills, motivation of fa
culty, evaluation skills, interpersonal relations.
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communication skills, organizational behavior, union
relations (contract implementation, grievance proce¬
dures, etc.), problem-solving, budgeting, and leqal
responsiblities.
^
y x
Needs relating to attending conferences and workshops
in their own field, in the related fields in their
division and in the field of educational administra¬
tion.
Needs relating to the opportunity to obtain low-cost
graduate study in their own field or in the field of
educational administration.
Needs for sabbaticals and mini-sabbaticals.
Needs for meetings with other Division Chairpersons at
the College and at other community colleges.
Needs for training in the practical use of computers.

The Divisions Chairpersons'

staff development needs identi¬

fied by only some of the definers included the following:

Division Chairpersons, only, identified the need for a
workshop in Needs Assessment; for a workshop on com¬
munity colleges and their specific needs; and the
opportunity to participate in faculty research and
curriculum development.
The Directors, Deans and the President identified the
need for a formal orientation program for Division
Chairpersons.
Division Chairpersons and the Directors, Deans and the
President identified the need for workshops in grant
writing, workshops pertaining to teaching styles, op¬
portunities for travel and exchange opportunities and
opportunities to publish.
Full-time and part-time faculty identified the need to
provide teaching opportunities for Division Chair¬
persons; funds for periodicals and books for each divi¬
sion; frequent individual faculty—Division Chairperson
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portunities for Divisio^:
rp^rsons tfobserie”'’'
manapment practices in companies in the locarLea
and to work outside the college in their own fieldand to provide opportunities for Division Chaiioer^onc
local organizations to determine tLir
needs and how to meet them, and to tap available reorthrstudL^s^

educatiLal expeJlenLa

From the above it can be seen that faculty perceptions of
Division Chairpersons' needs include a call for greater
faculty/Division Chairperson interpersonal interaction and
closer ties between the chairperson and the division's
programs,
When all of the above identified needs were ranked
(See Tables 23-25), all three definer groups identified the
top-ranking Division Chairpersons' staff development needs
as those pertaining to organizational development; manage¬
ment development; conferences, etc., to remain current in
one's field; sabbatical leaves; training in computers and
meetings with fellow Division Chairpersons.

When the five

top-ranking self- and other-perceived Division Chair¬
persons'

staff development needs were identified and

measured

(See Tables 39-41 and 54-56), all three definer

groups agreed that high-ranking organizational development
needs were unmet to a considerable degree.
ty

(both full- and part-time)

However, facul¬

identified more of these
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nesds than did thG other two definer groups.

Faculty

emphasis was on the need for Division Chairpersons to have
more autonomy, authority and freedom and more funds to
properly support their divisions (the support to include
funds for continuing training and in-service workshops).
Faculty also identified the needs for chairpersons to be
provided with teaching opportunities so that they would
remain a "peer" and "colleague", not an isolated bureaucrat.
Division Chairpersons placed organizational development
(OD)

emphasis on total college participation in workshops

pertaining to identifying the future directions of the col¬
lege and to the need for administrative support for
creative projects.

Deans, Directors and the President

identified OD needs as being the need for monthly free,
frank ^and open discussion meetings between Division Chair¬
persons and the Academic Dean and for faculty/Division
Chairperson semester workshops emphasizing student needs,
faculty resources and needs and the matching of these needs
(including identifying staff development needs).

Both

Division Chairpersons and Directors, Deans and the
President emphasized additional needs for management
development, sabbaticals, remaining current in one's field,
meetings with peers and training in the practical use of
computers.

As noted earlier, where needs were measured by

both Division Chairpersons and the Directors, Deans and
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President there was basic agreement except for the OD need
for meetings allowing total college participation in dis¬
cussing the future directions of the college.

Directors^

Deans and the President saw this need as 50% met; Division
Chairpersons saw it as only 40% met.
In regard to the professional staff's (Librarian,
Counselor, A/V staff member. Health Professional, etc.)
needs for staff development, there are some large variances
in the self- and other-perceived needs identified in this
research.

There is basic agreement on the types of needs

identified.

However, when these needs were ranked, a few

important differences in perceptions arose.

Also, there

are some top-ranking needs identified by only one or a few
definer groups.

Only a few items were assessed by more

than one definer group.

In each case, measurements were by

the professional staff members and by the Directors, Dean
and the President.

In two cases, the professional staff

members rated these needs as being met to a lesser extent
than did the top administrators.

In one case,the profes¬

sional staff assessed the need as being met to a greater
extent than did the top administrators.

The major

variances in perceptions that did surface are those of the
faculty.

The professional staff's. Division Chairpersons'

and Directors, Deans and the President's perceptions were
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closet together.

All of the administrator's perceptions

were the closest.
In analyzing the self- and other-perceived needs of
the professional staff identified in Appendix E, there is
basic agreement on the following types of staff development
needs:

Release time and funds to cover professional organiza¬
tion dues, the assuming of leadership roles in these
organizations and the attending of their workshops and
seminars.
Release time and funds for attending periodic meetings
with counterparts at other community colleges.
Release time to attend meetings with entire pro¬
fessional staff at the college.
Funds for sabbaticals.
Funds and release time for mini-sabbaticals.
Release time and tuition waivers to provide low cost
graduate study.
Organizational development needs such as admini¬
stration encouragement, administration support for
on-going staff development; significant local staff
development budget, improved budgetary procedures for
professional staff members, administration support of
programs leading to the integration of support ser¬
vices into the teaching/learning process, workshops
for all on-campus administrators to increase their
understanding of the "big picture", etc.

When the ten top-ranked needs (See Table 26-29) and the
top-five needs

(See Tables 42-45 and 57-60) were identified

and measured, however, differences in perceptions arose.
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Professional staff emphasis was on the need for support of
participation in professional organizations, meetings with
counterparts from other community colleges, organizational
development needs, the need for a 10-month professional
staff contract and for meetings with other professional
staff members at the college.

Division Chairpersons' and

the Directors, Deans and President's perceptions were close
to the above self-perceived top-ranking needs in that they,
too, placed emphasis on the need for support of participa¬
tion in professional organizations, meetings with counter¬
parts from other community colleges and organizational
development needs.

However, these groups also emphasized

the need for orientation of new professional staff members,
sabbaticals, mini-sabbaticals and the need for more meet¬
ings between the professional staff members and their
constituencies to identify constituent's needs and deter¬
mine how the professional staff can best meet them.

Facul¬

ty perceptions of professional staff needs were quite differ¬
ent from those of the other definer groups.

They agreed

only on the need for organizational development.

Other¬

wise, they placed emphasis on the need for professional
staff to receive monetary awards through promotions to pur¬
sue staff development, to have the opportunity to teach or
to participate in teaching through guest lecturing and to
have the opportunity to obtain low cost graduate education.

k
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There appear to be four significant top-ranking pro¬
fessional staff development needs that were identified by
only one or a few of the definer groups.

These are:

The need for a 10-month contract (versus current
12) to provide time for research and writing
(top-ranking self-perceived need).
The need for professional staff meetings with
their constituencies to identify constituent's
needs and to determine how best to meet them
(top-ranking administration-perceived need).
The need for special orientation programs for new
professional staff members (top-ranking administra¬
tion-perceived need).
The need for the opportunity for professional
staff to teach or participate in teaching through
guest lecturing (top-ranking faculty-perceived
need).

Again, when these top-ranking other-perceived needs
were assessed by the professional staff members, they were
rated as being unmet needs.

The top-ranking needs identi¬

fied by the faculty, only, were estimated by the profes¬
sional staff as being met to the extent of 35% or less.
The top-ranked needs for sabbaticals, orientation, and
mini-sabbaticals identified by administrators were esti¬
mated by the professional staff as being met to the extent
of only 14%, 20% and 28% respectively.

The one area

identified by administrators, only, that was not clearly
rated by the professional staff as being an unmet need
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pertained to the needs for more meetings between profes¬
sional staff and faculty, students, divisions and
administrators to coordinate these constituencies' needs
with professional staff action required to meet these needs.
Some of these specific needs were rated by the professional
staff as being only 24-25% met; others were assessed as
being as much as 63% to 75% met (See Tables 43 and 44) .
Those assessed as 63% to 75% met were phrased in fairly
general terms
with").

(such as "The opportunity for interaction

Those rated as only 24-25% met were phrased more

specifically to emphasize coordinating the staff services
to specific constituencies' needs.

Therefore,

it appears

to this researcher that professional staff members assess
these other-perceived needs as relatively unmet needs and,
therefore, would support efforts to meet them.
In regard to the variances in perceptions of the
extent to which the professional staff's needs are being
met,

two were measured as being met to a much greater

extent by top administrators than by professional staff
members.

The first was the need for $500.00 per year and

release time to attend professional conferences.

Top admini¬

strators estimated this need as 56% met; professional staff
members rated it as only 48% met.

The other need was for a

genuinely open and supportive administration working with
the professional staff to fully utilize resources.

Top
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administrators assessed this need as 66% met; the profes¬
sional staff rated it as only 30% met.

it appears to this

researcher that both of these differences in perceptions
indicate a need for organizational development efforts to
"open up the budgetary process" and to "improve team
building relationships" within the college.

The one need

that was perceived as being met to a greater extent by the
professional staff was the need for the opportunity for
periodic staff/faculty interaction.

Professional staff

members perceived this need as being 63% met; the top
administrators rated it as being only 52% met.

However^

this need is what the NAM procedures refer to as a "fuzzy"
or unoperational need.
is too general
action")

As commented on earlier, this need

(calling only for the opportunity for "inter¬

and, therefore, the variances in perceptions may

not be very important.

Providing means of measurement for future staff
development programs.

Another secondary purpose of this

study was to provide a means of measurement for determining
the extent to which future staff development programs con¬
ducted at the selected community college have met
identified needs.

Tables 31 - 60 provide the measurements

of the extent to which the top-ranking self- and otherperceived identified needs of faculty (full- and part-
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time), Division Chairpersons, and professional staff
(Librarian, Counsellor, A/V Staff Member, Health Pro¬
fessional, etc.) are now being met.

As programs are held

to meet specific top-ranking unmet needs, post-program
assessment will provide a measure of the extent to which
the need is then being met.

A comparison of the post¬

program estimates with the pre-program perceptions (See
Tables 31 - 60) will indicate whether or not the need is
being met to a significantly greater extent.

Of course,

there are many factors other than planned programs which
may impact the measurement of the extent to which a speci¬
fic need is being met at any given point in time.

For this

reason, the above ratings will provide only a rough approxi¬
mation of the effectiveness of staff development efforts.
However, this approximate measurement is better than no
data at all.

Providing a needs assessment model.

The third of the

five secondary purposes of this study was to provide a
"model" for conducting needs assessment at all 15 community
colleges in Massachusetts (as well as in any other educa¬
tional institutions, anywhere).

The documentation found in

Chapter III and earlier in Chapter IV provide such a model.
The one major weakness in the model provided arises from
the major problem encountered in this research application
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of NAM.

As noted earlier, the major problem was the in¬

ability to effectively contact and obtain cooperation of
the relatively large population groups (full- and part-time
faculty and students).

The procedure of individually con¬

tacting the sample populations of the full- and part-time
faculty groups was too time-consuming.

To anyone using

this research as a model, it might be less time-consuming
if they established a series of group interview meetings,
held at various times convenient to these sample popula¬
tions, to obtain the initial definer responses to the
"Stimulus Question."

Also, response rates might be im¬

proved if group meetings (versus merely distributing
memorandum and survey instruments) were held with the total
populations of full- and part-time faculty and the sample
population of students to obtain the "second round" res¬
ponses to the Needs Survey Instruments and the "third
round" responses to the Staff Development Needs Measure¬
ment Instruments.

Such group meetings might have

accomplished two things:

Increased these population's knowledge and
understanding of the research project and its purposes
(and thus increased their willingness to cooperate).
Provided for "captured audience time" to insure the
completion and return of the survey instruments.
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The usefulness of participants in a NAM research project to
be knowledgeable of NAM procedures cannot be overemphasized.

Determining

i.f needs assessment assists in defininn

—development—nee<^S■

The fourth secondary purpose of

this study was to determine if needs assessment is a viable
means of assisting faculty and professional staff in de¬
fining their staff development needs.

The results of this

study show that needs assessment, especially when using
NAM, does assist in defining staff development needs.
Appendix E identifies 485 self- and other-perceived staff
development needs.

The lists are comprehensive, varied and

most importantly, specific to the needs of the personnel at
the given community college.

In

regard to the staff

development needs of Division Chairpersons and professional
staff

(Librarian, Counsellor, A/V Staff Member, Health

Professional, etc.)

the needs identified in this research

are more comprehensive than any available from the review
of the literature.
In summary, needs assessment does assist in defining
staff development needs.

It does so on a timely basis and

provides valuable needs data for decision-making.

Due to

the fact that this needs assessment is part of a doctoral
research project, the scope of the project was quite large
and there will be a significant time lag between the de-
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fining of needs and the publication and use of the results.
However, in an on-going needs assessment project, the scope
at any one time could be considerably less and more timely
needs data could be obtained, and acted upon, in a rela¬
tively short time period.

M<3inq tQ

the

ces^arch

utilizing nam.

The fifth and

final secondary purpose of this study was to add to the
research utilizing the Coffing-Hutchinson Needs Analysis
Methodology.
this purpose.

The completion of this study has accomplished
Specific recommendations for improvements in

the methodology will be presesnted in Chapter V.

Summary of Results

The results of this study add to the research data
base for staff development and provides solid evidence to
decision-makers that there is a need for comprehensive,
on-going staff development at the community college
selected for this study.

This study also adds to the

research utilizing the Coffing-Hutchinson Needs Analysis
Methodology, provides a "model" for conducting needs as¬
sessment at other educational institutions, provides a
means of measurement for determining the effectiveness of
future staff development at the selected community college
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and indicates that NAM is a useful tool for identifying
specific staff development needs.
Over 485 self- and other-perceived staff development
needs were identified.

Nearly two-thirds of the top-

ranking identified needs were found to be substantially
unmet (presently met at a level of only 50% or less).
The results of this study support earlier findings,
identified in the review of the literature, that there is a
need for a widened scope of staff development emphasizing:

1.

Staff development for a relatively stable staff.

2.

Special orientation and development efforts for
faculty as well as increased coopera—
tion between adjunct and full-time faculty.

3.

Special orientation efforts for all-new staff
members.

4.

Special management development programs for first¬
and middle-level management.

5.

Special organizational development efforts.

This research also identified substantial variances in
the self- and other-perceived needs of full-time faculty,
part-time faculty and professional staff.

For the most

part, there were no major variances in the self- and otherperceived needs of Division Chairpersons.
Full-time faculty place emphasis on personal growth
and remaining current in their specific disciplines.
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other perceived full-time faculty needs emphasize improving
teaching, teacher-student relations and teacher-organization relations.
Part-time faculty place emphasis on basic needs for
adequate pay and working conditions and then, as with
full-time faculty, on personal growth and remaining current
in their disciplines.

Other-perceived part-time faculty

needs emphasize special orientation needs, special liaison
needs and needs relating to improving teaching and teacherstudent relations.
Professional staff emphasize support of participation
in professional organizations, meetings with counterparts
at other community colleges, organizational development
needs and the needs for a ten-month contract to provide
time for research and writing.

Other-perceived profes¬

sional staff needs emphasize the needs for participation in
professional organizations, meetings with counterparts at
other community colleges, organizational development,
orientation, sabbaticals, meetings between professional
staff members and their constituencies, the opportunity to
participate in teaching and to obtain low-cost graduate
education.
Division Chairpersons' top ranking self- and otherperceived needs pertain to organizational development;
management development; conferences, etc. to remain current

I
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in one's field; sabbatical leaves; training in computers
and meetings with fellow Division Chairpersons at other
community colleges.

The greatest difference between the

self- and other-perceived needs of Division Chairpersons
was in those perceived by the faculty.
and part-time)

Faculty (both full-

identified more organizational development

needs for Division Chairpersons than did the other definer
groups,
For the most part, however, the variances in the
identification of self- and other-perceived needs may be
contrasted with the general agreement in the results of the
measurement process.

When these other-perceived needs were

self-measured, they were identified as being substantially
unmet needs.

In other words, these high ranking unmet

other-perceived needs tend to be relatively low-ranking,
but still unmet self-perceived needs.
The above differences in perceptions point out that
all categories of employees at the college need to receive
support for their individual needs, but they should also be
willing to be introduced to the wider possibilities for
self-renewal and for improvement in their college's total
program of providing effective services to the students and
the community.

This will require not only widespread in¬

volvement by all personnel, but also effective administra¬
tive leadership.

Administrative leadership is especially
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required in areas where faculty and other categories of
employees are reluctant to take the initiative.

For

example, most faculty are not prepared to push for programs
in the sensitive realm of teaching; however, teaching im¬
provement programs are needed and possible.

Also, most top

administrators are not prepared to push for organizational
development programs; however, organizational development
efforts are needed and possible.
This researcher hopes that the results of this study
will help faculty, administration and students to better
understand each other's perceptions of their needs and will
lead to the development of flexible, comprehensive, on¬
going staff development programs that will meet the variety
of needs of each individual and of the entire college.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of Findings

As reported in Chapter IV, all of the primary and
secondary purposes of this study have been accomplished.
This study adds to the research data base for staff develop¬
ment,

it provides needs data for decision-makers and it

determined that there are important differences in selfand other-perceived staff development needs.

These discre¬

pancies were identified during the defining process.

Only

small differences of opinion were found in the process of
measuring the extent to which the identified needs were met.
This study also adds to the research utilizing the CoffingHutchinson Needs Analysis Methodology; it determined that
needs assessment, especially when using NAM, is a useful
means of defining staff development needs; it provides a
means of measuring need fulfillment and it provides a model
for conducting needs assessment at other educational
institutions.
The top-ranking staff development needs identified in
this study

(See Tables 15-29 and 31-45)
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call for:
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Sabbaticals, every seven years, for all but classified
personnel.
Professional organization memberships, workshops, etc.
for personnel to remain current in their field.
Orientation programs for all new staff members and
special orientation programs each semester for all
part-time faculty.
Organizational development programs for all personnel
at the college.
Special Management Development programs for all first
and middle-level management personnel.
Opportunities to pursue advanced degrees.
Workshops, etc. focusing on the improvement of teaching.
Special programs for all personnel dealing with the
mission of community colleges, the profiles of commu¬
nity college students, etc.
Opportunities to discuss one's discipline/field with
colleagues on- and off-campus.
Opportunities to become familiar with LAI, TV,
computers and other new technologies.
Opportunities for increased liaison and coordination
between full-time and part-time faculty.
Opportunities to purchase additional educational
support materials Svideo tapes, etc.).
Opportunities to receive credit for professional
development activities in promotion considerations.
Meetings, at least annually, between professional staff
members and their constituencies (divisions, depart¬
ments, faculty and students) to determine constituents'
needs and how best to meet them.
Opportunities for professional staff members to parti¬
cipate in teaching.
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Opportunities for professional staff members to receive
ten—month contrac ts to allow for research and for
writing.

In addition to the staff development needs identified
above, the study identified several other needs that are
not usually viewed as staff development needs.

These needs

were to improve part-time faculty salaries and to provide
salary incentives to encourage part-time faculty to conduct
more office hours, attend department and division meetings,
etc,
The important differences in the self- and otherperceived staff development needs that were identified in
this study are;

Full-time faculty place emphasis on personal growth in
their specific discipline rather than on teaching as
their profession.
In contrast, other-perceived full¬
time faculty needs place emphasis on improving teach¬
ing, teacher-student relations and teacher-organization
relations.
Part-time faculty place emphasis on basic needs for
adequate pay and working conditions and then on per¬
sonal growth in their specific discipline.
In con¬
trast, other-perceived part-time faculty needs place
emphasis on special orientation needs, special liaison
needs and needs pertaining to improving teaching and
teacher-student relations.
Professional staff place emphasis on the need for per¬
sonal growth in their field.
In contrast, otherperceived professional staff needs emphasize the need
for orientation, meeting constituent's needs and the
opportunity for professional staff to participate in
teaching.
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In regard to Division Chairpersons, there was considerable
agreement in the self- and other-perceived needs identified
with emphasis placed on the need for organizational develop¬
ment and management development as well as on remaining
current in one's field.

The only important difference in

perception of Division Chairpersons' needs was that faculty
(both full-time and part-time)

identified more organization-

^svelopment needs and placed emphasis on the need for
greater faculty-Division Chairperson interaction.
This study has determined that needs assessment,
especially when using NAM, is an effective means of de¬
fining staff development needs.

NAM has all of the key

elements of successful needs assessment listed in Table 5.
It provides an excellent 99-page set of procedures to
follow including provisions for planning and scheduling
implementation of the methodology.

This study was

accomplished close to its planned schedule.

Steps 7.0

Measuring and 8.0 Measurement Reporting were the only two
steps not completed on time.

They were scheduled (See

Table 7 Implementation Schedule Chart)

for completion

October 31, 1985 and November 30, 1985, respectively.

Actu¬

ally, Step 7.0 was not completed until November 30, 1985
and Step 8.0 was not completed until December 15, 1985.
However, these two time overruns were not significant, and
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the steps were completed within the definer dates available
(found in the Phrase Time Allocation Chart, See Table 8).
Step 10.0 of NAM provides for revising the needs
analysis applications as changes occur and as problems are
encountered.
mented.

This was done as this study was being imple¬

These changes were reported in Chapters ill and iv.

Step 10.0 also provides for recommending revisions to the
methodolgy itself.

No major revision to NAM's 99-page set

of procedures is being recommended as a result of this
study.

However,

one minor revision to the defining proce¬

dures is being recommended regarding listing the stimulus
response statements on the Needs Survey Instrument.

Step

5.3 of the procedures calls for the NA to eliminate only
exact duplicates in compiling the stimulus response state¬
ments and to randomly list these unitary response state¬
ments on the Needs Survey Instrument.

As recommended by

one of the definers in this study,

if only exact duplicates

are eliminated,

if "like”

it might be better

response state¬

ments were grouped together on the Needs Survey Instruments.
This would be particularly true,

as in this study,

if there

are a large number of unitary response statements with a
large number of "like"
placed in groups.

statements that could be readily

In this research project,

needs dealing with sabbaticals; workshops,
current in one's disciplines;

etc.

these were

etc.,

to remain

The procedures might be
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revised to allow for an option to group "like" response
statements based on weighing the advantages to be gained by
improving the definer's willingness to cooperate and
ability to discriminate

(among "like" response statements)

against the disadvantage that grouping might result in the
definer giving too high or too low a ranking to one or more
of the grouped items.
Although only this one minor revision to the pro¬
cedures is recommended, the necessity of closely adhering
to the following NAM procedures is emphasized:

1. The necessity of field testing all instruments
used in the Defining process (Step 5) and the
Measuring process (Step 7).
2. The requirement to clearly explain NAM's pur¬
poses and procedures to definers (Step 5).

In this study, field testing was carried out for the
Defining Stimulus Needs Survey Instruments
and for the Needs Survey Instruments
the Needs Measurement Instruments
field-tested.

(See Appendix B)

(See Appendix E), but

(See Appendix N) were not

In field testing the Defining Stimulus Needs

Survey Instruments,

it was determined that students did not

know whether their professors were full- time or part-time
faculty.

As a result, the two Needs Survey Instruments

planned to determine students' perceptions of full-time and
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of pact time faculty staff development needs had to be
combined in one instrument to determine students'
perceptions of both full-time and part-time faculty needs,
in not field testing the measurement instruments, the
failure to provide definers, other than students, with
clear measurement instructions was not discovered until
after these instruments were completed.

As a result,

special additional procedures had to be followed to insure
the accuracy of the completed instruments.

Students were

provided with adequate instructions because the error for
the other definers was discovered before the student
instruments were distributed.
The need to clearly explain NAM's purposes and pro¬
cedures to all definers is critical.

This must be done

effectively to obtain high levels of cooperation from the
definers and thus representative needs data for decision¬
makers.

This study indicates that this is relatively easy

to do when NAM is assessing the needs of small populations,
but it is much more difficult to do for the large popula¬
tion groups.
project,

Therefore,

in planning the NAM research

it is important for the NA to identify effective

procedures for obtaining the cooperation of large popu¬
lation groups.
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The findings in this research study support much of
what IS called for by the theorists and practitioners in
the review of the literature found in Chapter ll.

it also

supports the general requirements identified in the litera¬
ture that calls for providing incentives for participation
in staff development programs and for the need to involve
participants in determining the types and amount of staff
development to be provided.

The needs identified in this

study support the results of the following writings and
research reported on in Chapter II:

G-leazer (1969) - Pertaining to the need for remaining
current in one's field, understanding the learning pro¬
cess, perceiving the characteristics of community col¬
lege students and obtaining additional funding for
sabbaticals and mini-sabbaticals.
Haimnons
faculty
role in
improve

and Jaggard (1976) - Identifying the need for
understanding of community colleges' unique
education and the need for administrators to
their knowledge and skills.

Q'Banion (1977) - Pertaining to the need for faculty,
etc., to learn about the students attending the insti¬
tution, to keep current in one's field, and to explore
new approaches to teaching.
Hammons, Wallace and Watts (1978) - Identifying the
need for administrators to obtain a greater knowledge
of the "science of management," and to increase their
skills in planning and in implementing and evaluating
change.
Nelsen and Siegel (1980) - Identifying the variances in
perceptions by faculty and administrators of faculty
development needs.
The faculty top ranked needs per¬
tained to their profession: supporting travel, re¬
maining current in one's field, etc., and to receiving
sabbaticals.
Administrators perceived the faculty top
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ranked needs as being the improvement of teaching,
organizational development f sabbaticals and remaining
current in one's field.

Lastly, the implementation of the findings of this
research may require increased support and funding for
^®v®lopnient.

This could be forthcoming.

One of the

twenty-two primary objectives for the Fiscal Year 1986-87
listed in the selected college's Five Year Plan is:

"To increase professional development opportunities for
faculty and staff (at an additional cost of $10,000)."

In addition,
Overview"

in a report entitled "Community Colleges

(September, 1985) and submitted to the Massa¬

chusetts Board of Regents, the need for additional pro¬
fessional development efforts was stressed.

Quoting from

the report:

"One of the significant problems found among most of
the colleges is the lack of funds for professional
development of the faculty and the lack of programs and
incentives for faculty development.
All three, funds,
programs and incentives, are needed."
(p. CC-0-6)
"There are no satisfactory programs for professional
development of faculty.
It is recommended that
resources be sought for travel and for in-house or
systemwide programs.
Also, incentives (rewards,
recognition) are needed.
Those in place appear to be
insufficient.
Plans should be developed for each
college."
(p. CC-0-12)
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in addition to the increase in the support of top manage¬
ment and the increase in each college's local budget ex¬
pected as a result of the above report, additional funding
may also become available from the local College's Educa¬
tional Foundations and from an increase in the "Educational
Needs" monies to be provided under classified and faculty
contracts and association

(for administrators) agreements

now being negotiated.

Recommendations fnr Furthpr gi-iir^iy

In reviewing the findings and limitations of this
study,

it is apparent that additional research is needed in

assessing staff development needs at community colleges;
1. The application of NAM at the selected community
college should be continued;
A. Additional rounds of defining the needs of the
employee groups covered in this study should be
undertaken in order to identify additional fully
operational staff development needs.
B. NAM should be utilized to identify the needs of
the two categories of employees not covered in
this study; classified personnel and Directors,
Deans and the President.
C. On-going needs assessment should be conducted in
order to;
a. Perform the pre- and post-measurements of
needs required to measure the effectiveness
of staff development efforts.
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.

b. Perform Step 9.0 of the methodology
which is
the evaluation of the needs analysis

2

a^eacrof
®taff development needs
at each of the other 14 community colleges in
Massachusetts.
The needs data provided would not
only Identify local needs, but it would also
Identify needs that might be best met on a regional
or statewide basis.
^

3. Additional studies utilizing NAM should be
undertaken to separately assess students'
perceptions of full-time and part-time faculty staff
development needs.
This would determine if students
perceive any significant differences in the needs of
time and full-time faculty.
4. Additional studies dealing with assessing staff
development needs and utilizing methods other
than NAM should be undertaken so that comparative
data would be available for determing the relative
effectiveness of the different approaches.
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Appendix A
TO:
ProfesslLarsta^f
Division Chairpersons,
i^roiessional Staff (Library, Counseling and Health Services)
Directors, Deans and President
*
FROM:

Jean L. Souther

SUBJECT:

Doctoral Dissertation Research Project

DATE:

December 12, 1984

I am sending this memo to request your cooperation in my doctoral
research study entitled, "The Need for Staff Development at a Selected
Massachusetts Community College." The purpose of the study is to add
to the research base for staff development and to provide staff
development needs data for decision-making.
The logistics of the data collection will require at least "three
rounds" of information gathering during January through April 1985.
First, it will require that I interview all employees in the
categories of Division Chairpersons (6), Professional Staff-Other (9),
and Directors, Deans and President (16); and a representative sample
of the full-time faculty, part-time faculty and students. The purpose
of the interviews will be to develop the survey instruments. Second,
the survey instruments will be distributed, via campus mail, to all
categories of employees except classified staff. Finally, the "third
round" of data gathering will consist of measurement survey
instruments which will be distributed to full-time faculty, part-time
faculty, division chairpersons and professional staff-other.
Since I am fully aware of the demands of your job, I will make every
effort to collect the data at your convenience and with a minimum of
your time and effort.
I will be delighted to share with you a more
definitive description of this research endeavor. Upon the completion
of my dissertation, a copy will be available in the library and a copy
of the results section will be made available to the Staff Development
Committee for its use in decision-making.
I would like to thank you in advance for your cooperation and
contribution to the fields of staff development and needs assessment.
I will contact you in the near future.

&
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Appendix B - 1
MEEDS SURVEY T^gTRIIMENT 1

fvll^ahr'’^

divelopLnt opportunities
successful as they have fulfilled all of your needs.
Please list below^the soecific
vour^^t^f'’^®
provided to you to fully meet
your staff development needs:
^
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Appendix B - 2
NEEDS SURVEY TMSTRUMRNT

0

are a Division Chairperson at a community
noii
IS providing fully for the staff development^
needs of the full-time faculty.
The staff development
opportunities available to your full-time faculty have
been successful as they have fulfilled all of their needs
lease list below the specific things/events that are befull-time faculty to fully meet their
staff development needs:
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Appendix B - 3
MEEDS SURVEY tm.^trument ^
Imagine that you are a Director, Dean or President at a
community college that is providing fully for the staff
development needs of the full-time faculty.
The stafP
°PP°''tunities available to your full-time
successful as they have fulfilled all of
their needs.
Please list below the specific things/events
that are being provided to the full-time faculty to fully
meet their staff development needs:
^
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Appendix B - 4
MiEDS SURVEY T^gTRUMENT 4
Imagine that you are a student at a community college that
fully for your professors' staff development
needs.
These development opportunities have enabled your
professors to fully meet all of your educational needs.
Please list below the specific things/events that are be¬
ing provided to your professors to fully meet their staff
development needs:

Note:

The Needs Survey Instrument 4 that was initially
prepared was the same as the above except the desig¬
nation "full-time" preceded the word "professor"'.
After a field test of Survey Instruments 4 (Needs
of full-time faculty for staff development as de¬
fined by students) and 9 (Needs of part-time facul¬
ty for staff development as defined by students),
it was determined that students were not aware of
whether their professors were full-time or parttime.
Therefore, Survey Instrument 4 was revised
(as above) to have students define professors'
needs without reference to full-time or part-time
status.
Survey Instrument 9 was eliminated
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Appendix B - 5
HEEDS SURVEY TNRTPnMFlNT
Imagine that you are a part-time faculty member at a
ommunity college that is providing fully for your staff
development opportunities
fulflltert
successful as they have
needs.
Please list below the
things/events that are being provided to you to
fully meet your staff development needs:
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Appendix B - 6
NEEDS STJRVRY TNgTRIIMRNT fi
Imagine that you are a full-time faculty member at a
ommunity college that is providing fully for the staff
development needs of the part-time faculty
The sta?f
development opportunities available to the part-time
faculty have been successful as they have fulfilled all of
the specific things/eients
are being provided to the part-time faculty to fullv
meet their staff development needs:
^
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Appendix E - 7
MEEDS SURVEY t^strhmpmt 7

college

Ihll

To

are a Division Chairperson at a community
providing fully for the staff development^
needs of the part-time faculty.
The staff development
available to the part-time faculty have been
successful as they have fulfilled all of their needs
Please list below the specific things/events tha^a?;
thei?
part-time faculty to fully meet
their staff development needs:
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Appendix B - 8
MEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 8
Imagine that you are a Director, Dean or President at a
community college that is providing fully for the staff
development needs of the part-time faculty.
The staff
development opportunities available to the part-time fa¬
culty have been successful as they have fulfilled all of
their needs.
Please list below the specific things/events
that are being provided to the part-time faculty to fully
meet their staff development needs:
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Appendix B - 9
liEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 9
Imagine that you are a student at a community college that
IS providing fully for your part-time professors' staff
development needs.
These development opportunities have
enabled your part-time professors to fully meet all of
your educational needs.
Please list below the specific
things/events that are being provided to your part-time
professors to fully meet their staff development needs:

Note:
This survey instrument was deleted from the re¬
search
study after a field test with student definers
indicated that students were not aware of whether their
professors were full-time or part-time.
Therefore, Needs
Survey Instrument 4 was revised to have students define
professors' needs without reference to full-time or parttime status.
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Appendix B - 10
NEEDS SURVEY TNSTRnMF.NT 1 Q

Sr

Erss'rJ

u
development opportunities available to
y
have been successful as they have fulfilled all of
your needs.
Please list below the specific things/evLts

-•
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Appendix B - 11
NEEDS SURVEY TNSTRIIMF.NT 1 1
Imagine that you are a full-time or part-time faculty memcommunity college that is providing fully for the
staff development needs of the Division Chairpersons.
development opportunities available to your Division Chairpersons have been successful as they have fulfilled all of their needs.
Please list below the specific
things/events that are being provided to the Division
Chairpersons to fully meet their staff development needs:
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Appendix B - 12
NEEDS SURVEY instrument 12
Imagine that you are a Director, Dean or President at a
community college that is providing fully for the staff
development needs of the Division Chairpersons,
The
staff development opportunities available to your Division
Chairpersons have been successful as they have fulfilled
of their needs.
Please list below the specific
fhings/events that are being provided to the Division
Chairpersons to fully meet their staff development needs:
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Appendix B - 13
liEEDS iSURVEY INRTPpj\^|;;|v|rp

1^

(librarian^'^counsello?,'"health°prof®
staff
community college that is nro!l,§®tc.) at a
development needs.
The staff de^e?
for your staff
available to you have been
opportunities
filled all Of your nLdI! I^ea«
^“1things/events that are beino Drov,-H=^*^..‘^®^°'' *'‘'® ®Pecific
your staff development needl:^
''° ^“^^y "eet
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Appendix B - 14
HEEDS SURVEY TTqSTRnMRNT 1 4

staff development needs of the pcofLsional^staff^(libraet^) '"“mritaff
member, health professional,
^
development opportunities available to
fulfi^?ert
successful as they have
their needs.
Please list below the soecif1C things/events that are being provided to the professional staff to fully meet their Itaff development needs!
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Appendix B -

15

MEEDS SURVEY TyjpTRTTMFlNT ] ^

S/;";,";,"*
“ember,

•"•“ EJSbE5Ei.";".JSnr"'

health professional, etc!).
The stiff
development opportunities available to the professional
staff have been successful as they have fllfuilf

tL specific thingl/lvllts
m 4provided to the professional staff to fullv
meet their staff development needs:
^
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Appendix B - 16
MEEOS .StTRVEY

TMSTRIlMfMT

If;

Imagine that you are a Dirpn^-rir
community college that is providing fujjy for'?hfs?aff
development needs of the profession;^i
m-u
The^staff^d
felsionfl

member, health professional^^etc')
available to the p^osuccessful as they have fulilled all of their needs.
Please list below the soecifir

stairtriullv^m^f^^h
provided to the professionfl
lly meet their staff development needs:
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Appendix C
OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
February 12, 1985

Professor Jean Souther is a candidate for a doctoral degree at the
University of Massachusetts. As part of her research shrif
surveying various categories of the staff of this college
As a
memorandum.
attendLoe.^^ ^

She will present

appreciate a good

11:00 A.M.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1985
BOARD ROOM, ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

Distribution
President
Dean of Academic Affairs
Dean of Administration
Associate Dean of Administration
Dean of Continuing Education
Assistant Dean of Continuing Education
Registrar
Assistant Director of Computer Center
Director of Library/Learning Resource Center
Dean of Students
Director of Community Services
Director of Admissions
Director of Personnel

cc:

Professor Jean L. Souther
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March 5, 1985
Dear Student;

assist me with my project,
your time.
I plan to be

Monday, March 11, 1985

10 A.M. to 12:30 P.M.

Tuesday, March 19, 1985

12;30 P.M. to 1 P.M.

I hope that you will be able to see me during one of these times. If
not, I will be happy to set up an appointment for a time more con¬
venient to you. Just call me (362-2131 Ext. 351 or Ext. 361) or drop
by my office (South 238) to make a specific appointment.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

Jean L. Souther
Professor of Management
JLS:ja

Note; Above letter sent, on college letterhead, to 25
randomly selected student definers.
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Appendix E - 1
STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT lA

t

^Mil-time lagUltY member at a
community college that is providing fully for your staff
development oppoftlJ^ities
successful as they have
fulfilled all of your needs.
Please read each item in the following list,
if the item
^
fulfills xQiii: needs for staff
development, place a checkmark (/) in the space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and Sirgle iJi£ aymtper of the five most important needs.
1.

$800 per year to attend state-of-the-art courses
and conferences in applicable discipline.

2. Participate in an industry/facuity exchange
program on a semester basis.
3.

$500 per year to sponsor memberships in
professional organizations, and attend
organization meetings and conferences.

4. Funds, received annually, to pay for one
professional organization membership per faculty
member.
5. $500 in "Educational Needs" monies (per year, per
faculty member) to spend as called for in current
contract.
6. Release time for study for advanced degree and
other development activities.
7. Tuition reimbursement for study for advanced
degree.
8. Attendance at related industry seminars/
conferences to stay current in field.
9. Funds for Department or personal subscriptions to
Wall Street Journal or such periodicals (as
applicable to dept.).
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Appendix E - 2
■

sessions for

. 11. opportunities for interdisciplinary teaching.
12. Automatic sabbaticals every seven years.
13. Increased opportunities to meet with
oreaUvUy?'e?c!°

innovation,

14. Encouragement for cross-disciplinary training.
15. Automatic sabbaticals every six years.
wS^ps^perylar!
17, Opportunities to visit other two-year colleoes to
to^vilit
to visit their Learning Labs.

are taught, and

P^i^chase greater amounts of
w^thou^red ?ape!'"

(Audio-visual, etc.)

19. Recognition of professional competency, at a
level above Division Chairperson, through special
step raises or other financial incentivL.
20

Release time of up to four days during a semester
to attend conferences in latest technology,
teaching methods, etc.

21

Able to take a sabbatical every five to seven
years.

22. One department in-service day a year when
department members could decide on a day-long
project, speaker, etc.
23. Release time to conduct research.
24. Additional peer group meetings for purpose of
personal support.
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Appendix E - 3
25.
26. Published guidelines are available
advising
faculty on how to access funds for
professional
development (grants, travel funds, lab fees.
etc.).
'
27.
discipUne'^'^^"^'^'^^

keeping current in your

28.
?o\Inryears!“°"''
29. Funding for three three-day to one-week
conferences/meetings each year.
30. Release time for grant writing, new course
preparation, innovative curriculum development.
31. Computer access to library acquisitions, books in
print, etc. by field of study.
32. Computer statistical support system/personnel in
place at the college to assemble and run research
data.
33. A simple travel advance "draw system" for
professional development expenditures (not a lot
of red tape).
34.

In-service training in cross-disciplinary areas,
as well as in teaching techniques.

35. Direct phone tie-in to link our divisions/
departments to those of other community colleges
and the state university.
36. Tuition-free courses for professional growth.

.

37

Credit for professional development in promotion
considerations.
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Appendix E - 4
- 38. Secretarial support services for every four
faculty members (utilizing secretarial perLnnel
that can work with exams).
personnel
-

care^of M
take
neeL?^ his/her own professional development

After completing the above, please go back over the lisin giggle
number of the five most important needs.

Thank you.
Return to:

J. Souther
South 238
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Appendix E - 5
STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 2A
oollegl that irp%viding''fullC
® community
needs of the liillrtime
development
opportunities available toujour fnn-f
successful as they have fuiailed^n^^thfu^edsy®
is something^that^von think^ulfills"?
needs for staff de^opment
faculty
space provided,
* ^
^ checkmark {\/) in the
and^li^^the"^„mK!/^r!:.P^®®®® 9° t>ack over the list
^
Of the £j^ most important needs.

(^srperfacMtHL^^rK^'^ °™
2. Funding for attendance at state professional
organizational meetings and conferences.
3. Release time to attend conferences and workshops
on a nationwide basis.
worKsnops
4. Frequent chances to discuss matters relevant to
one s own discipline with colleagues on- and
off-campus.
5, Opportunities to become familiar with LAI, TV,
radio and other new technologies,
6,

Sabbaticals that are non-competitive and are
adequately funded — with feedback anticipated.

7, Opportunity to participate in an active speaker's
bureau to give exposure to ideas and activities
of faculty.
8.

Opportunity for cross-campus faculty-exchange
relationships (regional, state and foreign),

9. A centralized library and clearing-house facility
for professional development.

Appendix E - 6

10. Management development workshops for Program
Coordinators.
11. Curriculum development consultation (refining
objectives, planning learning activities).
12. Professional consultation regarding an in-depth
study of teaching methodologies for heterogeneous
students.
13. Professional consultation regarding evaluation of
student performance.
14. Stipend yearly for a clinical conference to
update clinical skills.
15. Release time for innovative curriculum
development.
16. Sabbaticals for study/research to bring a fresh
outlook and spirit of learning to the classroom
in one's own discipline or in a completely new
area.
17. Regular sabbatical leaves, not to be unreasonably
denied, i.e. granted every seven years.
18. Opportunity for hands-on time and instruction in
computer technology (both administrative and
C.A.T.).
19.

In-house workshops for alternatives in teaching
methodologies,

20. Opportunity for low-cost graduate study.
21. Flexibility of teaching schedule in order to
attend graduate courses.
22. Opportunity to meet with faculty in same
discipline, from other colleges, to share and to
discuss similarity of problems and solution
possibilities.
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Appendix E - 7
23.

attend seminars/workshops to learn
about/discuss educational mission, and community
college demographics and mission.

24. Access to information in regard to available
opportunities for growth and promotion.
25.

Periodic mini—sabbaticals to attend conferences
for professional and personal growth.

26. Workshops to become more aware of learning theory
and learning styles of students, the range of
possible teaching styles and how to correlate the
two.
27. Workshops and training sessions on developing
a) new teaching styles,
b) supplemental course materials,
c) effective testing instruments,
d) effective instruction given all the
parameters.
28. A series of workshops within the college, with
administration, to provide and receive
input/creative thought in regard to the future
directions of the College.
29. Opportunity to work with Division Chairpersons on
research and/or curriculum development.
30. Opportunity to travel and observe other community
colleges.
31. Opportunity to do a complete self-evaluation with
a plan of action for self-improvement.
32. Receipt of money and release time to work on
graduate studies.
33. Release time to restructure courses.
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—■

34, Access to adequate library facilities.

After completing the above, please go back over the list
and girgle
xrnmbgg of the five most important needs.

Thank you.
Return to;

J. Souther
South 238
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 3A
Imagine that you are a Director, Dean or President at a
community college that is providing fully for the staff
development needs of the full-time faculty.
The staff
development opportunities available to your full-timp
faculty have been successful as they have fulfilled all of
their needs.
Please read each item in the following list,
if the item
is something that you think fulfills full-time faculty
needs for staff development, place a checkmark (V) in the
space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and circle the number of the five most important needs.
_

1. Opportunity for travel monies to attend meetings,
conferences, etc. within own discipline and/or in
regard to education in general.

_

2. Adequate, properly-funded sabbatical leaves.
One
after seven-eight years directed toward
professional development of benefit to the
college.
Second, non-directive type after
fifteen years with emphasis on personal renewal.

_

3. Tuition grants for advanced education.

_

4. Faculty exchange within the U.S. and
internationally.

_

5. Opportunity for committee work to train faculty
in educational problem-solving.

_

6. Grants for mini-sabbatical activities during
summer months.

_

7, Monies for on-going, on-campus seminars.

_

8. A formal, individualized orientation program for
new faculty.

_

9, Monies to purchase equipment for individual use.
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.

10

.

11

.

12

A tie-in and support of Library/Learning Resource
Center materials to faculty staff development
needs:
Technical journals
Educational journals
Video tapes, recordings and films
Orientation to computer equipment and software
available on campus.
A computer literacy course for faculty with
minimal knowledge of computers.

13. Orientation to policies and procedures of the
college.
14. Opportunity to obtain thorough information about
the abilities and accomplishments of their
students.
15. Financial support to keep up with new information
in their respective fields and exchange ideas and
schemes, etc.
16. Opportunity to obtain guest lecturers to
supplement curriculum.
17. Release time (short term)

to accomplish research.

18. Simplified sabbatical procedures (if not
automatic, close to it).
19. Opportunity to purchase and work with state-ofthe-art materials in all academic areas
(business, arts, sciences).

.

20

.

Annual or bi-annual orientation sessions
regarding changes in programs of study,
composition of student body, etc.

21

Access to an expanding library of professional
journals and collection of books.

22.

Participation in conferences and workshops off
campus.
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23. One-year or six-month sabbaticals for all
eligible faculty at least every six years.
24. Opportunities to discuss with colleagues oncampus, in forums or group discussions, teaching
styles and/or the general improvement of
classroom instruction.
25. Funds for mini-professional development projects
to selected individuals on a competitive basis.
26. Opportunity to work with expert consultants,
individually, in regard to excellence in
teaching, developing grants, etc.
27. Release time to work with business or community
groups to develop new services, courses or
programs.
28. On-going orientation and general college forums.
29. Inservice educational opportunities (i.e.
computers or curriculum development),
30. Funding to attend at least one conference per
academic year in related subject area.
31. Financial support, based on merit, for a onemonth project, after the academic year, for
faculty to research a related topic important to
their teaching.
32. Financial support, based on merit, for a longerthan-one-month project for faculty to research a
related topic important to their teaching.
33. Release time to visit a similar educational
institution, but at a different location serving
a different population.
34. Faculty workshop prior to the start of each
semester covering the following:
a) student demographics
b) student needs assessment
c) matching of needs with institutional
expectations
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d)

faculty backgrounds and special
preparations in relation to needs,
expectations and institutional goals
e) development of a comprehensive and
cohesive plan of action
f) identification of staff development needs

35. Programs, at least twice a semester, on a
homogeneous group basis to address identified
staff development needs,
36. Services, programs and incentives for updating
skills, information, etc, in one's discipline,
37. Opportunity to have specialists from faculty,
student services staff, etc. to observe classroom
interaction to enhance interface of
teaching/learning styles to increase
effectiveness.
38. Exchange program with high school faculty, by
discipline, on a short-term basis and then a
follow-up critique.
39. Positive support and recognition of excellence in
teaching as reported through a reasonable and, at
least relatively effective, evaluation system; as
well as resources and time for improvement in
identified areas.
40. Opportunities for events leading to a real sense
of community among faculty, administration and
students (i.e. in terms of sharing both positive
and negative aspects of teaching and learning for
the purpose of enhancing the climate for
learning, making change, taking risks, etc.)
without reprisals and with encouragement,
41. Faculty is exchange teaching for one semester at
other two-year institutions every fifth year,
42. Faculty is going out to industry or other
organizations for one semester, every three
years, to learn latest developments and
technology.
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- 43. All faculty eligible for sabbatical every
seventh year and encouraged to study or work on
some worthwhile project.
- 44. Faculty is encouraged to participate in organized
efforts (directed by one central authority) to
canvass the community for needs and expectations
of the college.
_ 45. Faculty to work with Admissions so they are
constantly aware of the College's offerings each
year.
_ 46. Opportunities for exchanges with other public
institutions of higher learning and with those in
the private sector.
_ 47. Opportunity to sit in on, and participate in.
Executive Council meetings and in all important
college decisions.
_ 48. Expenses paid for any faculty who reads a paper,
or presents a program, at a professional
conference.
_ 49. Release time for faculty who are publishing a
book.
After completing the above, go back over the list and
circle the number of the five most important needs.

Thank you.
Return to:

Jean Souther
South 238

k
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 4A
Imagine that you are a student at a community college
that IS providing fully for ygur professors' staff
evelopment needs.
These development opportunities have
enabled your professors to fully meet all of your
educational needs.
Please read each item in the following list,
if the item
is something that you think fulfills vour professors'
staff development needs, place a checkm^k ( /) in the
space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and circls ths nuinbsr of the five most important needs,
-

1. Attend meetings to determine proper testing
procedures for students; to become aware of
student needs for T-F, essay, problem, and/or
multiple choice to tie to anticipated board
examinations (Nursing, CPA, etc.).

_

2. Attend more formal and informal meetings with
students, so they are concerned about a student
as a student and not a "number",

_

3. Periodical sabbaticals so teachers can become
current in their field and add another
dimension to their course or program.

_

4. Teacher-exchange, every two years for a
semester, with someone from an organization in
their discipline (hospital, business, social
agency, etc.).

_

5. Mandatory attendance at off-campus workshops,
in their discipline (at least one workshop per
semester) .

_

6. Opportunity to stay current, at all times, with
the literature and activities in their field.

_

7. Seminars to be held on "Awareness of
Personality Styles" (recommend Dr. Gregoric to
conduct) that affect the learning and teaching
abilities of both the student and the professor.
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Opportunity to critique each other by the
jact t^^ actually giving a lecture on his subdon»
a
other professors.
To be
spirit of becoming a better teacher
and of helping faculty to become aware of what
their colleagues are presenting.
Attend a meeting (like those in the video "in
Search of Excellence") that allows the
professors to be told tliey are doing a fine job
h«n
knowing where they have^
anriherf^v.
are current,
and where they are going from here.
Discuss
taking, creativity, and what to do
to make themselves and the college better.
Learn how to look ahead and anticipate and
understand student needs.
Learn how to get
students to come in for needed help.
Opportunity for release time to keep up-to-date
with subject material.
The opportunity to preview and choose texts for
their courses.
Programs outside of class where student and
faculty relationships can flourish; enabling
the student to get more out of the class, and
the professor to see what actually motivates
students.
A general work environment conducive to
professionalism.
Department heads that get along with professors
and provide a helping hand as needed.
Maintain appropriate office hours that allow
for faculty/student interaction.
Learn how to speak to students on a personal
level instead of as instructor/student all the
time.
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problems and how to
19. Learn how to
encourage participation in class
discussions,
20. Learn how to maintain a sense of humor.
21. Learn how to encourage questions versus
intimidating students because of their lack of
knowledge.
22. Learn how to communicate effectivoly,
23. Learn how to be patient and restrain
frustration.
24. Continually attend workshops to develop good
public speaking skills and classroom techniques.
25. Release time provided to continue his/her own
education.
This should not be limited to
his/her own area of expertise.
26. Has a reasonable workload so that there is time
to devote to hard-working but marginal students
that need every benefit possible.
27. Within reason, allow for outside consultation
to help keep professor current in his/her
specialty.
28. Funding and release time provided to further
their education and/or research in their field.
29. Adequate funding provided for class trips or
materials, needed to better teach their classes.
30. Establish a specialized department to handle
staff development and ensure that only the
professors who are "developing" stay employed.
31. Offer some type of encouragement or motivation
for participating in staff development (raises
commensurate with extra development).
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32. There is clear communication between the staff
in each department so, if a course isn't
working as planned, it can be changed; not
taught incorrectly for years.
33. Opportunities for staff meetings to discuss
current situation, future goals and changes
needed.
34. Workshops in voice tone; learn to vary tone to
emphasize material versus using monotone voice
that leads to lack of student interest in the
subject being taught.
35. Workshops in latest visual aids to encourage
use of materials that will enhance student
interest.
36. Workshops to learn how to teach using the
things he/she utilizes in everyday life,
37. Workshops to learn how to present a lecture
outline (on the board or as a handout) to aid
students versus continually lecturing "off the
top of their heads" (with no coherence of
sequence that is confusing to students).
38. Opportunity to gain a wide background in
material other than what they are teaching.
39. Attend workshops to learn how to convey
information to students in a way that keeps
their attention.
40. There are opportunities for students and
professors to get to know each other,
41. Learn how to help students learn rather than
just throwing material in their faces.
42. Learn how to be organized and keep a steadilyflowing class,
43. Learn how to be straightforward and get right
to the point of the material.
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44, Learn how to keep students motivated through
regular homework and/or guizzes,
45, Learn how important feedback is to students,
46, Opportunities to participate in staff
development in any form the professor feels is
appropriate,
47, Learn leadership techniques and how to foster
success in students,
48, Learn how to provide a nurturing atmosphere,
49, Learn how to become involved as a member of the
class,
50, Attend workshops pertaining to interpersonal,
oral and psychological techniques,
51, Learn how to keep interested in their subject
and to take measures to correct burnout,
52, Learn how to be a good example of a healthy
person with ethical and moral values without
forcing upon students,
53, Learn how to be open and available to students
and other staff members at the college to
encourage greater interaction,
54, They attend workshops to learn how to under¬
stand the needs and demands of the students,
become interested in their students, and to
become inspired by teaching,
55, Attend workshops in counseling techniques,
56, Opportunity for informal meetings with students
to learn to understand each other's views,
57, Workshops on developing two-way communication
with students,
58, More opportunities, through funding, to take
class trips with students.
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59. Funding for memberships in professional
organizations,
60. Opportunity to receive from students, monthly,
critiques of their teaching methods,
61. Opportunity to receive a level of pay that
makes them feel good about what they're doing;
enthusiastic about their job,
62. Learn sensitivity to a student's personal
problems.
63. Opportunity to participate in a merit-pay
system that provides rewards for extra work
done,
64. Opportunity to attend college-wide open
meetings to discuss and solve college-wide
problems.
65. Allowed to be creative in the classroom without
strict adherence to textbooks,
66. Opportunity to learn how to teach and to convey
information to students better.
67. Opportunity to sit in on other professors'
classes in their same field; both here at the
College and at other community colleges.
68. Workshops in sensitivity training regarding
teaching older students and minorities.
69. An annual program held that will foster a
"sense of community" among and between
faculty, staff, administration and students.
70. Keeps in touch with youth (has lunch with
student).
71. Keeps current by reading periodicals and
discussing them with students.
72. Maintains current involvement in issues as they
pertain to the class subject matter (reading
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articles, attending lectures, field work, etc.).
73. Learns to "vary" classes to avoid stagnant
lectures and to maintain student's interest and
motivation.
74. Learns to develop interpersonal relationships
with students that express the professor's
personal interest in students.
75. Attends seminars during the school year on
topics like:
Interpersonal communication
Transactional analysis
New development in field of study
New developments in improved study habits
(applicable to both professors and
students)
Positive thinking
76. Has the desire not only to communicate with
students, but also to befriend them.
77. Has a genuine interest and concern for the
student to succeed in life, not just in his/her
class.
78. Meets with fellow staff members to discuss
teaching techniques, testing methods, and other
topics of interest (what works best, what
doesn't work, student reactions, surveys and
questionnaires, etc.).
79. Learns to offer a ready smile for all.
80. Our English teachers are encouraged to
demonstrate their skills, be it poetry or
novels, etc., and to have their work published.
81. Chemistry and Science teachers are eligible to
receive subscriptions to periodicals paid for
by the College and sent to their homes.
They
are also encouraged to conduct experiments and
to send any new findings in to scientific
journals.
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82. The Journalism class is assigned to publish
what the teachers accomplish in their fields.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and circle the number of the five most important needs.

Thank you.
Return to:

J. Souther
South 238
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 5A
Imagine that you are a part-time faculty member at a
community college that is providing fully for your staff
development needs.
The staff development opportunities
available to you have been successful as they have
fulfilled all of your needs.
Please read each item in the following list.
If the item
is something that you think fulfills your needs for staff
development, place a checkmark iV ) in the space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and gicgle the number of the five most important needs.
_

1. Opportunity for working more closely with heads
of departments.

_

2. Be required to attend all department meetings.

_

3. Opportunity to conduct field trips for classes,
see demonstrations, etc. pertaining to their
subject matter.

_

4. Adequate office space with keys to encourage
spending more time on campus in preparation,
meeting with students, etc.

_

5. Easy access to a professional staff manual,
policies of the school, etc.

_

6. Opportunity to learn about valuable, and obtain
new, library resource materials (especially
videotapes).

_

7, Increased opportunities for inter-departmental
communication.

_

8. Equal credit for lab teaching and lecture
teaching to create incentives for greater
innovation.

_

9, Opportunities to meet with full-time faculty,
at least once per semester, to establish a
uniform department course syllabus including
objectives.
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10. Opportunities to participate in the selection
of a uniform text for each course.
11. A formal orientation session is provided each
semester.
12. Opportunity to have experienced faculty audit
first few classes and make recommendations to
improve teaching effectiveness.
13. Adequate secretarial support to allow for
preparation and use of the most current and
relevant materials.
14. Opportunity to attend evening or weekend
departmental meetings.
15. Opportunity to attend inservice workshops
(evenings or weekends) pertaining to education/
educational developments.
16. Opportunity to attend inservice workshops
(evenings or weekends) pertaining to specific
disciplines.
17. Opportunity to receive computer instruction and
computer time for ongoing class and/or research
projects.
18. Opportunity to audit classes of "master
teachers".
19. Opportunity to meet and work with peers in the
department at least once a semester.
20. Opportunity to work with an experienced full¬
time "mentor" during first two semesters of
teaching.
21. Monetary awards to cover cost of one or two
Boston-area conferences or seminars each year
to keep current with developments in one's
field.
22. Funds to provide for a subscription to a major
periodical in staff member's field.
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- 23. Additional pay for two more office hours per
week.
- 24. Inservice workshop dealing with "how to teach";
student learning styles, etc.
- 25. Provide for part-time faculty in each
discipline to be available to students on a
rotating basis or in groups two or three times
a semester.
- 26. A part-time salary commensurate with full-time
salary schedule, to recognize and encourage
professionalism.
_ 27. Provide voting member division status to all
part-time faculty to encourage greater
interaction.
_ 28. Opportunity to receive all staff memos, etc. as
recognized members of their division.
_ 29. Opportunity to learn about and use computers in
their classroom, regardless of discipline.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and circle the number of the five most important needs.

Thank you.
Return to:

J. Souther
South 238
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 6A
Imagine that you are a full-time faculty member at a
community college that is providing fully for the staff
development needs of the £art-time faculty.
The staff
development opportunities available to the Dart-timp
lagulty have been successful as they have fulfilled all of
their needs.
Please read each item in the following list,
if the item
IS something that yjau think fulfills oart-timp faculty
needs for staff development, place a checkmark (>/) in the
space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and
ths HUBlbsC of the five most important needs.
-

1. Provided with a systematized liaison with full¬
time staff.

-

2. Assigned a full-time faculty sponsor
for the duties).

_

3. Provided with an evaluation each semester and a
review of performance objectives.

_

4. Attends ongoing small-group workshops (of
part-time faculty and full-time faculty sponsors)
to discuss:
a) pedagogical methods
b) resources available at CCCC (learning
lab, library, career planning)
c) student problems
d) curriculum development

_

5. Provided with funds to attend professional/
educational meetings and conferences.

_

6. Required to conduct at least one office hour.

_

7. Encouraged to attend division and faculty
meetings and activities.

_

8. Encouraged to become involved in college
committee work.

(who is paid
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9. Provided with salary incentives to become more
fully involved with committees, student
advisement, etc.
10. A formal orientation meeting each semester re
available college facilities/resources, policies,
organization of college, who's who?, etc.
11. Provided with a faculty manual and college
catalog.
12. Provided with opportunity to meet with full-time
faculty in order to coordinate standards, goals,
etc.
13. Provided with opportunity to meet with
representatives of faculty union.
14. Provided with a program orientation (how their
course fits into whole; overview of goals,
objectives, activities).
15. Inservice workshop to learn about community
college students — their problems and potential.
16. Inservice workshop regarding the teaching methods
that are proven to be effective in this
institution, how to organize a class, how to
organize lectures, films, guest lectures, field
trips, etc.
17. Paid office hours to meet with students and other
faculty to better understand and meet students'
needs.
18. End-of-semester orientation session to provide
feedback to division/department chairperson on
their performance, problems, etc.
19. Participate in same evaluation process by
division chairperson as is done with full-time
faculty.
20. They are voting members of all department/
divisional meetings.
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21. They assist in curriculum development, including
assignments to appropriate committees.
22. They participate in course assignments and
scheduling.
23.

$300 per year provided for professional dues,
conferences, seminars, etc.

24. Provided with opportunity to make presentations
to the entire college (recitals, publishing
events, lectures, etc.).
25. Opportunity to be fully aware of available
facilities: library, health and fitness, pianos,
etc.
26. Opportunity to participate in the development of
innovative curricula.
27. Orientation to philosophy, purposes, objectives
and curriculum of program, department/division
and college.
28. Participates in program, department/division and
college meetings.
29. Receive additional compensation or reduced
contact hours in order to attend program,
department/ division and college meetings.

After completing the above, please go back over the
and circle the number of the liyfi most important needs.
Thank you.

Return to:

J. Souther
South 238

k.
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 7A
a.Division Chairperson at a community
providing fully for the staff development^
The Staff development
Sss?i^"Is
to the
Lve been
successful as ?hei'h^'"
they have fulfilled
all of l^ItY
their needs.
Please read each item in the following list,
if the item
IS something that ypp think fulfills oart-tijn^^
needs for staff development, place a f^ckmark (✓) in the
space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and giggle iJi£ aumber of the five most important needs.
-

1. Workshops to keep part-timers abreast of changes
in college/division policies and procedures.

-

2. Curriculum development consultation (refining
objectives, planning learning activities).

-

3. Professional consultation regarding teaching
methodologies.

-

4. Professional consultation regarding evaluation of
student performance.

_

5. Yearly stipend for a clinical conference to
update clinical skills.

_

6. Funds awarded for graduate study.

_

7, Funds to attend local activities of a
professional nature (teacher conferences,
professional organization meetings and
conferences, etc.).

_

8. Opportunity to learn about technological advances
by direct observation and hands-on activity.

_

9, Opportunity to take courses in new areas to widen
personal growth.

_ 10. Opportunity to meet frequently and share with
faculty in the same or related disciplines.
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- 11. Orientation to the college/division in regard to
profil4s^^etc^^^^^' mission, objectives, student
- 12. Opportunity to attend seminars/workshops to learn
about/discuss educational mission, community
college demographics and mission.
- 13. Access to information in regard to available
opportunities for growth and promotion.
- 14. Financial support for workshop/conference
attendance ($250 per semester).
- 15. Workshops to become more aware of learning theory
and learning styles of students, the range of
possible teaching styles and how to correlate the
two.
- 16. Workshops and training sessions on developing
a) new teaching styles,
b) supplemental course materials,
c) effective testing instruments,
d) effective instruction given all the
parameters.
_ 17. In-service training in teaching techniques.
_ 18. Access to adequate library facilities.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and circle
number of the five most important needs.

Thank you.
Return to:

J. Souther
South 238
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 8A
community^college^that
President at a
developmLt neels of the
^he staf?
development opportunities^vLllht
iaculix have been succelfful ai ti! k '"’®
their needs.
successful as they have fulfilled all of
Please read each item in the followinq list
is soinething that you think •Fhi-Fiiio
j. j.*

tp

n,
the item
the

.

1

.

2

Opportunity for travel monies to attend meetinqs
reSfrd®r®"i
discipline and^r®?;
regard to education in general.
Tuition grants for advanced education.

3.
new°facilty?'^^'^^‘^“^^^^®‘^ orientation program for
4.

A tie-in and support of Library-Learning resource
Center materials to faculty staff development
Xlv»C«wlw •

Technical journals
Educational journals
Video tapes, recordings and films
5.

.

A formal orientation workshop each semester for
all part-time faculty.

6

Monies to purchase equipment for individual use.

7«

Provisions for more time to be spent with
Divisions (attend program and division meetinqs,
etc.)

8,

Opportunities, formal as well as informal, to
confer with more experienced faculty (both part
and full timers) on such subjects as teaching
methods, content and goals of courses, general
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understanding and how individual courses fit
into most students' programs, etc,
9.

Opportunity to participate in a formal faculty
mentor system to assist in orientation to the
college.

10. Funds to purchase applicable materials to foster
improved educational experiences for students.
11. Opportunity to participate in local on—campus
forums, discussions and workshops dealing with
the improvement of teaching.
12. Travel funds to conferences and workshops when
directly related to long-term planning or
development efforts that are focused on
department-wide objectives.
13. Inservice training seminar each semester covering
items such as:
a)
college policies and procedures
b)
student demographics
c)
institutional goals and objective
(short-run and long-run)
d)
curriculum
e)
course outlines.
14. Opportunity for evening or weekend meetings with
immediate superior to discuss matters/problems
encountered in class,
15. Leave to the part-time faculty the task of
meeting their staff or educational development
needs.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and circle the number of the five most important needs.

Thank you.

Return to:

J. Souther
South 238
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT lOA
Chairperson at a community
needl^ ^he
development
needs.
The staff development opportunities available to
needs^"^^
successful as they have fulfilled all of your
Please read each item in the following list,
if the item
IS something that yau think fulfills your needs for staff
development, place a checkmark (^/) in the space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and alrgle
Dumber of the five most important needs.
- 1.

Regular on-campus meetings of Division
Chairpersons to discuss academic topics (as
opposed to administrative topics).

2. Opportunity to be exposed to new technology:
computer assisted instruction, TV and radio
courses, etc.
3, Sabbaticals provided every seven years to renew
and revitalize.
4, Periodic meetings of Division Chairpersons from
other colleges to relate to each other's concerns
regarding statewide programs and policies
(transfer agreements, developmental education,
etc.)
5.

Opportunity to attend professional conferences in
one's own field.

6.

Opportunity to attend Management Development
Conferences (budgeting, leadership, personnel
relations, personnel evaluations, etc.).

7.

Opportunity to publish views and observations
within one's area of expertise.

8.

Travel and exchange opportunities with other
educational institutions here and abroad.
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9. Opportunity to attend workshops regarding
motivational strategies for faculty.
10. Professional consultation regarding an in-depth
study of teaching methodologies for heterogeneous
students.
^
11. Workshops regarding evaluation:
of concepts, and
of faculty, of students, of programs.
12. Workshops regarding needs assessment techniques
and the collection of valid statistical data.
13. workshops in grant writing.
14. Workshops regarding the utilization of computer
resources for people who are afraid or
indifferent to computers.
15. Opportunity to form and participate in, a
statewide Division Chairperson council.
16. In-house workshops regarding contract
implementation problems, grievance, etc,
17. Opportunity to participate in formulating and
carrying out realistic planning guidelines.
18. Receipt of administrative support for creative
projects.
19. Faculty support for re-organization when
necessary.
20. Necessary budget support to achieve assigned
objectives.
21. Opportunity for low cost graduate study.
22. Schedule flexibility to attend graduate courses.
23. Opportunity to meet with other Division
Chairpersons to discuss similarity of problems
and solution possibilities.
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24. Opportunity to attend seminars/workshops to learn
about/discuss educational missionf cominunity
college demographics and mission.
25. Opportunity to learn more about faculty
workstyles and their workplace needs combined
with leadership development for academic
departments.
26. Workshops with other administrators on campus to
be able to more fully understand their work and
the way they fit into the various structures; i.e.
state, budget, educational mission, etc.
More
fully understand "the big picture".
27. Access to information in regard to available
opportunities for growth and promotion.
28. Periodic mini-sabbaticals to attend conferences
for professional and personal growth.
29. Opportunity to attend national/international
professional conferences.
30. Periodic meetings with other Divisions to share
with each other the latest/best research, etc. in
our disciplines.
31. Workshops/seminars in the practical use of
computers in my job.
32. A series of workshops within the college, with
administration, to provide and receive
input/creative thought in regard to the future
directions of the College.
33. Opportunity to work with faculty on research
and/or curriculum development.
34. Receipt of money and time to attend graduate
school to study educational administration.
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35. Training on how to evaluate faculty, write
grants, design curriculum, lead individuals and
groups, etc.

After completing the above, please go back over the list
and ciccle
number of the five most important needs.

Thank you.
Return to:

J. Souther
South 238

35
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT llA

the staff development needs^of
™ H

nf

fully for

f^deyelopment opportunltles°tvaflIbi?glTour”'^'

?iIJined aJror^heir^nleds!®"

they have

Please read each item in the followinq list

Tf

?;Lrt^"'®e‘'n• ^^
ghe spaL^ovidgd?^^^

^4-

fulfills the st^ff Lvelopmint
Place a checkmark (V) in

After completing the above, please go back over the list
the number of the five most important needs.
1. Attend personnel management workshops
(leadership, motivation, evaluation,
interpersonal communication, etc.)
2. Attend workshops in budget preparation.
3. Receive training in interpersonal relations.
4. Receive training in fairly compiling and
distributing division funds.
5. Receive training in developing more democratic
leadership styles.
6. Provided release time and funding to maintain
contacts with comparable chairpersons at similar
institutions (through regular meetings, an
association, etc.).
7. Provided with workshops explaining both
administrative and teaching computer applications.
8. Provided with freedom and authority to handle
problems in their own way.
9. Provided with teaching opportunities, remaining a
part of the faculty and a colleague in the
faculty peer group (not a bureaucrat isolated
from faculty).
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10. Provided with regular sabbaticals (every 7th
year) .
^
11. Training in how to aid faculty in instructional
methods.
12. Opportunities to advance their knowledge of all
the disciplines in their divisions.
13. Opportunities to participate in Management and
Organizational Behavior courses.
14.

$500 per year provided for professional
development needs.

15. Prepares and/or presents inservice programs for
faculty regarding:
testing-grading
computer usage
evaluation
16. Receive autonomy from higher administrators to
operate their divisions in a manner that promotes
high morale in the Division Chairpersons which is
then passed on to faculty and students,
17. Freedom from bureaucratic red tape (forms, etc.)
that restrict Division Chairpersons' flexibility
in determining and meeting the needs of faculty
and students.
18. Provided with adequate funds for materials,
books, resource people, etc. to provide for
continuing training and in-service workshops.
19. Opportunity to attend problem-solving seminar or
course.
20. Opportunity to participate in a course in the
humanities dealing with contemporary concepts and
events.
21. They participate in a course outside their field
of expertise, but within their own divisions
course offerings, at least once a year.
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Funds provided to purchase periodicals and books
for Division use.

23. Annually, for one-week, observe management
practices at a single company in the urban area.
24. Attend, every three years, a week-long seminar
sponsored by the American Management Association.
25. Conduct monthly interviews, or other frequent
meetings, with area organizations regarding their
needs (for training employees, etc.) and our
resources.
26. Tap community resources in order to bring real
life experience to the students in the classroom
and to insure that programs meet community needs,
27. Meet, at least bi—weekly, with professors in
their division (know if happy or bored, make
attempts to stimulate and challenge them, etc.)
28. Provided with release time to work outside the
college to gain actual experience in their field.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and circle the number of the five most important needs.

Thank you.
Return to:

J. Souther
South 238
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 12A
Imagine that you are a Director, Dean or President at a
community college that is providing fully for the staff
development needs of the Division Chairpersons.
The staff
development opportunities available to your Division
Chairpersons have been successful as they have fulfilled
all of their needs.
Please read each item in the following list.
If the item
is something that you think fulfills the staff development
needs of Division Chairpersons, place a checkmark {\/) in
the space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and circle the number of the five most important needs.
_

1. Opportunity for travel monies to attend meetings,
conferences, etc. within own discipline and/or in
regard to education in general.

_

2. Adequate, properly funded sabbatical leaves. One
after seven-eight years directed toward
professional development of benefit to the
college.
Second, non-directive type after 15
years with emphasis on personal renewal.

_

3, Tuition grants for advanced education.

_

4. Division Chairperson/faculty exchange within the
U.S. and internationally.

_

5. Opportunity for committee work to train Division
Chairperson in educational problem-solving.

_

6. Grants for mini-sabbatical activities during
summer months.

_

7,

Monies for on-going, on-campus seminars.

_

9,

A formal, individualized orientation program for
new Division Chairperson.

9. Monies to purchase equipment for individual use.
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10. A tie-in and support of Library-Learning Resource
Center materials to faculty/Division Chairperson
staff development needs:
Technical journals
Educational journals
Video tapes, recordings and films
11. Workshops and conferences in educational
management (leadership, budgeting, evaluations,
union relations, grievance structure, etc.).
12. Orientation workshop to hardware and software
available on campus (from bulletin typewriters to
enlarging and/or reducing copiers to computers).
13. Workshop on the "Administrative Student
Information Data Base" used at the College.
14. Opportunities to meet with, and attend
conferences and presentations by other colleges'
personnel with similar responsibilities,
especially as related to system-wide matters.
15. Opportunity to sit in on, and participate in.
Executive Council meetings and in all important
college decisions.
16. Annual Division Chairperson meeting off-campus
with an agenda which includes brainstorming,
educational philosophy, and problem-solving as
well as specific college needs.
17. Monthly meetings with Academic Dean and President
which are open sessions/discussions with give and
take.
Any topic fair game, no rank.
18. Leadership training seminars off-campus.
19. Forums or workshops dealing with trends in higher
education, how to spot them, and how to respond
at local level.
20. Time management and people management seminars.
21. Release time to work in another area of
discipline, or in administration areas, to gain
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greater understanding of demands and needs of
those areas.
22. Opportunity to meet regularly with peers from
other campuses to explore common
problems/solutions.
23. Bring in consultants or experts to work with
Division Chairpersons in the development of
Grant-writing skills.
24. Workshops covering legal responsibilities of
administrators.
25. Workshops pertaining to communication and group
interaction skills.
26. Time management and stress management workshops.
27. Faculty/Division Chairperson workshop prior to
the start of each semester covering the following:
a) student demographics
b) student needs assessments
c) matching of needs with institutional
expectations
d) faculty/Division Chairperson backgrounds
and special preparations in relation to
needs, expectations and institutional goals
e) development of a comprehensive and cohesive
plan of action
f) identification of staff development needs
28. Release time for publication efforts.
29. Financial support, based on merit, for a one
month project, after the academic year, for
Division Chairperson to research a related topic
important to their teaching.
30. Financial support, based on merit for a longer
than one month project for Division Chairperson
to research a related topic important to their
teaching.
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of the lj.Yg most important needs.

Thank you.
Return to:

J. Souther
South 238
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43

STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 13A
Imagine that you are a member of the Drofp«?«?innai
(librarian, counsellor, health profession!f
oomn.unity college that'is provid^nffuurfor ^ iLh
development oppo^?!}^i?ies
fulfillel a?l^of ySur
Please read each item in the following list,
if the item
IS something that yau think fulfills yaiir needs for st!ff
development, place a checkmark (>/)
space provid!!

irthe

After completing the above, please go back over the list
number of the five most important needs.
1. Attend one or two meetings per year with
counterparts from other community colleges to
share and to discuss similarity of problems and
solution possibilities.
2. Inservice meetings with entire staff of like
professionals to discuss our work.
3. Funds and release time to attend local and
national professional conferences ($500 each
year).
4. Encouragement and release time to take a
leadership role in professional associations.
5. Release time and tuition waiver/reimbursement to
attend graduate courses.
6.

Travel monies to attend continuing education
meetings.

7. A ten-month contract (versus current twelve) to
allow time for research and/or writing.
8.

A committee to establish priorities for
professional development requests.

9. Regular sabbatical leaves, not to be unreasonably
denied, i.e. granted every seven years.
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"""

developing

11. Release time to develop innovative workshoos fnr
peers, students, faculty, and admL^rl^orl
12. Reimbursement for personal subscriptions to
professional journals (one per individual).

13. Funding of memberships in professional
organizations (one per individual).
14. Two weeks to a month per year for travel to
workshops, conferences and higher educational
institution visits.
15. Exchanges with other professional staff for
short
periods of time (local, national and
international).
16. Inservice workshops in grant writing,
institutional development, management skills
development, etc.
17. Access to a teleconference system and program.
18. Funds for personal equipment purchases for use in
increasing efficiency or developing creativity.
19. Significant local budget for staff development.
20. Opportunities to provide information and
leadership on campus through presenting
workshops, inservice training, etc. with adequate
budget and support to achieve goals.
21. Reimbursement for personal purchases of reference
materials and texts.
22. Release time to participate in practical work
situations to gain greater experience outside
academia.
23. Sabbatical leaves every five years.
24. Budgeted funds applicable to each specific staff
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area (rather than shared on a first—come
first-served basis).
- 25, Sabbatical leaves, automatically, every six
years.
^^®^Pl®ting the above, please go back over the list
and girgle ths. number of the five most important needs.

Thank you.
Return to:

J. Souther
South 238

45
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 14A
Imagine that you are a full-time or part-time facultv
the
Je a
college that is providing fuUy for
the staff development needs of the Professf one? ci-efe *
(librarian, counsellor, A/v staff m^berf healih
”
fvanabir?o'thrpkfess?eL"?'Lfiri°P"^"t opportunities
they have fulfillfd
of thei^nleds!^
successful as

flf

Please read each item in the following list,
if the item
IS something that yfiu think fulfills the staff develooment
gtofgssionsil Staff (librarian, counsellor, A/V
Place ^che^mark
vV7 in the space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
the n\mln(-r of the five most important needs.
1. Receive funding to attend a minimum of two
out-of-state conferences per year.
2. Monetary incentives are provided through
promotions, etc. to pursue further development,
3. Release time, or a flexible schedule, is provided
in order to obtain an advanced degree.
4. Funds are provided to subsidize the purchase of
materials related to their field (magazine
subscriptions, books).
5. A genuinely open and supportive administration
works with the professional staff to fully
utilize the resources obtained from an on-going
staff development effort.
6. Attend short courses/workshops in current
developments in their respective fields.
7. Receive funding for membership in, and attendance
at meetings of, professional associations.
8. They meet regularly (at least once a semester)
with other community college staff in their
respective fields.
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9. Provided funds to rent film/video tapes related
to current developments in their respective
fields.
10. Opportunity to make individual visits to other
campuses to discuss specific current developments.
11. Opportunity to teach academic courses (member of
team, invited guest lecturer, etc.).
12. Monthly integrative discussions take placeinf ormally-among professional staff, faculty,
students, and administrators centering on a
current theme (Black History Month, Higher
Education Reports, etc.).
Share views, recommend
unifying actions.
Results are broadcast
campus-wide and continuous efforts are made to
broaden participation,
13. Opportunity to continuously present their
resources in highly visible ways ("road shows",
forums, posters, closed-circuit TV, etc.),
14. Budgeting process for their areas includes
integration with, and direct interfacing with,
teaching/learning processes (versus within own
area and solely as a support service).
15. Administration actively encourages, supports and
rewards ideas, projects and tasks that lead
toward the integration of support services into
the teaching/learning process.
16. Opportunity for short-term (1 month)
staff-exchanges with other community colleges
and/or other like agencies.
17. Receive automatic sabbatical leaves every
five—seven years to further studies or conduct
research into current trends.
18. Expert clerical support is provided to lighten
workload and to allow more time for professional
development.

L
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- 19, Allowed and expected to provide a prioritized
list of their perceived needs in three areas (see
below) and guaranteed that their top priorities
will be met:
a) Material needs: supplies, equipment, etc.
b) Growth needs: study, conferences, work¬
shops
c) Service sponsorship needs: ability to
sponsor programs and activities for the
College and community,
- 20. Receive funds and release time to attend relevant
workshops and meetings.
_ 21, Forums conducted with faculty and administrators
to develop awareness of professional staff goals
and enlist interdisciplinary support of projects,
_ 22. Receive funding for advanced degree courses.
_ 23. Library staff conduct periodic meeting with
faculty to become knowledgeable of their needs in
specific fields and thus more aware of potential
additions to the Library/Learning Resource Center.
_ 24. A/V personnel conduct periodic meetings with
faculty to make them aware of what is available
in A/V hardware and software.
_ 25. Opportunity for regular meetings with peers at
own college to discuss current problems, possible
solutions.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and circle the number of the five most important needs.

Thank you.
Return to:

J. Souther
South 238

i
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 15A

lllliot
college

that
Chairperson at a community
that is providing fully for the staff development

Strlff (librarian, counselor, A/V
staff member, health professional, etc.).
The staff
development opportunities available to the Profess.^^i on.i

been successful as they have fulfilled all of
their needs.
Please read each item in the following list,
if the item
IS something that yflu think fulfills the staff development
needs of the PrOfessignal Staff (librarian, counsellor, A/V
staff member, health professional, etc.), place a checkmark
(y) in the space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
filxgle the number of the five most important needs.
-

1. Opportunity for low cost graduate study.

-

2. Flexibility of work schedule to allow for
attending graduate courses.

_

3. Opportunity to meet with counterparts at other
community colleges to observe, share and discuss
similarity of problems and solution possibilities.

_

4. Opportunity to attend seminars/workshops to learn
about/discuss educational mission, community
college demographics and mission.

_

5. Opportunity for periodic staff/faculty
interaction.

_

6. Workshops with other administrators on campus to
be able to more fully understand their work and
the way they fit into the various structures; i.e.
state, budget, educational mission, etc.
More
fully understand "the big picture".

_

7. Access to information in regard to available
opportunities for growth and promotion.

_

8. Periodic mini-sabbaticals to attend conferences
for professional and personal growth.
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9. Workshops and training sessions to become
aware
of student/faculty needs in relation to ar ea of
professional staff responsibility and for
improvement of delivery of services.
10. Sabbaticals provided every seven years to renew
and revitalize.
11, Funding to attend relevant professional and
educational conferences/meetings ($500 per
individual per year).
12. Opportunity to meet periodically with each
division to better understand their
needs/interests, etc.
13. Opportunity to meet periodically with students to
better understand their needs/interests, etc.
14. Workshop/seminar in effective ways to deal with
people, their needs, demands, etc.
15. Release time to attend conferences and workshops
on a nationwide basis.
16. Access to adequate library facilities,
17. Course offerings made available locally for
self-improvement and technical proficiency in
applicable field of endeavor.
18. Access to adequate library facilities.
19. Sabbaticals for professional R and R,
20. Sabbatical leaves for creative project
development to enhance staff support of College's
mission.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and circle the number of the five most important needs.

Thank you.

Return to:

J. Souther
South 238
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 16A
Imagine that you are a Director, Dean or President at a
ommunity college that is providing fully for the staff
development needs of the Professional
statt
^
member, health professional, etc.)
The staff development opportunities available to the
iStriff have been successful as they have
fulfilled all of their needs.
^

Please read each item in the following list,
if the item
IS something that
think fulfills the staff development
K ®
fftriff (librarian, counsellor, A/V
health professional, etc.), place a checkmark
(y) in the space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
filggle the number of the five most important needs.
-

1. Opportunity for travel monies to attend meetings,
conferences, etc. within own discipline and/or in
regard to education in general.

-

2. Adequate, properly funded sabbatical leaves.
One
after seven-eight years directed toward
professional development of benefit to the
college.
Second, non-directive type after
fifteen years with emphasis on personal renewal.

_

3. Tuition grants for advanced education.

_

4. Professional staff exchange within the U.S. and
internationally.

_

5. Opportunity for committee work to train
professional staff member in educational
problem-solving.

_

6. Grants for mini-sabbatical activities during
summer months.

_

7. Monies for on-going, on-campus seminars.

_

8. A formal, individualized orientation program for
new professional staff members.
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9. Monies to purchase equipment for individual use.
10. A tie-in and support of Library-Learning Resource
Center materials to professional staff members'
development needs:
Technical journals
Educational journals
Video tapes, recordings and films
11. Orientation to computer equipment and software
available on campus.
12. A computer literacy course for professional staff
members with minimal knowledge of computers.
13. Sabbatical every seven years; and the seven years
should be available at intervals within the seven
years,
14. An overnight development trip, at least once a
year, where they can meet their peers and conduct
a structured, organized group meeting.
15. Release time for advanced study,
16. Funds to pay for memberships in state or national
professional organizations,
17. Funds to pay for personal subscriptions to
professional journals.
18. Attendance at regularly scheduled meetings, with
formal agenda, with other professional staff
members at the College.
19. Encouragement is received from top leadership.
20. Release time to participate in on-campus speaker
programs/forurns.
21. Opportunity to sit in on, and participate in.
Executive Council meetings and in all important
college decisions.
22. Professional staff members workshop prior to the
start of each semester covering the following:
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a) student demographics
b) student needs assessment
c) matching of needs with institutional
expectations
d) professional staff members backgrounds
and special preparations in relation to
needs, expectations and institutional
goals
e) development of a comprehensive and co¬
hesive plan of action
f) identification of staff development needs
- 23. Workshop covering legal responsibilities of
professional staff members.
- 24. June workshops for professional staff covering
topics recommended by staff members.
- 25. Monthly sessions of one or two hours in length,
with superior, for updating skills, assessment of
goals for the year, etc.
_ 26. Workshops in Time Management and Stress
Management.
_ 27. Annual meeting held with faculty on
communications, dealing with student problems,
climate for learning, etc.
_ 28. Financial support to keep up with new information
in their respective fields and exchange ideas and
schemes, etc.
_ 29. Financial support, based on merit, for a one
month project, after the academic year, for
professional staff to research a related topic
important to their job.
_ 30. Financial support, based on merit for a longer
than one month project for professional staff to
research a related topic important to their job.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and circle the number of the five most important needs.
Thank you.
Return to:
J. Souther
South 238
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Full-time Faculty

FROM:

Jean L. Souther

SUBJECT:

Staff Development Needs
Doctoral Research Project

DATE:

March 28, 1985

As per my December 12, 1984 memo to you, I am again requesting your
cooperation in my doctoral research project.
You are a member of my "definer group" considering the staff develop¬
ment needs of:
NSI
NSI
NSI
NSI

#1A
#6A
#11A
#14A

Full-time Faculty
Part-time Faculty
Division Chairpersons
Professional Staff (librarian,
counsellor, A/V staff member,
health professional, etc.)

The above survey instruments were developed through interviews with
representative samples of the definer populations. Many of you al¬
ready assisted me in this initial or "Round One" phase of my research
and I thank you.
"Round Two" of my research calls for the entire population of this
definer group to participate.
I will be forwarding the above survey
instruments to each of you over the next few weeks. I plan to forward
no more than two at a time spaced a week apart. Only this first group
will have a cover memo.
You might want to hold on to this memo until
you have received all the instruments.
I would appreciate it very much if you would give the attached (and
the remaining survey instruments to be forwarded over the next few
weeks) your prompt, careful and considered attention. I am asking
that you review these lists and check off as many items as you think
fulfill the staff development needs being addressed, and then go back
over the lists and circle the five items that you think are the most
important needs.
If you have any questions or comments please do not
hesitate to contact me (X351).
Please return each of these survey
instruments as soon as possible after you receive them (to Jean
Souther - South 238).
Thank you for your cooperation.
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Division Chairpersons

FROM:

Jean L. Souther

SUBJECT:

Staff Development Needs
Doctoral Research Project

DATE:

March 28,

1985

You are a member of my "definer group" considering the staff develop¬
ment needs of:
NSI
NSI
NSI
NSI

#2
#7
#10
#15

Full-time Faculty
Part-time Faculty
Division Chairpersons
Professional Staff (librarian,
counsellor, A/V staff member,
health professional, etc.)

The above survey instruments were developed through the "Round One"
interviews that I conducted with each of you earlier in the semester.
I have developed significant lists of staff development needs as a
result of your efforts.
Thank you.
"Round Two" of my research calls for the entire population of this
definer group to participate.
I will be forwarding the above survey
instruments to each of you over the next few weeks.
I plan to for¬
ward no more than two at a time spaced a week apart.
Only this first
group will have a cover memo.
You might want to hold on to this memo
until you have received all the instruments.
I would appreciate it very much if you would give the attached (and
the remaining survey instruments to be forwarded over the next few
weeks) your prompt, careful and considered attention.
I am asking
that you review these lists and check off as many items as you think
fulfill the staff development needs being addressed, and then go back
over the lists and circle the five items that
think are the most
important needs.
If you have any questions or comments please do not
hesitate to contact me (X351).
Please return each of these survey instruments as soon as possible
after you receive them (to Jean Souther - South 238).
Thank you for
your cooperation.
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Deans, Directors and President

FROM:

Jean L. Souther

SUBJECT;

Staff Development Needs
Doctoral Research Project

DATE:

March 28,

1985

You are a member of my ”definer group” considering the staff
development needs of;
NSI
NSI
NSI
NSI

#3A
if8A
#12A
#16A

Full-time Faculty
Part-time Faculty
Division Chairpersons
Professional Staff (librarian,
counsellor, A/V staff member,
health professional, etc.)

The above survey instruments were developed through the "Round One"
interviews that I conducted with each of you earlier in the semester.
I have developed significant lists of staff development needs as a
result of your efforts.
Thank you.
"Round Two" of my research calls for the entire population of this
definer group to participate.
I will be forwarding the above survey
instruments to each of you over the next few weeks.
I plan to forward
no more than two at a time spaced a week apart.
Only this first group
will have a cover memo.
You might want to hold on to this memo until
you have received all the instruments.
I would appreciate it very much if you would give the attached (and
the remaining survey instruments to be forwarded over the next few
weeks) your prompt, careful and considered attention.
I am asking
that you review these lists and check off as many items as vou think
fulfill the staff development needs being addressed, and then go back
over the lists and circle the five items that vou think are the most
important needs.
If you have any questions or comments please do not
hesitate to contact me (X351).
Please return each of these survey instruments as soon as possible
after you receive them (to Jean Souther - South 238).
Thank you for
your cooperation.
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IffiMQRANDUM

TO:

Part-time Faculty

FROM:

Jean L. Souther

SUBJECT:

Staff Development Needs
Doctoral Research Project

DATE:

March 28,

1985

As per my December 12, 1984 memo to you, I am again requesting your co¬
operation in my doctoral research project.
You are a member of my "definer group" considering the staff develop¬
ment needs of:
NSI #5A
NSI #11A
NSI #14A

Part-time Faculty
Division Chairpersons
Professional Staff (librarian,
counsellor, A/V staff member,
health professional, etc.)

The above survey instruments were developed through interviews with
representative samples of the definer populations.
Many of you al¬
ready assisted me in this initial or "Round One" phase of my research
and I thank you.
"Round Two" of my research calls for the entire population of this
definer group to participate.
I will be forwarding the above survey
instruments to each of you over the next few weeks.
I plan to forward
no more than two at a time spaced a week apart.
Only this first group
will have a cover memo.
You might want to hold on to this memo until
you have received all the instruments.
I would appreciate it very much if you would give the attached (and
the remaining survey instruments to be forwarded over the next few
weeks) your prompt, careful and considered attention.
I am asking
that you review these lists and check off as many items as you think
fulfill the staff development needs being addressed, and then go back
over the lists and circle the five items that vou think are the most
important needs.
If you have any questions or comments please do not
hesitate to contact me (X351).
Please return each of these survey instruments as soon as possible
after you receive them (to Jean Souther - South 238).
Thank you for
your cooperation.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Professional Staff

FROM;

Jean L. Souther

SUBJECT;

Staff Development Needs
Doctoral Research Project

DATE;

March 28,

1985

You are a member of my "definer group" considering the staff develop¬
ment needs of;
NSI #13A

Professional Staff

The enclosed survey instruments were developed through the "Round One"
interviews that I conducted with each of you during the Fall 1984
semester.
I have developed a significant list of staff development
needs as a result of your efforts.
Thank you.
"Round Two" of my research also calls for the entire population of
this definer group to participate.
I would appreciate it very much if you would give the enclosed survey
Instrument your prompt, careful and considered attention.
I am asking
that you review this list and check off as many items as you think
fulfill your staff development needs, and then go back over the list
and circle the five items that vou think are the most important needs.
If you have any questions or comments please do not hesitate to con¬
tact me (X351).
Please return each of these survey instruments as soon as possible (to
Jean Souther - South 238).
Thank you for your cooperation.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Students

FROM:

Jean L. Souther

SUBJECT:

Staff Development Needs
Doctoral Research Project

DATE:

March 28, 1985

I am a professor at-Community College and a candidate for a
doctoral degree at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, The
subject of my thesis is "The Need for Staff Development at a Selected
Massachusetts’ Community College." As part of my research, I plan to
sample student opinions as to the professional development needs of
our faculty.
The enclosed survey instrument (#4A) was developed through interviews
that I conducted with a small random sample of the student population.
At this time, my research calls for me to survey a larger random sam¬
ple of the student population. You are a member of this larger random
sample.
I would appreciate it very much if you would give the enclosed survey
instrument your prompt, careful and considered attention. I am asking
that you review this list and check off as many items as vou think
fulfill the staff development needs of the professors at Cape Cod Com¬
munity College, and then go back over the lists and circle the five
items that you think are the most important needs. If you have any
questions or comments please do not hesitate to contact me (South 238
is my office; my telephone number is 362-2131 X351).
Please return this survey instriunent as soon as possible. Place it
under my office door (South 238), give it to the Business Division
Secretary on the second floor of the South Building, or ask one of
your professors to forward it to me through the campus mail. Thank
you for your cooperation.
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MEMORANDUM

TO I

Fellow Faculty Members

FROM:

Jean Souther

SUBJECT:

Student Participation in Doctoral Research Project

DATE:

April 2, 1985

It*s me, again.

Asking for your help again!

Students are also participating in my doctoral research project. In
the first interviewing stage, I contacted 30 students selected at ran¬
dom.
I tried contacting them both through mailings to their local
addresses and through their classes. The response was overwhelmingly
greater through classroom contact. Therefore, for the "second round",
I am contacting 300 randomly selected students through their classes.
I can only do this with your support.
Please give the attached to the students in your classes. If a
student is not in your class, pass the envelope on to the next faculty
member listed in the upper right hand corner or return it to me.
Thank you for your continued cooperation and support.
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Results:
STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT lA
Imagine that you are a
faculty member at a
community college that is providing fully for vour shaff
development needs.
The staff development oppo^tiJ^itLs
available to you have been successful as they have
fulfilled all of your needs.

Please read each item in the following list.
if the item
IS something that yan think fulfills vour needs for staff
evelopmentf place a checkmark (>/) in the space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and cirgle JJifi number of the five most important needs.
$800 per year to attend state-of-the-art courses
and conferences in applicable discipline.
46

IDl.

2. Participate in an industry/faculty exchange
program on a semester basis.
3.

$500 per year to sponsor memberships in
professional organizations, and attend
organization meetings and conferences.

4. Funds, received annually, to pay for one
professional organization membership per faculty
member.
131

162

95

llJi

(s) $500 in "Educational Needs" monies (per year, per
faculty member) to spend as called for in current
contract.

(7)

Release time for study for advanced degree and
other development activities.

7. Tuition reimbursement for study for advanced
degree.
Attendance at related industry seminars/
conferences to stay current in field.
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- 55

9. Funds for Department or
personal subscriptions to
Mil
aournal or
applicable to dept.).

such periodicals

(as

- 66

10. Formal,

- 76

11.

21.1

@

-1.3

13.

-72

14. Encouragement for cross-disciplinary training.

- 53

15. Automatic sabbaticals every six years.

12.1

@

75

individualized,
new faculty.

orientation sessions for

Opportunities for interdisciplinary teaching.
Automatic sabbaticals every seven years.
Increased opportunities to meet with
administration to encourage innovation,
creativity, etc.

Funding and release time for travel to several
workshops per year.

17. Opportunities to visit other two-year colleges to
observe how applicable subjects are taught,
to visit their Learning Labs.

139

@ Opportunities to purchase greater amounts of
educational support material
without red tape.

80

and

(Audio-visual,

etc.)

19. Recognition of professional competency, at a
level above Division Chairperson, through special
step raises or other financial incentives.

54

20. Release time of up to four days during a semester
to attend conferences in latest technology,
teaching methods, etc.

36

21. Able to take a sabbatical every five to seven
years.

.

68

22

58

23. Release time to conduct research.

One department in-service day a year when
department members could decide on a day-long
project, speaker, etc.
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24.
/

IL-

86

113

Additional peer group meetings for purpose of
personal support.

25.

Provide funds to acquire equipment pertaining to
state-of-the-art technology.

26.

Published guidelines are available advising
faculty on how to access funds for professional
development (grants, travel funds, lab fees,
etc.) .

27.

Incentives/rewards for keeping current in your
discipline.

@ One year sabbatical,
to nine years.

with full pay,

every seven

62

29.

Funding for three three-day to one-week
conferences/meetings each year.

81

30.

Release time for grant writing, new course pre¬
paration, innovative curriculum development, etc.

62

31.

Computer access to library acquisitions,
print, etc. by field of study.

37

32.

Computer statistical support system/personnel in
place at the college to assemble and run research
data.

99 .

33.

A simple travel advance "drav/ system" for
professional development expenditures (not a lot
of red tape).

55

34.

In-service training in cross-disciplinary areas,
as well as in teaching techniques.

32

35.

Direct phone tie-in to link our divisions/
departments to those of other community colleges
and the state university.

books in

113-- ®

Tuition-free courses for professional growth.

14Q- @

Credit for professional development in promotion
considerations.
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105

38. Secretarial support services for every four
faculty members (utilizing secretarial personnel
that can work with exams).

194

NOTE!

Obtains an adequate salary so he/she can take
care of his/her own professional development
needs.

The top ten ranked items are circled.
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Results
STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 2A
Imagine that you are a Division Chairperson at a community
college that is providing fully for the staff development^
needs of the full-time faculty.
The staff development
opportunities available to your full-time faculty have been
successful as they have fulfilled all of their needs
Please read each item in the following list,
if the item
IS something that
think fulfills full-timp faculty
needs for staff development, place a checkmark (y) in the
space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and uicglg iJti£ HUmbSiT of the five most important needs.
© Funding for each faculty member that would permit
travel to and attendance at a major conference/
convention each year in one's own discipline
($500 per faculty member).
■ ■26 - © Funding for attendance at state professional
organizational meetings and conferences.
3. Release time to attend conferences and workshops
on a nationwide basis.

2A

Frequent chances to discuss matters relevant to
one's own discipline with colleagues on- and
off-campus,

2A

Opportunities to become familiar with LAI
radio and other new technologies.

r

TV,

4

6.

Sabbaticals that are non-competitive and are
adequately funded — with feedback anticipated.

3

7.

Opportunity to participate in an active speaker's
bureau to give exposure to ideas and activities
of faculty.

15

8.

Opportunity for cross-campus faculty-exchange
relationships (regional, state and foreign).

14

9. A centralized library and clearing-house facility
for professional development.
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Management development workshops for Program
coordinators.

__5_ 11. Curriculum development consultation (refining
objectives,

planning learning activities).

Professional consultation regarding an in-depth
stuSnts

_S_ 13.

methodologies for heterogeneous

Professional consultation regarding evaluation of
stuaent performance.

_2_ 14. Stipend yearly for a clinical conference to
update clinical skills.

i4_ 15. Release time for innovative curriculum
development.

16. Sabbaticals for study/research to bring a fresh
outlook and spirit of learning to the classroom
in one's own discipline or in a completely new
area.
Regular sabbatical leaves, not to be unreasonably
denied, i.e. granted every seven years.
Opportunity for hands-on time and instruction in
computer technology (both administrative and
C.A.T.).

JJL 19.

In-house workshops for alternatives in teaching
methodologies.

1S_ 20. Opportunity for low-cost graduate study.

.

21

Flexibility of teaching schedule in order to
attend graduate courses.

22.

Opportunity to meet with faculty in sam.e
discipline, from other colleges, to share and to
discuss similarity of problems and solution
possibilities.
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14

23.

Opportunity to attend seminars/workshops to learn
about/discuss educational mission, and community
college demographics and mission.

5

24. Access to information in regard to available
opportunities for growth and promotion.

4

25.

■ 24 ■0

36

Periodic mini~sabbaticals to attend conferences
for professional and personal growth.
Workshops to become more aware of learning theory
and learning styles of students, the range of
possible teaching styles and how to correlate the
two.

•0 Workshops and training sessions on developing
a)
b)
c)
d)

16

0

new teaching styles.
supplemental course materials,
effective testing instruments,
effective instruction given all the
parameters.

A series of workshops within the college, with
administration, to provide and receive
input/creative thought in regard to the future
directions of the College.

_

29.

Opportunity to work with Division Chairpersons on
research and/or curriculum development.

i

30.

Opportunity to travel and observe other community
colleges.

31.

Opportunity to do a complete self-evaluation with
a plan of action for self-improvement.

i

32.

Receipt of money and release time to work on
graduate studies.

2

33.

Release time to restructure courses.

34.

Access to adequate library facilities.

LL-

notei

The top ten ranked items are circled.
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Results:
STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 3A
Imagine that you are a Director, Dean or President at a
community college that is providing fully for the staff
development needs of the liill-time faculty.
The staff
development opportunities available to your full-timp
faculty have been successful as they have fulfilled all of
their needs.
Please read each item in the following list.
If the item
IS something that
think fulfills full-timp faculty
needs for staff development, place a checkmark (v/) in the
space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and circle
number of the five most important needs.

M

Opportunity for travel monies to attend meetings,
conferences, etc. within own discipline and/or in
regard to education in general.

21

Adequate, properly-funded sabbatical leaves.
One
after seven-eight years directed toward
professional development of benefit to the
college.
Second, non-directive type after
fifteen years with emphasis on personal renewal.

15_

3.

Tuition grants for advanced education.

18

4.

Faculty exchange v;ithin the U.S.
internationally.

4

5.

Opportunity for committee work to train faculty
in educational problem-solving.

5

6.

Grants for mini-sabbatical activities during
summer months.

11

7.

Monies for on-going,

on-campus seminars.

A formal, individualized orientation program for
new faculty.

21
0

and

9,

Monies to purchase equipment for

individual use.
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^

.

10

_1_ 11.

_@

22

2Ii_

A tie-in and support of Library/Learning Resou
rce
Center materials to faculty staff development
needs:
Technical journals
Educational journals
Video tapes, recordings and films
Orientation to computer equipm.ent and software
available on campus.
A computer literacy course for faculty with
minimal knowledge of computers.

13. Orientation to policies and procedures of the
college.

24_

14. Opportunity to obtain thorough information about
the abilities and accomplishments of their
students.

1±_ 15. Financial support to keep up with new information
in their respective fields and exchange ideas and
schemes, etc.

__4_ 16. Opportunity to obtain guest lecturers to
supplement curriculum.

12_ 17. Release time (short term)

to accomplish research.

12^ 18. Simplified sabbatical procedures (if not
automatic,

close to it).

11_ 19. Opportunity to purchase and work with state-ofthe-art materials in all academic areas
(business, arts, sciences).

18

20. Annual or bi-annual orientation sessions
regarding changes in programs of study,
composition of student body, etc.

_a_ 21. Access to an expanding library of professional
journals and collection of books.

.

22

Participation in conferences and workshops off
campus.
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2-. 23.
-1.824.

Opportunities to discus^?

Classroom instruction.

■18

i

vt^menr or

25.
(26
teaching,

developing grants,

etc.

.2_ 27.
grouprto'dL^?
progrLs?

_S_ 28.
29.

business or community
services, courses or

On-going orientation and general college forums.
Inservice educational opportunities (i.e.
computers or curriculum development).
Funding to attend at least one conference per
academic year in related subject area.

-J_ 31. Financial support, based on merit, for a onemonth project, after the academic year, for
faculty to research a related topic important to
their teaching.

JL 32. Financial support, based on merit, for a longerthan-one-month project for faculty to research a
related topic important to their teaching.

JJ_ 33. Release time to visit a similar educational
institution, but at a different location serving
a different population.

22^ (34

Faculty workshop prior to the start of each
semester covering the following:
a) student demographics
b) student needs assessment
c) matching of needs with institutional
expectations
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raculty backgrounds and special
e)
f)

1

-L. 36.

expectations
to needs,
^
®
institutional qoals
velopment of a comprehensive and
cohesive plan of action
Identification of staff development needs

Programs, at least twice
a semester
homogeneous group basis to address / on a
identified
staff development needs.
Services , programs
skills. information and incentives for updating
f etc. in one's discipline.

1£_ 37.
interaction to enhance'inte;face°or'''^ classroom

eHecJiveilsr'"'
discin?tn»''°^''^“
faculty, by
discipline, on a short-term basis and thL a^
follow-up critique.

2^

Positive support and recognition of excellence in
least^rel^f
through a reasonable and, at
least relatively effective, evaluation system; as
improvement in
Identified areas.

22

Opportunities for events leading to a real sense
of community among faculty, administration and
students (i.e. in terms of sharing both positive
and negative aspects of teaching and learning for
the purpose of enhancing the climate for
learning, making change, taking risks, etc.)
without reprisals and with encouragement.

ifi__ 41. Faculty is exchange teaching for one semester at
other two-year institutions every fifth year.
— 42. Faculty is going out to industry or other
organizations for one semester, every three
years, to learn latest developments and
technology.
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2Il

^^nrencoiragid’^to'^stuL
some worthwhile
project.
^
study or work on
44.

Faculty encouraged to particin^t-o

■

efforts (directed by oL centra?
canvass the community for n2?ds and

Of the college.

^

needs and expectations

"ith Admissions so they are
constantly aware of the College-roff

erings each

yea
y Car •
-6— 46.

Opportunities for
institutionfof
°ther public
institutions of higher learning and with thos
those in
the private sector.

-15_ 47. Opportunity to sit in on, and particioate in

_L_ 48.

Expenses paid for any faculty who reads a paper
or presents a program, at a professional
^
'
conference.
book^^^

NOTE:

faculty who are publishing a

The top ten ranked items are circled.
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Results;
STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 4A
Imagine that you are a student at a community college that
IS providing fully for xiiiii: Professors' staff development
needs.
These development opportunities have enabled your
professors to fully meet all of your educational needs.
Please read each item in the following list.
If the item
is something that you think fulfills your professors'
staff development needs, place a checkmark (y) in the
space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and cjcdlg thg number of the five most important needs.

—78

1. Attend meetings to determine proper testing
procedures for students; to become aware of
student needs for T-F, essay, problem, and/or
multiple choice to tie to anticipated board
examinations (Nursing, CPA, etc.).

UL

2. Attend more formal and informal meetings with
students, so they are concerned about a student
as a student and not a "number".

117

3.

Periodical sabbaticals so teachers can become
current in their field and add another dimension
to their course or program.

7

4.

Teacher-exchange, every two years for a semester,
with someone from an organization in their
discipline (hospital, business, social agency,
etc.).

5.

Mandatory attendance at off-campus workshops,
their discipline (at least one workshop per
semester).

in

Opportunity to stay current, at all times, with
the literature and activities in their field.
42

7.

Seminars to be held on "Awareness of Personality
Styles" (recommend Dr. Gregoric to conduct) that
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affect the learning and teaching abilities of
hoth the student and the professor.

47

8. Opportunity to critique each other by the
professor actually giving a lecture on his
subject to a number of other professors.
To be
done in the spirit of becoming a better teacher
and of helping faculty to become aware of what
their colleagues are presenting.

61

127

9. Attend a meeting

(like those in the video "in
Search of Excellence") that allows the professors
to be told they are doing a fine job.
Develop
the theme of knowing where they have been, where
they are now, if they are current, and where they
are going from here.
Discuss change, risk
taking, creativity, and what to do to make
themselves and the college better.

10. Learn how to look ahead and anticipate and
understand student needs.
Learn how to get
students to come in for needed help.

44

11. Opportunity for release time to keep up-to- date
with subject material.

192

^ The opportunity to preview and choose texts for
their courses.

103

13. Programs outside of class where student and
faculty relationships can flourish; enabling the
student to get more out of the class, and the
professor to see what actually motivates students.

27

14. A general work environment conducive to
professionalism.

44

15. Department heads that get along with professors
and provide a helping hand as needed.

193

(0 Maintain appropriate office hours that allow for
faculty/student interaction.

198

<0 Learn how to speak to students on a personal
level instead of as instructor/student all the
time.
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£A

18.

Learn to be aware of class problems and how to
solve them,

-Si.

19.

Learn how to encourage participation in class
discussions.

ias

20. Learn how to maintain a sense of humor.

122

[21 i Learn how to encourage questions versus
intimidating students because of their lack of
knowledge.

121.

22.

Learn how to communicate effectively.

1L

23.

Learn how to be patient and restrain frustration.

-1^

24,

Continually attend workshops to develop good
public speaking skills and classroom techniques.

21.

25.

Release time provided to continue his/her own
education.
This should not be limited to his/her
own area of expertise.

26.

Has a reasonable workload so that there is time
to devote to hard-working but marginal students
that need every benefit possible.

21.

27. Within reason, allow for outside consultation to
help keep professor current in his/her specialty.

JL1

28.

Funding and release time provided to further
their education and/or research in their field.

29.

Adequate funding provided for class trips or
materials, needed to better teach their classes.

30.

Establish a specialized department to handle
staff development and ensure that Qhly the
professors who are "developing” stay employed.

31.

Offer some type of encouragement or motivation
for participating in staff development (raises
commensurate with extra development).

—ai

1M

©

There is clear communication between the staff in
each department so, if a course isn't working as
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planned, it can be changed; not taught
incorrectly for years.
-92

33. Opportunities for staff meetings to discuss
current situation, future goals and changes
needed.
^

-£■7

34. Workshops in voice tone; learn to vary tone to
emphasize material versus using monotone voice
that leads to lack of student interest in the
subject being taught.

- 37

35. Workshops in latest visual aids to encourage use
of materials that will enhance student interest.

17

36. Workshops to learn how to teach using the things
he/she utilizes in everyday life.

156

@ Workshops to learn how to present a lecture
outline (on the board or as a handout) to aid
students versus continually lecturing "off the
top of their heads" (with no coherence of
sequence that is confusing to students).

33

38. Opportunity to gain a wide background in material
other than what they are teaching.

115

39. Attend workshops to learn how to convey
information to students in a way that keeps their
attention.

25

142
42

40. There are opportunities for students and
professors to get to know each other.
41. Learn how to help students learn rather than just
throwing material in their faces.
42. Learn how to be organized and keep a steadilyflowing class.

-J-4- 43. Learn how to be straightforward and get right to
the point of the material.
65

44. Learn how to keep students motivated through
regular homework and/or quizzes.
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70

45. Learn how important feedback is to students.

-23

46. Opportunities to participate in staff development
in any form the professor feels is appropriate.

62

47. Learn leadership techniques and how to foster
success in students.

-.29

48. Learn how to provide a nurturing atmosphere.

65

49. Learn how to become involved as a member of the
class.

20

50. Attend workshops pertaining to interpersonal,
oral and psychological techniques.

109

51. Learn how to keep interested in their subject and
to take measures to correct burnout.

43

52. Learn how to be a good example of a healthy
person with ethical and moral values without
forcing upon students.

80

53. Learn how to be open and available to students
and other staff members at the college to
encourage greater interaction.

25

54. They attend workshops to learn how to understand
the needs and demands of the students, become
interested in their students, and to become
inspired by teaching.

40

55. Attend workshops in counseling techniques.

55

56. Opportunity for informal meetings with students
to learn to understand each other's views.

26

57. Workshops on developing two-way communication
with students.

35

58. More opportunities, through funding, to take
class trips with students.

16

-

59. Funding for memberships in professional
organizations.
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-A2

60. Opportunity to receive from students,
monthly,
critiques of their teaching methods.

If9

Oportunity to receive a level of pay that makes
them feel good about what they're doingenthusiastic about their job.

:

- 72

62

-55

63. Opportunity to participate in a
merit-pay system
that provides rewards for extra work done.

-59

64. Opportunity
to attend college—wide open meetings
to discuss and solve college-wide problems.

157

Learn sensitivity to a student's personal
problems.
^

Allowed to be creative in the classroom without
strict adherence to textbooks.
66. Opportunity to learn how to teach and to convey
information to students better.

■^2

67. Opportunity to sit in on other professors'
classes in their same field; both here at the
College and at other community colleges.

— 68, Workshops in sensitivity training regarding
teaching older students and minorities.
i2_ 69. An annual program held that will foster a "sense
of community" among and between faculty, staff,
administration and students.
70. Keeps in touch with youth (has lunch with
student),
29

71. Keeps current by reading periodicals and
discussing them with students,

120

72. Maintains current involvement in issues as they
pertain to the class subject matter (reading
articles, attending lectures, field work, etc.).

134

73. Learns to "vary" classes to avoid stagnant
lectures and to maintain student's interest and
motivation.
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_5i_ 74. Learns to develop interpersonal
relationships
with students that express the professor's
personal interest in students.
44

75. Attends seminars during the school year on topics
J. 1K 0 •

Interpersonal communication
Transactional analysis
New development in field of study
New developments in improved study habits
(applicable to both professors and
students)
Positive thinking
_2L. 76. Has the desire not only to communicate with
students, but also to befriend them.
169

Has a genuine interest and concern for the
student to succeed in life, not just in his/her
class.

86

78. Meets with fellow staff members to discuss
teaching techniques, testing methods, and other
topics of interest (what works best, what doesn't
work, student reactions, surveys and
questionnaires, etc.).

52

79. Learns to offer a ready smile for all.

. -.32

80. Our English teachers are encouraged to
demonstrate their skills, be it poetry or novels,
etc., and to have their work published.

35

81. Chemistry and Science teachers are eligible to
receive subscriptions to periodicals paid for by
the College and sent to their homes.
They are
also encouraged to conduct experiments and to
send any new findings in to scientific journals.

21

82. The Journalism class is assigned to publish what
the teachers accomplish in their fields.

Mmi:

The top ten ranked items are circled.
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Results:
STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 5A
Imagine that you are a Eaxt-time faculty member at a
community college that is providing fully for vour staff
development needs.
The staff development opportunities
available to you have been successful as they have
fulfilled all of your needs.
Please read each item in the following list.
If the item
is something that you think fulfills your needs for staff
development, place a checkmark (V) in the space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and girgle
number of the five most important needs.
_5.2_

Opportunity for working more closely with heads
of departments.

2I_

2. Be required to attend all department meetings.

21

3. Opportunity to conduct field trips for classes,
see demonstrations, etc. pertaining to their
subject matter.

25

32

0

4.) Adequate office space with keys to encourage
spending more time on campus in preparation,
meeting with students, etc.

5. Easy access to a professional staff manual,
policies of the school, etc.

iL3_ 0)

Opportunity to learn about valuable, and obtain
new, library resource materials (especially
videotapes).

28

7.

Increased opportunities for inter-departmental
communication.

16

8. Equal credit for lab teaching and lecture
teaching to create incentives for greater
innovation.
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62 -

}

Opportunities to meet wifh fnii
least once per semesLr'

--

4

^

department course syllabus includi^fobjectives.
54 - 6^
Opportunities to particir>a^o in
a uniform text for each cittst?

selection of

17 _ 11.
Provided each
28

12.

experienced faculty audit
in,provele:th?nre«ect?t:ntss?'"”""""“°"^

84 relevant materials.
3

uLienc ana

14. Opportunity to attend evening or weekend
departmental meetings.

28

15. Opportunity to attend inservice workshops
(evenings or weekends) pertaining to education/
educational developments.

39

16. Opportunity to attend inservice workshops
(evenings or weekends) pertaining to specific
disciplines.
^

10

17. Opportunity to receive computer instruction and
computer time for ongoing class and/or research
projects.

20

18. Opportunity to audit classes of "master teachers"

31

19. Opportunity to meet and work with peers in the
department at least once a semester.

28

20. Opportunity to work with an experienced full-time
mentor" during first two semesters of teaching.

. 74

\Zy

Monetary awards to cover cost of one or two
Boston-area conferences or seminars each year to
keep current with developments in one's field.
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Funds to provide for a subscription to a major
periodical in staff member's field.
Additional pay for two more office hours per week
ia_ 24. Inservice workshop dealing with "how to teach"*
student learning styles, etc,
'

—2_

1£S_

25. Provide for part-time faculty in each discipline
to be available to students on a rotating basis
or in groups two or three times a semester.
A part-time salary commensurate with full-time
salary schedule, to recognize and encourage
professionalism.
Provide voting member division status to all
part-time faculty to encourage greater
interaction.

22_

28. Opportunity to receive all staff memos, etc. as
recognized members of their division.

iQ_ 29. Opportunity to learn about and use computers in
their classroom, regardless of discipline.

NOTE I

The top ten ranked items are circled.
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Results:
STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 6A
Imagine that you are a full-time faculty member at a
community college that is providing fully for the staff
development needs of the part-time faculty.
The staff
development opportunities available to the part-time
fACUlty have been successful as they have fulfilled all of
their needs.
Please read each item in the following list.
If the item
is something that you think fulfills part-time faculty
needs for staff development, place a checkmark (>/) in the
space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and glide iM nymlPer of the five most important needs.
184
-■J.4.
170
-8_4

im

0 Provided with a systematized liaison with full¬
time staff.
2. Assigned a full-time faculty sponsor (who is paid
for the duties).
(?) Provided with an evaluation each semester and a
review of performance objectives.
4. Attends ongoing small-group workshops (of
part-time faculty and full-time faculty sponsors)
to discuss:
a) pedagogical methods
b) resources available at CCCC (learning
lab, library, career planning)
c) student problems
d) curriculum development
5. Provided with funds to attend professional/
educational meetings and conferences.

132.

Required to conduct at least one office hour.

IM.

Encouraged to attend division and faculty
meetings and activities.
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-Encouraged to become involved in college
committee work.
Provided with salary incentives to become more
fully involved with committees, student
advisement, etc.
—25— 10. A formal orientation meeting each semester re
available college facilities/resources, policies,
organization of college, who's who?, etc.
117

Provided with a faculty manual and college
catalog.
Provided with opportunity to meet with full-time
faculty in order to coordinate standards, goals,
etc.

39

13. Provided with opportunity to meet with
representatives of faculty union.

150

@

Provided with a program orientation (how their
course fits into whole; overview of goals,
objectives, activities).

52

15.

Inservice workshop to learn about community
college students — their problems and potential.

70

16.

Inservice workshop regarding the teaching methods
that are proven to be effective in this
institution, how to organize a class, how to
organize lectures, films, guest lectures, field
trips, etc.

148

0 Paid office hours to meet with students and other
faculty to better understand and meet students'
needs.

79

18. End-of-semester orientation session to provide
feedback to division/department chairperson on
their performance, problems, etc.

IM

Participate in same evaluation process by
division chairperson as is done with full-time
faculty.
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20

They are voting meml
divisional meetings,

A2_ 21. They assist in curriculum development, includinq
assignments to appropriate committees.

XS_ 22. They participate in course assignments and
scheduling.
42__ 23.

$300 per year provided for professional dues,
conferences, seminars, etc.

24. Provided with opportunity to make presentations
to the entire college (recitals, publishing
events, lectures, etc.).
— 25. Opportunity to be fully aware of available
facilities: library, health and fitness, pianos,
etc.
5.5— 26. Opportunity to participate in the development of
innovative curricula.
27. Orientation to philosophy, purposes, objectives
and curriculum of program, department/division
and college.
28. Participates in program, department/division and
college meetings.
89

NOTE I

29. Receive additional compensation or reduced
contact hours in order to attend program,
department/ division and college meetings.

The top ten ranked items are circled.
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Results:
STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 7A
Imagine that you are a Division Chairperson at a community
college that is providing fully for the staff development
needs of the Eart-time ladUlty.
The staff development
opportunities available to the part-time faculty have been
successful as they have fulfilled all of their needs.
Please read each item in the following list.
if the item
IS something that Ypp think fulfills part-time faculty
needs for staff development, place a checkmark ( '/) in the
space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and cjrglg iiip number of the five most important needs.
—Workshops to keep part-timers abreast of changes
in college/division policies and procedures.
—2.4.

.r?,

34
14

Curriculum development consultation (refining
objectives, planning learning activities) .

(3. Professional consultation regarding teaching
methodologies.
4. Professional consultation regarding evaluation of
student performance.

1

5. Yearly stipend for a clinical conference to
update clinical skills.

1

6. Funds awarded for graduate study.

12_

7. Funds to attend local activities of a
professional nature (teacher conferences,
professional organization meetings and
conferences, etc,),

15

(^8y Opportunity to learn about technological advances
by direct observation and hands-on activity.

12

9. Opportunity to take courses in new areas to widen
personal growth.
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(l^ Opportunity to meet frequently and share with
faculty in the same or related disciplines.

A3— (l^ Orientation to the college/division in regard to
policy, procedures, mission, objectives, student
profiles, etc.
Opportunity to attend seminars/workshops to learn
about/discuss educational mission, community
college demographics and mission.

12

—

2

13. Access to information in regard to available
opportunities for growth and promotion.
14. Financial support for workshop/conference
attendance ($250 per semester).

2i_ (fs. Workshops to become more aware of learning theory
and learning styles of students, the range of
possible teaching styles and how to correlate the
two.
Workshops and training sessions on developing
a) new teaching styles,
b) supplemental course materials,
c) effective testing instruments,
d) effective instruction given all the
parameters.

lA- 17. In-service training in teaching techniques.

13

-

NOTE:

(f?- Access to adequate library facilities.

The top ten ranked items are circled.
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Results:
STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 8A
Imagine that you are a Director, Dean or President at a
community college that is providing fully for the staff
development needs of the part-time faculty.
The staff
development opportunities available to the part-time
faculty have been successful as they have fulfilled all of
their needs.
Please read each item in the following list.
If the item
is something that you think fulfills part-time faculty
needs for staff development, place a checkmark (^) in the
space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and circle the number of the five most important needs.
12

1.

Opportunity for travel monies to attend meetings,
conferences, etc. within own discipline and/or in
regard to education in general.

1

2.

Tuition grants for advanced education.

.(T.,
27

M.
^

A formal, individualized orientation program for
new faculty.
A tie-in and support of Library-Learning resource
Center materials to faculty staff development
needs:
Technical, journals
Educational journals
Video tapes, recordings and films
A formal orientation workshop each semester for
all part-time faculty.

0

6,

80 Cl

Monies to purchase equipment for individual use.
Provisions for more time to be spent with
Divisions (attend program and division
meetings, etc.).
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11

Opportunities, formal as well as informal, to
confer with more experienced faculty (both part
f'^ll timers) on such subjects as teaching
methods, content and goals of courses, general
understanding and how individual's course fits
most students' programs, etc.

11

Opportunity to participate in a formal faculty
mentor system to assist in orientation to the
college.

21

Funds to purchase applicable materials to foster
improved educational experiences for students.

M

Opportunity to participate in local on-campus
forums, discussions and workshops dealing with
the improvement of teaching.

2i_ 12. Travel funds to conferences and workshops when
directly related to long-term planning or
development efforts that are focused on
department-wide objectives.

M

Inservice training seminar each semester covering
items such as:
a)
college policies and procedures
b)
student demographics
c)
institutional goals and objectives
(short-run and long-run)
d)
curriculum
e)
course outlines.
Opportunity for evening or weekend meetings with
immediate superior to discuss matters/problems
encountered in class.

15. Leave to the part-time faculty the task of
meeting their staff or educational development
needs.

NOTE:

The top ten ranked items are circled.
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Kesuits;
STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT lOA
cSueqe that
Thflirrer^on at a community
needs
sJaff
^
development
k:.
k
^
development opportunities available to
Leds?
successful as they have fulfilled all of your
Please read each item in the following list.
if the item
IS something that ^ think fulfills
needs for staff
development, place a checkmark {\/) in the space provided.
coi^plsting the above, please go back over the list
and iLlXgle iJi£ Jiumtpg]: of the five most important needs.
Regular on-campus meetings of Division
Chairpersons to discuss academic topics (as
opposed to administrative topics).
X5— 2.

Opportunity to be exposed to new technology:
computer assisted instruction, TV and radio
courses, etc.

2t3i.—Sabbaticals provided every seven years to renew
and revitalize.

15_

4.

Periodic meetings of Division Chairpersons from
other colleges to relate to each other's concerns
regarding statewide programs and policies
(transfer agreements, developmental education,
etc.)

2£.

Opportunity to attend professional conferences in
one's own field.

13.

Opportunity to attend Management Development
Conferences (budgeting, leadership, personnel
relations, personnel evaluations, etc.).

2

7.

Opportunity to publish views and observations
within one's area of expertise,

3

8.

Travel and exchange opportunities with other
educational institutions here and abroad.
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5-

9.

Opportunity to attend workshops regarding
motivational strategies for faculty.

10. Professional consultation regarding an in-depth
study of teaching methodologies for heterogeneous
students.

2L

llj Workshops regarding evaluation:
concepts, and of
faculty, of students, of programs.

11

12. Workshops regarding needs assessment techniques
and the collection .of valid statistical data.
13. Workshops in grant writing.
14. Workshops regarding the utilization of computer
resources for people who are afraid or
indifferent to computers.

4

L

25.

15. Opportunity to form and participate in, a
statewide Division Chairperson council.
16.

In-house workshops regarding contract
implementation problems, grievance, etc.
Opportunity to participate in formulating and
carrying out realistic planning guidelines.

2£

(18- Receipt of administrative support for creative
projects.

JL

19. Faculty support for re-organization when
necessary.

11 (20. Necessary budget support to achieve assigned
objectives.

11
11

21. Opportunity for low cost graduate study.
Schedule flexibility to attend graduate courses.

J1 (2?: Opportunity to meet with other Divisionproblems
Chairpersons
to discuss similarity of p
.rperi
and solution possibilities.
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1.

. 24. Oportunity to attend seminars/workshops to learn
about/discuss educational mission, community
college demographics and mission.

.. 25

Opportunity to learn more about faculty
workstyles and their workplace needs combined
with leadership development for academic
departments.

- 4

to
•-o

26. Workshops with other administrators on campus to
be able to more fully understand their work and
the way they fit into the various structures; i.e
state, budget, educational mission, etc.
N>ore
fully understand "the big picture".

_

Access to information in regard to available
opportunities for growth and promotion.

1

28. Periodic mini-sabbaticals to attend conferences
for professional and personal growth.

5

29. Opportunity to attend national/international
professional conferences.

1.

30. Periodic meetings with other Divisions to share
with each other the latest/best research, etc. in
our disciplines.

■ ■ 26.

Workshops/seminars in the practical use of
computers in my job.

46

A series of workshops within the college, with
-fe administration, to provide and receive
input/creative thought in regard to the future
directions of the College.

14

33. Opportunity to work with faculty on research
and/or curriculum development.

.1.4,

34. Receipt of money and time to attend graduate
school to study educational administration.

14

35. Training on how to evaluate faculty, write
grants, design curriculum, lead individuals and
groups, etc.

NOTE;

The top ten ranked items are circled.
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Results:
STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT llA

mfiilgd a^rgr^gir glldgr"

t^ey have

Please read each item in the following list.
if the item
nleirgf
fulfills the staff deveLp^Int
ggg
" Checkmark U) in
above, please go back over the list
g.irgle thg numbfiC of the five most important needs.
vLv

117
164

personnel management workshops
(leadership, motivation, evaluation,
interpersonal communication, etc.)

2. Attend workshops in budget preparation.
(7. Receive training in interpersonal relations.
4. Receiye training in fairly compiling and
distributing division funds.

12J
X91

5. Receive training in developing more democratic
leadership styles.

(^) Provided release time and funding to maintain
contacts with comparable chairpersons at similar
institutions (through regular meetings, an
association, etc.).
7. Provided with workshops explaining both
administrative and teaching computer applications.
Provided with freedom and authority to handle
problems in their own way.
Provided with teaching opportunities, remaining a
part of the faculty and a colleague in the
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faculty peer group (not a bureaucrat isolated
from faculty).
140

10. Provided with regular sabbaticals (every 7th
year),

LLO.- 11.

Training in how to aid faculty in instructional
methods.

0

Opportunities to advance their knowledge of all
the disciplines in their divisions.

IIL
J2.
JiLL
32.

13. Opportunities to participate in Management and
Organizational Behavior courses.
14.

$500 per year provided for professional
development needs.

15. Prepares and/or presents inservice programs for
faculty regarding:
testing-grading
computer usage
evaluation

0

Receive autonomy from higher administrators to
operate their divisions in a manner that promotes
high morale in the Division Chairpersons which is
then passed on to faculty and students.
Freedom from bureaucratic red tape j

231 -0 that restrict Division Chairpersons

flexibility
in determining and meeting the needs of faculty
and students.

222.

0
19.

Provided with adequate funds for materials,
books, resource people, etc. to provide for
continuing training and in-service workshops.
opportunity to attend problem-solving seminar or
course.

A2-

20.

Sranrtiis^dralfnrwitrcontLporarrconcep^sand
events.
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■■-51

21. They participate in a course outside their field
of expertise, but within their own divisions
course offerings, at least once a year.

IM_(^ Funds provided to purchase periodicals and books
for Division use.
22

23. Annually, for one-week, observe management
practices at a single company in the urban area,
near the college.

28

24. Attend, every three years, a week-long seminar
sponsored by the American Management Association.

72

25. Conduct monthly interviews, or other frequent
meetings, with area organizations regarding their
needs (for training employees, etc.) and our
resources.

123

26. Tap community resources in order to bring real
life experience to the students in the classroom
and to insure that programs meet community needs.

126

27. Meet, at least bi-weekly, with professors in
their division (know if happy or bored, make
attempts to stimulate and challenge them, etc.)

40

NOTE;

28.

Provided with release time to work outside the
college to gain actual experience in their field.

The top ten ranked items are circled.
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Results:
STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 12A
Imagine that you are a Director, Dean or President at a
community college that is providing fully for the staff
development needs of the Division Chairpersons.
The staff
development opportunities available to your Division
Chairpersons have been successful as they have fulfilled
all of their needs.
Please read each item in the following list.
If the item
is something that you think fulfills the staff development
needs of Division Chairpersons, place a checkmark (/) in
the space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and circle the number of the five most important needs.

51

Opportunity for travel monies to attend meetings,
conferences, etc. within own discipline and/or in
regard to education in general.
One
(2^) Adequate, properly funded sabbatical leaves,
after seven-eight years directed toward
professional development of benefit to the
college.
Second, non-directive type after 15
years with emphasis on personal renewal.

25

3. Tuition grants for advanced education.

15

4. Division Chairperson/faculty exchange within the
U.S. and internationally.

9

5. Opportunity for committee work to train Division
Chairperson in educational problem-solving.

^_

5. Grants for mini—sabbatical activities during
summer months.

L
25

7. Monies for on-going, on-campus seminars.
A formal, individualized orientation program for
new Division Chairpersons.
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1

9. Monies to purchase equipment for individual use.

11

10. A tie-in and support of Library-Learning Resource
Center materials to faculty/Division Chairperson
staff development needs:
Technical journals
Educational journals
Video tapes, recordings and films

IL (llj Workshops and conferences in educational
management (leadership, budgeting, evaluations,
union relations, grievance structure, etc.).
-L

21

11

21

12. Orientation workshop to hardware and software
available on campus (from bulletin typewriters to
enlarging and/or reducing copiers to computers).
13. Workshop on the "Administrative Student
Information Data Base" used at the College.
Opportunities to meet with, and attend
conferences and presentations by other colleges'
personnel with similar responsibilities,
especially as related to system-wide matters.
15. Opportunity to sit in on, and participate in.
Executive Council meetings and in all important
college decisions.

11

Annual Division Chairperson meeting off-campus
with an agenda which includes brainstorming,
educational philosophy, and problem-solving as
well as specific college needs.

£1

Monthly meetings with Academic Dean
President
which are open sessions/discussions with give and
take.
Any topic fair game, no rank.

Z.
21

16

18. Leadership training seminars off-campus.
19. Forums or workshops dealing with trends in higher
education, how to spot them, and how to respond
at local level.
20. Time management and people management seminars
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3

21. Release time to work in another area of
discipline, or in administration areas, to gain
greater understanding of demands and needs of
those areas.
Opportunity to meet regularly with peers from
other campuses to explore common problems/
solutions.

16

23. Bring in consultants or experts to work with
Division Chairpersons in the development of
Grant-writing skills.

.^(24

Workshops covering legal responsibilities of
administrators.

9

25. Workshops pertaining to communication and group
interaction skills,

8

26. Time management and stress management workshops.
27

2

Faculty/Division Chairperson workshop prior to
the start of each semester covering the following:
a) student demographics
b) student needs assessments
c) matching of needs with institutional
expectations
d) faculty/Division Chairperson backgrounds
and special preparations in relation to
needs, expectations and institutional goals
e) development of a comprehensive and cohesive
plan of action
identification of staff development needs
f)

28, Release time for publication efforts
29. Financial support, based on merit, for a one
month project, after the academic y^^r, for
Division Chairperson to research a related topi
important to their teaching.

JX

30. Financial support, based o"
®
than one month pro3ect for Division Chairperson
to research a related topic important to their
teaching.

NOTE I

The top ten ranked items are circled.
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Results:
STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 13A
Imagine that you are a member of the professional staff
(librarian, counsellor, health professional, etc.) at a
community college that is providing fully for your staff
development needs.
The staff development opportunities
available to you have been successful as they have
fulfilled all of your needs.
Please read each item in the following list.
If the item
is something that you think fulfills your staff development
needs, place a checkmark ( ✓) in the space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and circle the number of the five most important needs.
Attend one or two meetings per year with
counterparts from other community colleges to
share and to discuss similarity of problems and
solution possibilities.
Inservice meetings with entire staff of like
professionals to discuss our work.
Funds and release time to attend local and
national professional conferences ($500 each
year) .
4. Encouragement and release time to take a
leadership role in professional associations.
5. Release time and tuition waiver/reimbursement to
attend graduate courses.
6. Travel monies to attend continuing education
meetings.

5l

la
2

A ten-month contract (versus current twelve)
allow time for research and/or writing.
8. A committee to establish priorities for
professional development requests.

to
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1£_

9. Regular sabbatical leaves, not to be unreasonably
denied, i.e. granted every seven years.

_2_ 10.
_ 11.

12

13

-

.

12

2I_(0

-

23

-

Q)

Consultants to advise and assist in developing
new programs.
Release time to develop innovative workshops for
peers, students, faculty, and administrators.
Reimbursement for personal subscriptions to
professional journals (one per individual).
Funding of memberships in professional
organizations (one per individual).
Two weeks to a month per year for travel to
workshops, conferences and higher educational
institution visits.

13- 15. Exchanges with other professional staff for short
periods of time (local, national and
international).
12- 16.

Inservice workshops in grant writing,
institutional development, management skills
development, etc.

17. Access to a teleconference system and program.

2

JL4_ 18. Funds for personal equipment purchases for use in
increasing efficiency or developing creativity.
Significant local budget for staff development.
Opportunities to provide information and
leadership on campus through presenting
workshops, inservice training, etc. with adequate
budget and support to achieve goals.

.

21

12

-

.

22

Reimbursement for personal purchases of reference
materials and texts.
Release time to participate in practical work
situations to gain greater experience outside
academia.
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2i_@
2il

S3bba,tical leaves every five years.
Budgeted funds applicable to each specific staff
area (rather than shared on a first-come
first-served basis).

22_ 25. Sabbatical leaves, automatically, every six
years,

NOTE!

The top ten ranked items are circled.

^
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Results:
STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 14A

Please read each item in the following list,
if the item
IS something that
think fulfills the staff development
£j:-g£eS5i<?nal staff (librarian, counsellor, A/V
stap member, health professional, etc.), place a checkmark
(v) in the space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and aiigle the number of the five most important needs.
Ill

.

1

Receive funding to attend a minimum of two
out—of“State conferences per year.

211

Monetary incentives are provided through
promotions, etc. to pursue further development.

1£1

Release time, or a flexible schedule, is provided
in order to obtain an advanced degree.

21

4. Funds are provided to subsidize the purchase of
materials related to their field (magazine
subscriptions, books).

Ml

A genuinely open and supportive administration
works with the professional staff to fully
utilize the resources obtained from an on-going
staff development effort.

211

Attend short courses/workshops in current
developments in their respective fields.

Ill

7. Receive funding for membership in, and attendance
at meetings of, professional associations.
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2S11

0

They meet regularly (at least once a semester)
with other community college staff in their
respective fields.

22

9.

116

10,

223

(llJ Opportunity to teach academic courses
team, invited guest lecturer, etc.).

—

Provided funds to rent film/video tapes related
to current developments in their respective
fields.
Opportunity to make individual visits to other
campuses to discuss specific current developments.
(member of

128

12.

Monthly integrative discussions take placeinf ormally-among professional staff, faculty,
students, and administrators centering on a
current theme (Black History Month, Higher
Education Reports, etc.).
Share views, recommend
unifying actions.
Results are broadcast
campus-wide and continuous efforts are made to
broaden participation.

134

13.

Opportunity to continuously present their
resources in highly visible ways (”road shows",
forums, posters, closed-circuit TV, etc.).

92

14.

Budgeting process for their areas includes
integration with, and direct interfacing with,
teaching/learning processes (versus within own
area and solely as a support service).

294

102

87

(iTy Administration actively encourages, supports and
rewards ideas, projects and tasks that lead
toward the integration of support services into
the teaching/learning process.
16. ODDortunity for short-term (1 month)
staff-exchanges with other community colleges
and/or other like agencies,
17.

Receive automatic sabbatical leaves every
five-seven years to further studies or conduct
research into current trends.
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165

18. Expert clerical support is provided to lighten
workload and to allow more time for professional
development.

113

19. Allowed and expected to provide a prioritized
list of their perceived needs in three areas (see
below) and guaranteed that their top priorities
will be met:
a) Material needs: supplies, equipment, etc.
b) Growth needs: study, conferences, work¬
shops
c) Service sponsorship needs: ability to
sponsor programs and activities for the
College and community.

153

20

144

21. Forums conducted with faculty and administrators
to develop awareness of professional staff goals
and enlist interdisciplinary support of projects.

54
213

.

Receive funds and release time to attend relevant
workshops and meetings.

22. Receive funding for advanced degree courses.
Library staff conduct periodic meeting with
faculty to become knowledgeable of their needs in
specific fields and thus more aware of potential
additions to the Library/Learning Resource Center.
A/V personnel conduct periodic meetings with
faculty to make them aware of what is available
in A/V hardware and software.
Opportunity for regular meetings with peers at
own college to discuss current problems, possible
solutions.

NOTE:

The top ten ranked items are circled.
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Results:
STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 15A
Imagine that you are a Division Chairperson at a community
college that is providing fully for the staff development
needs of the Professional Staff (librarian, counselor, A/V
staff member, health professional, etc.).
The staff
development opportunities available to the Professsional
Sialf have been successful as they have fulfilled all of
their needs.
Please read each item in the following list.
If the item
is something that you think fulfills the staff development
needs of the Professional Staff (librarian, counsellor, A/V
staff member, health professional, etc.), place a checkmark
(v/) in the space provided.
After completing the above, please go back over the list
and circle the number of the five most important needs.

2&

Opportunity for low cost graduate study.

25.

Flexibility of work schedule to allow for
attending graduate courses.

25.

Opportunity to meet with counterparts at other
community colleges to observe, share and discuss
similarity of problems and solution possibilities.

15

21

21

4. Opportunity to attend seminars/workshops to learn
about/discuss educational mission, community
college demographics and mission.

Workshops with other administrators on campus to
be able to more fully understand their work and
the way they fit into the various structures; i.e.
state, budget, educational mission, etc.
More
fully understand "the big picture".
Access to information in regard to available
opportunities for growth and promotion.
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21

Periodic mini sabbaticals to attend conference
tor professional and personal growth
9. Workshops and training sessions to become aware
of student/facuity needs in relation to area of
professional staff responsibility and for
improvement of delivery of services,

21

Sabbaticals provided every seven years to renew
and revitalize.

^

_ 11.

14

Funding to attend relevant professional and
educational conferences/meetings ($500 per
individual per year).

21

Opportunity to meet periodically with each
division to better understand their
needs/interests, etc.
Opportunity to meet periodically with students to
better understand their needs/interests, etc.

23_ 14. Workshop/seminar in effective ways to deal with
people, their needs, demands, etc.
2

15.

Release time to attend conferences and workshops
on a nationwide basis.

A— 16. Access to adequate library facilities.
^ 17.

3

Course offerings made available locally for
self-improvement and technical proficiency in
applicable field of endeavor.

18. Access to adequate library facilities.

13

19.

Sabbaticals for professional R and R.

13

20.

Sabbatical leaves for creative project
development to enhance staff support of College's
mission.

The top ten ranked items are circled.
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x\c£juj. ca:

STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY INSTRUMENT 16A
community^college^tLt is^orov • A *
President at a
development needs of the Prof^
staff
Profp^^“j!ro^?2!^^ opportunities available to the
of'^heirLeds?

they have

is"soLtMng"?hat'^
needs of the Profe^nn^t

oevelopment

staff member, health p?oLssioLl
(y) in the space provided!
'

P^r''^^'''i''°''''^^^i°'''
^ checkmark

After completing the above, please go back over the list
^

nuinbgr of the five most important needs.

(u-

Opportunity for travel monies to attend meetings,
conferences, etc. within own discipline and/or in
regard to education in general.

—C^’

Adequate, properly funded sabbatical leaves.
One
after seven-eight years directed toward
professional development of benefit to the
college.
Second, non-directive type after
fifteen years with emphasis on personal renewal.

—21_

JiL

2aL

15

Tuition grants for advanced education.
4.

Professional staff exchange within the U.S.
internationally.

5.

Opportunity for committee work to train
professional staff member in educational
problem-solving.

6.

Grants for mini-sabbatical activities during
summer months.

7,

Monies for on-going,

on-campus seminars.

and
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A3.

A formal, individualized orientation program for
new professional staff members.
9. Monies to purchase equipment for individual use.

11

10• A tie-in and support of Library—Learning Resource
Center materials to professional staff members'
development needs:
Technical journals
Educational journals
Video tapes, recordings and films

23.

11* Orientation to computer equipment and software
^ ^ available on campus.

21

A computer literacy course for professional staff
members with minimal knowledge of computers.

22.

Sabbatical every seven years; and the seven years
should be available at intervals within the seven
years.

22.

14. An overnight development trip, at least once a
year, where they can meet their peers and conduct
a structured, organized group meeting.

21

15.

Release time for advanced study.

21

16.

Funds to pay for memberships in state or national
professional organizations.

17.

Funds to pay for personal subscriptions to
professional journals.

21

18. Attendance at regularly scheduled meetings, with
formal agenda, with other professional staff
members at the College.
Encouragement is received from top leadership.

21
11

20.

Release time to participate in on-campus speaker
programs/forums.

11

21.

Opportunity to sit in on, and participate in.
Executive Council meetings and in all important
college decisions.
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Professional staff members workshop prior to the
start of each semester covering the following:
a) student demographics
b) student needs assessment
c) matching of needs with institutional
expectations
d) professional staff members backgrounds
and special preparations in relation to
needs, expectations and institutional
goals
e) development of a comprehensive and co¬
hesive plan of action
f) identification of staff development needs

21

Workshop covering legal responsibilities of
professional staff members.
24.

June workshops for professional staff covering
topics recommended by staff members.

1I_ 25. Monthly sessions of one or two hours in length,
with superior, for updating skills,
goals for the year, etc.

assessment of

lfi_ 26. Workshops in Time Management and Stress
Management.

M

26

Annual meeting held with faculty on
communications, dealing with student problems,
climate for learning, etc.
28.

Financial support to keep up with new information
in their respective fields and exchange ideas and
schemes, etc.

15

29.

Financial support, based on merit, for a one
month project, after the academic year, for
professional staff to research a related topic
important to their job.

2

30.

Financial support, based on merit for a longer
than one month project for professional staff to
research a related topic important to their job.

_

NOTE:

The top ten ranked items are circled.
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FULL-TIME FACULTY STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS
MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT 1

For each of the following, please place an X on the line below the
percentage that best indicates the extent to which YOUR need for the
staff development item has been MET.
^
% NEED NET
0^”* 21- Al¬ 61so
80
20
40
1.
Obtains an adequate salary so he/she can
take care of his/her own professional
development needs. (1A-2-38)
_
2.

Receives $800 per year to attend state-ofthe-art courses and conferences in applicable
discipline.

3.

4.

5.

7.

—

Release time for study for advanced degree and
other development activities. (1A-4-6)

_

Credit for professional development in promo¬
tion considerations. (1A-5-37)

_

Workshops and training, sessions on developing
new teaching styles, supplemental course
materials, effective testing instruments
and effective instruction given all the
parameters.

6.

(1A-3-1)

(2A-1-27)

Professional consultation regarding an in-depth
study of teaching methodologies for hetero¬
geneous students. (2A-4-12)

—

Frequent chance to discuss matters relevant to
one’s own discipline with colleagues on- and offcampus.

(2A-5-4)

8.

Opportunities to become familiar with LAI, TV
radio and other new technologies. (2A-5-5)

9.

Workshops to become more aware of learning
theory and learning styles of students, the
range of possible teaching styles and how to
correlate the two.

10.

—

(2A—5-"26)

Opportunities for events leading to a real sense
of community among faculty, adm., and sue

81-

100
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HEEDS MEASIIREMEMT tm.c^trument 1 (cont'd)
0-

(i.e. in terms of sharing both positive and
negative aspects of teaching and learning for
the purpose of enhancing the climate for learn¬
ing, making change, taking risks, etc.) with¬
out reprisals and with encouragement.
(3A-1-40)
11.

A formal, individualized orientation program
for new faculty. (3A-3-8)

12.

Positive support and recognition of excellence
in teaching as reported through reasonable
and, at least relatively effective, evaluation
system; as well as resources and time for
improvement in identified areas. (3A-J4-3Q)

13.

Faculty workshop prior to the start of each
semester covering student demographics; stu¬
dent needs assessment; matching of needs with
institutional expectations; faculty back¬
grounds and special preparations in relation
to needs, expectations and institutional goals;
development of a comprehensive and cohesive
plan of action; and identification of staff
development needs. (3A-5-34)

1^1.

Learn how to speak to students on a personal
level instead of as instructor/student all
the time. (4A-1-17)

15.

Maintain appropriate office hours that allow
for faculty/student interaction. f4A-2-l61

16.

The opportunity to preview and choose texts

17.

Learn how to encourage questions versus in¬
timidating students because of their lack

18.

Opportunity to receive a level of pay that
makes you feel good about what you're doing;
enthusiastic about your job, (4A-5”61)

19.

Has a genuine interest and concern for the
student to succeed in life, not just in
his/her class.

(4A-5-77)

i NEED MET
Al¬ 61so
80

2140

81100
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Appendix II - 3

PART-TIME FACULTY STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS
MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT 2

For each of the following,

please place an X on the line below the

indicates the extent to which YOUR need for the
staff development item has been MET.

1.

A part-time salary commensurate with full-time
salary schedule to recognize and encourage
professionalism. (5A-1-26)

2.

Adequate secretarial support to allow for
preparation and use of the most current
and relevant materials. (5A-2-13)

3.

Adequate office space with keys to encourage
spending more time on campus in preparation,
meeting with students, etc. (5A-3-4)

4.

Monetary awards to cover cost of one or two
Boston area conferences or seminars each year
to keep current with developments in one's
field. (5A-4-21)

5.

Opportunity to learn about available, and obtain
new, library resource materials (especially
videotapes). (5A-5-6)

6.

Provided with a systematized liaison with full¬
time staff. (6A-1-1)

7.

Provided with an evaluation each semester and a
review of performance objectives. (6A-2-3)

8.

Provided with salary incentives to become more
fully involved with committees, student advise¬
ment, etc. (6A-3-9)

9.

Provided with a program orientation (how their
course fits into whole, overview of goals,
objectives, activities). (6A-5-14)

10.

Orientation to the college/division in regard to
policy, procedures, mission, objectives, student
profiles, etc. (7A-1-11)

20

% NEED MET
21- 41- 6140

81100
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Appendix N - 4

HEEDS MEASUREMENT TM.9TRUMENT ? (Cont’d)
% NEED MET

.

11

.

12

Workshops and training sessions on developing
new teaching styles, supplemental course ma¬
terials, effective testing instruments, and
effective instruction given all the parameters.
(7A-2-16)

020

Workshops to keep part-timers abreast of changes
in college/division policies and procedures.
(7A-3-1)

13. Professional consultation regarding teaching
methodologies.

(7A-4-3)

14.

Opportunity to meet frequently and share with
faculty in the same or related disciplines.
(7A-4-10)

15.

Provisions for more time to be spent with
Divisions (attend programs and division
meetings, etc.) (8A-1-7)

.

16

Opportunities, formal as well as informal, to
confer with more experienced faculty (both
part and full timers) on such subjects as
teaching methods, course content and goals,
general understanding of how individual’s
course fits into most student's programs, etc.
(8A-2-8)

17. A formal orientation workshop each semester for
all part-time faculty. (8A-5-5)
18. Opportunity to participate in local on-campus

forums, discussions and workshops dealing with
the improvement of teaching. (8A-5-11)
19.

Inservice training seminar each semester covering

items such as college policies and procedures,
student demographics, institutional goals and
objectives, curriculum, and course outlines.
(8A-5-13)
20. Learn how to speak to students on a personal

level instead of as instructor/student all the
time. (4A-1-17)

2140

Al¬

so

6180

81-

100

k
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Appendix M - '5

NEEDS MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT 2 (Cont’d)
% NEED MET

21. Maintain appropriate office hours that allow for
faculty/student interaction. (4A-2-16)

020

—

22. The opportunity to preview and choose texts
for your courses. (4A-3-12)
23. Opportunity to receive a level of pay that makes
you feel good about what you're doing; enthusiastic
about your
(4A-5-61)
24. Learn how to encourage questions versus intimi¬
dating students because of their lack of
knowledge. (4A-4-21)
25. Has a genuine interest and concern for the
student to succeed in life, not just in
his/her class. (4A-5-77)

2140

41-

61-

81100
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Appendix N - 6

DIVISION CHAIRPERSONS' STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS
MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT 3

For each of the following, please place an X on the line below
the percentage that best indicates the extent to which YOUR need
for the item has been MET.
% NEED MET

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

020

A series of workshops within the college, with
administration, to provide and receive input/
creative thought in regard to the future di¬
rection of the college. (10A-1-32)

_

Opportunity to attend professional conferences
in one's own field. (10A-2-5)

_

Workshops regarding evaluation; concepts, of
faculty, of students, of programs. (10A-2-11)

_

Receipt of administrative support for creative
projects. (10A-2-18)

_

Workshops/seminars in the practical use of
computers in my job. (10A-2-31)

_

Receive autonomy from higher administrators to
operate my division in a manner that promotes
high morale in the Division Chairperson which
is then passed on to faculty and students.
(IIA-1-16)

7.

Provided with teaching opportunities, remaining
a part of the faculty and a colleague in the
faculty peer group (not a bureaucrat isolated
from faculty).

8.

9.

(11A-2-9)

Provided with freedom and authority to handle
problems in my own way. (11A-3“8)
Freedom from bureaucratic red tape (forms, etc.)
that restrict my flexibility in determining and
meeting the needs of faculty and students.
(IIA-4-17)

-

-

2140

4160

6180
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Appendix N - 7

NEEDS MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT

(Cont’d)
0-

10.

Provided with edeQuate funds for materials,
books, resource people, etc. to provide
for continuing training and in-service
workshops, (iia-5-18)

11. Workshops and conferences in educational
management (leadership, budgeting, evalu¬
ations, union relations, grievance struc¬
ture, etc.). (12A-1-11)
12. Opportunity for travel monies to attend
meetings, conferences, etc. within own
discipline and/or in regard to education
in general. (12A-2-1)
13. Monthly meetings with Academic Dean and
Pres, which are open sessions/discussions
with give and take.
Any topic fair game,
no rank. (12A-3-17)
14. Opportunities to meet with, and attend
conferences and presentations by other
colleges’ personnel with similar respon¬
sibilities, especially as related to
system-wide matters. (12A-4-14)
15. Faculty/Division Chairperson workshop prior
to the start of each semester covering stu¬
dent demographics, student needs assessment,
matching of needs with institutional expecta¬
tions, personnel backgrounds and special pre¬
parations in relation to needs, expectations
and goals; development of a comprehensive and
cohesive plan of action; identification of
staff development needs. (12A-4-27)

% NEED MET
21- 41- 6140
80

81100
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Appendix N - 8

PROFESSIONAL STAFF’S STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS
MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT 4

For each of the following, please place an X on the line below
the percentage that best indicates the extent to which YOUR need
for the staff development item has been MET.

.

Funds and release time to attend local and
national professional conferences ($500

1

per year).

.

(13A-1-3)

2

Attend one or
counterparts
to share and
and solution

3.

Significant local budget for staff develop¬
ment.

two meetings per year with
from other community colleges
discuss similarity of problems
possibilities. (13A-2-1)

(13A-3-19)

A ten-month contract (versus current twelve)
to allow time for research and/or writing.

4.

(13A-4-7)
Inservice meeting with entire staff of like
professionals to discuss our work. (13A-5-2)

5.

.

6

A genuinely open and supportive administra¬
tion that works with the professional staff
to fully utilize the resources obtained from
an on-going staff development effort.
(14A-1-3)

.

7

Administration actively encourages, supports
and rewards ideas, projects, and tasks that
lead toward the integration of support ser¬
vices into the teaching/learning process.
(14A-2-15)

.

8

Monetary incentives are provided through
promotions, etc. to pursue further develop¬
ment.

9.

(14A-3-2)

Opportunity to teach academic courses (mem¬
ber of team invited guest lecturer, etc.).
(14A-4-11)
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Appendix N - 9
NEEDS MEASUREMENT INSTRMENT 4 (Cont’d)
%

10. Receive funding for advanced degree courses.
(14A-5-22)
11. Opportunity for periodic staff/faculty inter¬
action. (15A-1-5)
12. Opportunity to meet periodically with stu¬
dents to better understand their needs/
interests, etc. (15A-2-13)
13. Opportunity for low-cost graduate study.
(15A-4-1)
14. Flexibility of work schedule to allow for
attending graduate courses. (15A-5-2)
15.

Periodic mini-sabbaticals to attend con¬
ferences for professional and personal
growth. (15A-5-8)

16. Opportunity to meet periodically with each
division to better understand their needs/
interests, etc. (15A-5-12)
17.

Professional staff members workshop prior
to the start of each semester covering the
following: student demographics, student
needs assessment; matching of needs with
institutional expectations; staff members
backgrounds and special preparations in
relation to needs, expectations and insti¬
tutional goals; development of a compre¬
hensive and cohesive plan of action;
identification of staff development needs.
(16A-2-22)

18. A formal, individualized orientation program
for new professional staff members. (16A-4-8)
19»

Annual meeting held with faculty on communica¬
tions, dealing with student problems, climate
for learning, etc.
(16A-4-27)

020

2140

N EED MET
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81100
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Appendix N - 10

DIRECTORS, DEANS & PRESIDENT STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS
MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT 5

For each of the following, please place an X on the line below
the percentage that best indicates the extent to which YOU think
the staff development need of the identified group has been MET.
% NEED MET

Full-time faculty needs:
1.
Obtains an adequate salary so he/she can take
care of his/her own professional development
needs, (1A-2-39)
2.

Workshops and training sessions on developing
new teaching styles, supplemental course
materials, effective testing instruments and
effective instruction given all the para¬
meters. (2A-1-27)

3.

Opportunities for events leading to a real
sense of community among faculty, admini¬
stration, students (i.e. in terms of sharing
both positive and negative aspects of teach¬
ing and learning for the purpose of enhancing
the climate for learning, making change,
taking risks, etc.) without reprisals and
with encouragement. (3A-1-49)

4.

Learn how to speak to students on a personal
level instead of as instructor/student all
the time.

(4A-1-17)

Part-time faculty needs;
1.
A part-time salary commensurate with full-time
salary schedule to recognize and encourage
professionalsm, (5A-1-26)
2.

Provided with a systematized liaison with full
time staff.

3.

(6A-1-1)

Orientation to the college/division in regard
to policy, procedures, mission, objectives,
student profiles, etc. (7A-1-11)

020

2140

4110

6110

81100
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NEEDS MEASUREMENT

4.

TWSTPTTmbmt

h

(ContM)

Provisions for more time to be spent with
Divisions, (attend program and division
meetings, etc.). (8A-I-7)

Divisions Chairpersons* needs:
1.

A series of workshops within the college,
with administration, to provide and receive
input/creative thought in regard to the fu¬
ture directions of the college. (lOA-1-32)

2.

Receive autonomy from higher administrators
to operate their divisions in a manner that
promotes high morale in the Division Chair¬
persons which is then passed on to faculty
and students.
(11A-1-16)

3.

Workshops and conferences in educational
management (leadership, budgeting, evalu¬
ations, union relations, grievance structure,
etc.). (12A-1-11)

Professional Staff needs;
1.
Funds and release time to attend local and

national professional conferences ($500.00)
each year).
(13A-1-3)
2.

A genuinely open and supportive administra¬
tion works with the professional staff to
fully utilize the resources obtained from
an on-going staff development effort.

(14A-1-5)
3.

Opportunity for periodic staff/faculty

interaction.
4.

(15A-1-5)

Professional staff members workshop prior
to the start of each semester covering stu¬
dent demographics; student needs assessment;
matching of needs with institutional ex¬
pectations and institutional goals; develop¬
ment of a comprehensive and cohesive plan of
action; and identification of staff develop¬
ment needs.

(16A-2-22)

020
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12

DIVISION CHAIRPERSONS’ STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS
MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT 6

For each of the following, please place an X on the line below the
percentage that best indicates the extent to which YOU think the
staff development needs of the full-time and/or part-time faculty,
for that item, has been MET.
%

Full-time faculty needs;
1.
Obtains an adequate salary so he/she can
take care of his/her own professional
development needs.
(1A-2-39)
2.

Workshops and training sessions on de¬
veloping new teaching styles, supple¬
mental course materials, effective
testing instruments, effective instruc¬
tion given all the parameters.
(2A-1-27)

3.

Professional consultation regarding an
in-depth study of teaching methodologies
for heterogeneous students.
(2A-4-12)

4.

Opportunities for events leading to a
real sense of community among faculty,
administration, and students (i.e. in
terms of sharing both positive and
negative aspects of teaching and learning
for the purpose of enhancing the climate
for learning, making change, taking risks,
etc.) without reprisals and with en¬
couragement.
(3A-1-40)

5.

A formal, individualized orientation pro¬
gram for new faculty.
(3A-3-8)

6.

Learn how to speak to students on a per¬
sonal level instead of as instructor/
student all the time.
(4A-1-17)

7.

Maintain appropriate office hours that
allow for faculty/student interaction.
(4A-2-16)

0-

NEED MET
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6180

81100
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Appendix N - 13
NEEDS MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT fi (Cont’d)

Part-time faculty needs:
1.
A part-time salary commensurate with full¬
time salary schedule to recognize and
encourage professionalism.
(5A-2-13)
2.

Adequate secretarial support to allow
for preparation and use of the most
current and relevant materials.
(5A-2-13)

3.

Provided with a systematized liaison
with full-time staff.
(6A-1-1)

4.

Provided with an evaluation each semester
and a review of performance objectives.
(6A-2-3)

5.

Orientation to the college/division in
regard to policy, procedures, mission,
objectives, student profiles, etc.
(7A-1-11)

6.

Workshops and training sessions on de¬
veloping new teaching styles, supple¬
mental course materials, effective
testing instruments, and effective
instruction given all the parameters.
(7A-1-16)

7.

Provisions for more time to be spent
with Division (attend program and
division meetings, etc.).
(8A-1-7)

8.

A formal, individualized orientation
program for new part-time faculty.
(8A-2-3)

9.

Learn how to speak to students on a
personal level instead of as instructor/
student all the time.
(4A-1-17)

10. Maintain appropriate office hours that
allow for faculty/student interaction.
(4A-2-16)

Appendix N - lH

STUDENTS' STAFF DEVELOPMENT NEEDS
MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT 7

For each of the following, please place an X on the line below the
percentage that best indicates the extent to which YOU think that
YOUR professors' need for the staff development item has been MET.
%

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

020

Learn how to speak to students on a
personal level instead of as instructor/
student all the time.
(4A-1-17)

_

Maintain appropriate office hours that
allow for faculty/student interaction,
(4A-2-16)

_

Learn how to encourage questions versus
intimidating students because of their
lack of knowledge,
(4A-^-21)

_

Opportunity to receive a level of pay that
makes them feel good about what they're
doing; enthusiastic about their job.
(4A-5-61)

_

Has a genuine interest and concern for
the student to succeed in life, not
just in his/her class.
(4A-5-77)

—

6.

The opportunity to preview and choose
texts for their courses.
(4A-3-12)

7.

Obtains an adequate salary so he/she can
take care of his/her own professional
development needs.
(1A-2-39)

8.

Workshops and training sessions on de¬
veloping new teaching styles, supple¬
mental course materials, effective
testing instruments, effective in¬
struction given all the parameters,
(2A-1-27)

2140

NEED MET
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Appendix N - 15
NEEDS MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT 7 (Cont*d)

9.

Professional consultation regarding an
in-depth study of teaching methodolo¬
gies for heterogenous students.
(2A-4-12)

10. Opportunities for events leading to a
real sense of community among faculty,
administration, and students (i.e. in
terms of sharing both positive and
negative aspects of teaching and learn¬
ing for the purpose of enhancing the
climate for learning, making change,
taking risks, etc.) without reprisals
and with encouragement.
(3A-1-40)
11. Opportunities to become familiar with
LAI, TV, radio and other new technolo¬
gies.

(2A-5-5)

12. Workshops to become more aware of learn¬
ing theory and learning styles of stu¬
dents, the range of possible teaching
styles and how to correlate the two.
(2A-5-26)
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Appendix 0

TO:

Full-time Faculty

FROM:

Jean L. Souther

SUBJECT:

Doctoral Dissertation Research Project

DATE:

October 9,

It’s me again.

1985

Asking for your help with my last research document!

The attached instrument appears similar to the documents you processed
for me during the Spring semester, but I am asking for DIFFERENT
information this time.
This document contains the high ranking
full-time faculty needs for staff development as identified by
full-time faculty, Division Chairpersons, students and Directors,
Deans and the President.
I am not asking if these are staff
development needs or not.
I ^ asking you to tell me the extent to
which YOUR need for each item has been MET.
Thank you for your cooperation.
If you have any questions or
comments, please do not hesitate to contact me (X351).
Please return
the completed measurement instrument to me no later than October 21,
1985
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Appendix P

TO;

Part-time Faculty

FROM:

Jean L, Souther

SUBJECT:

Doctoral Dissertation Research Project

DATE:

October 9, 1985

It's me again.

Asking for your help with my last research document!

The attached instrument appears similar to the documents you processed
for me during the Spring semester, but I am asking for DIFFERENT
information this time. This document contains the high ranking
part-time faculty needs for staff development as identified by
part-time faculty, full-time faculty. Division Chairpersons, students
and Directors, Deans and the President. I am not asking if these are
staff development needs or not.
I ^ asking you to tell me the extent
to which YOUR need for each item has been MET.
Thank you for your cooperation.
If you have any questions or
comments, please do not hesitate to contact me (X351). Please return
the completed measurement instrument to me no later than October 21,
1985.
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Appendix Q

TO:

Division Chairpersons

FROM

Jean L. Souther

SUBJECT:

Doctoral Dissertation Research Project

DATE:

October 9i 1985

It's me again.
Asking for your help with my last research document!
(Two for Division Chairpersons)
The attached instruments appear similar to the documents you processed
for me during the Spring semester, but I am asking for DIFFERENT
information this time.
The Division Chairpersons' Staff Development Needs Measurement Instru¬
ment 3 contains the top ranking Division Chairpersons' needs as
identified by Division Chairpersons, full- and part-time faculty and
Directors, Deans and the President. I am not asking if these are
staff development needs or not.
I ^ asking you to tell me the extent
to which YOUR needs for each item has been met.
The Division Chairpersons' Staff Development Needs Measurement In¬
strument 6 contains the top ranking needs of full- and part-time
faculty as identified by full- and part-time faculty. Division
Chairpersons, students and Directors, Deans and the President. This
instrument is asking you to tell me the extent to which YOU think the
full- and part-time faculty's need for each item has been MET.
Thank you for your cooperation.
If you have any questions or com¬
ments, please do not hesitate to contact me (X351). Please return the
completed measurement instruments to me no later than October 21, 1985.
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Appendix R

TO

Professional Staff

FROM

Jean L. Souther

SUBJECT:

Doctoral Dissertation Research Project

DATE

October 9, 1985

It's me again.

Asking for your help with my last research document!

The attached instrument appears similar to the documents you processed
>for me during the Spring semester, but I am asking for DIFFERENT
information this time. This document contains the high ranking pro¬
fessional staff (Librarians, A/V staff member, counsellors, health
professionals, etc,) needs for staff development as identified by
professional staff, full- and part-time faculty. Division Chairpersons
and Directors, Deans and the President, I am not asking if these are
staff development needs or not, I ^ asking you to tell me the extent
to which YOUR need for each item has been MET,
Thank you for your cooperation. If you have any questions or com¬
ments, please do not hesitate to contact me (X351), Please return the
completed measurement instrument to me no later than October 21, 1985.
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Appendix S

TO:

Deans, Directors and President

FROM:

Jean L. Souther

SUBJECT:

Doctoral Dissertation Research Project

DATE:

October 9, 1985

It*s me again.
document I

Asking for your help with my last research

The attached instrument appears similar to the documents you pro¬
cessed for me during the Spring semester, but I am asking for
DIFFERENT information this time. This document contains the high
ranking needs for staff development of full- and part-time facul¬
ty, Division Chairpersons, and professional staff. I am not
asking if these are staff development needs or not. I ^ asking
you to tell me the extent to which YOU think THEIR needs for each
item has been MET.
Thank you for your cooperation. If you have any questions or
comments, please do not hesitate to contact me (X351). Please
return the completed measurement instrument to me no later than
October 21, 1985.
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Appendix T

TO:

Students

FROM:

Jean L. Souther

SUBJECT:

Doctoral Dissertation Research Project

DATE:

November 19,

1985

I am a professor at _ Community College and a candidate
for a doctoral degree at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
The subject of my dissertation is "The Meed for Staff Development at
Community Colleges."
As part of my research, I am sampling student
opinions as to the professional development needs of our faculty.
The attached instrument contains the high ranking staff development
needs of your professors as previously identified by them and by
others (including students).
I would appreciate it very much if you
would tell me the extent to which YOU think your professors? need for
each item has been MET.
For example, if you think that your profes¬
sors have a great need for the item, place an X below 0-20? mst: if
you think that your professors have little ^ no need for the item,
place an X below 81 - 100? met.
Thank you for your cooperation.
If you have any questions or com¬
ments, please do not hesitate to contact me (361-2131 Ext. 351).
Please return the completed measurement instrument to me (Office South
238) no later than November 25,

1985.
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